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Dear readers, friends and colleagues, 
on the following pages you will be presented the contents and results of the 

Erasmus Intensive Programme of the academic year 2003/04 which was 
organised and hosted by the Department of Physical Geography and 
Geoecology of the Charles University in Prague under the title of 
"Management and Protection of Water Recources in Transition Countries". 

In the framework of the EU-SOCRATESlErasmus activities, Intensive 
Programmes (IP) are designed as "short programmes of study (10 days to 3 
months) which bring students and staff from universities in different 
participating countries together in order to work on a specific thematic issue 
in a multinational surrounding and take profit from extraordinary teaching 
and learning conditions as well as from the variety of scientific approaches to 
the subject under consideration." Intensive Programmes require an academic 
coordination by one of the partner universities. 

Given this definition, there are two key features Erasmus Intensive 
Programmes have to fulfil: First of all, there's the need for partner 
universities from different countries which are willing to dedicate part of 
their time to the exchange of teaching methods and scientific approaches on 
a multinational level. Secondly, a thematic issue is needed which is of 
common interest for these partners. Additionally, you need an institution that 
is willing to organise and coordinate the whole enterprise from the academic 
point of view. 

Already in 1994, such a partnership developed and grouped itself around 
one common scientific interest: the "Geography of Water". Throughout seven 
years, two IP-cycles and six residential seminars in different countries 
coordinated by Prof. Pierpaolo Faggi (University of Padua), the subject of 
"Water" being such a multifaceted scientific object of international concern on 
the level of both, human and physical geography, proved to be the perfect 
nucleus to group around it an extremely enriching and continuously growing 
European partnership. With the end of the second cycle in 2001 it had to be 
decided if the IP should be continued or not. There were two aspects which 
accompanied the decision taking process: The existing group's desire to 
upgrade its regional knowledge - especially with regard to the various 
dynamics connected with the European adhesion process - and its profound 
wish to build up further contacts with universities from Transition Countries. 
The group then resolved to apply for a new cycle, putting the focus on the 
subject of "Water Management in Transition Countries". The task of academic 
coordination of the new cycle was handed over to the University of Mainz. 

Until today, we're very happy that the Charles University of Prague, being 
an official member of the IP-partnership already since the year 2000, in the 
person of Dr. Milada Matouskova did not hesitate to declare its disposition to 
be the host and organiser of the first Intensive Programme of the new cycle. 
On behalf of the whole IP-group we would like to take this occasion to once 
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again express our deepest gratitude to the Charles University of Prague for 
supporting the IP-activities and providing all the technical equipment, the 
premises and in particular the staff, which is necessary to organise such a 
challenging enterprise. Especially we want to point out Dr. Milada 
Matouskva's and the rest of the organising committee's fabulous effort, work 
and personal engagement. As you will see on the next pages, we owe her and 
her staff a successful and - especially from the academic viewpoint -
extremely fruitful seminar. 

Dear readers and colleagues, 

Prof. Dr. Volker Heidt 
University of Mainz 
Department of Geography 
Coordinator of the Intensive Programme 
"Water management in transition countries" 

it is a great pleasure for us to greet you while you are opening the second 
issue of the Journal of Czech Geographic Society, Volume 109, No.2. We 
would like to inform you about a special geographical event: "7th European 
Seminar on the Geography of Water". This seminar took place at the 
Department of Physical Geography and Geoecology, Faculty of Science, 
Charles University in Prague from 22nd to 31st August 2003. 

In this Volume of the Journal you will find the main outputs of the Seminar 
as well as some basic information about participating universities. We had 
the pleasure to welcome teachers and students from 8 foreign universities, 
namely from: University of Cagliari (Italy), University of Mainz (Germany), 
University of Padua (Italy), University of Pecs (Hungary), University of 
Sevilla (Spain), University of St. Etienne (France), University ofUdine (Italy) 
and University of Tartu (Estonia). 

The main topic of the new cycle of the Intensive Program ERASMUS is 
''Water Management in Transition Countries". As a subject of the 2003 
Seminar in Prague was chosen "The management and protection of water 
resources in central Europe". 

In the beginning, the participants were introduced into the past and 
present development in the field of hydrology, water management and water 
protection in the Czech Republic, particularly in connection with the social
economical development, transformation process and preparation for the 
entrance in the EU. Lectures to the given topic were provided by both the 
department staff and the experts from organizations and companies dealing 
with hydrology, water management and water protection. 

After the introduction lectures, the participants were divided into three 
thematic groups in accordance with the three major issues of the IP Seminar 
in Prague: I) Floods and flood protection, II) Water quality and restoration of 
water ecosystems and III) Lakes and water reservoirs. The Working Group 
activities played a very important role in the Seminar programme. Based on 
information from lectures, field observations, literature, field excursions and 
discussions with experts, the members of each working group were supposed 
to produce a final conclusion, which was presented at the end of the Seminar 
and now published in this Volume of the Journal. 

Water-related research activities of participating Universities were an 
indivisible part of the Seminar, and their short review is published at the end 
of this Journal as well. Another important part of the IP Seminar was the 
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poster session, where the students had an opportunity to present their own 
research projects, diploma and Ph.D. theses. During the presentation of the 
posters, a constructive and fruitful discussion took place. 

The Seminar could not have taken place without a keen support of various 
collaborators and contributors. I would like to thank to all of them. First of 
all, to the main coordinator ofthe IP Erasmus, Prof. Dr. Volker Heidt, and his 
colleague Brigitte Leicht, M.A. from the Johannes Gutenberg University 
Mainz. Secondly, to the Vice Dean of the Faculty of Science of the Charles 
University in Prague, Asis. Prof. Dr. Ludek Sykora, Ph.D. Furthermore to the 
representatives of the Department of Physical Geography and Geoecology, 
Prof. Dr. Jan Kalvoda, Dr. Sc. and Asis. Prof. Dr. Bohumir Jansky, Ph.D. 
A heartfelt thanks are due to all the participants of the Seminar for their 
enthusiastic cooperation and creativity as well as for their eagerness to share 
and compare their experience from different places in Europe. They created a 
very friendly, cooperative and pleasant atmosphere regardless of their hard 
work during the Seminar. And, last but not least, I would like to express my 
gratefulness to all the colleagues from the Organising Committee. 

Dr. Milada Matouskovd, Ph.D. 
Charles University in Prague 
Department of Physical Geography and Geoecology 
Head of the Organising Committee of the IP Erasmus 2003 
''Water management in transition countries" 
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JAN DANHELKA 

AUGUST 2002 FLOOD IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC: 
METEOROLOGICAL CAUSES AND HYDROLOGICAL 

RESPONSE 

J. D a i't h elk a: August 2002 Flood in the Qzech Republic: Meteorological Causes and 
Hydrological Response. - Geografie - Sbornik CGS, 109, 2, pp. 84-92 (2004). - The paper 
describes synoptic situations that resulted in heavy precipitation over the SW Bohemia in 
August 2002. Spatial and temporal distribution of precipitation and its effect on the flood 
development is explained. Flood peak flows return period reached very high values in the 
Vltava River catchment and couldn't be largely affected by reservoirs within the catchment. 
Nevertheless the role of Vltava River Dam Cascade is mentioned as well as the flood 
forecasting during the flood. We show also some similarities and differences between 2002 
and some historical flood. 
KEY WORDS: Flood - Vltava River - August 2002 - Czech Republic. 

Introduction 

Flood in the Czech Republic in August 2002 was extreme event from many 
points of view. First of all it was the hydrological and meteorological extreme, 
but flood affected also daily life of many people in Bohemia and central Europe. 

If we lived in medieval times the chronicle writers would probably started 
their describing of that flood with sentence: "There was no such flood since the 
times of Noah". This sentence is the evidence oflost of the historical memory. 
Because of rare occurrence of great floods people usually couldn't keep it in 
memory for period longer than is the life of one generation. Unfortunately the 
longer period between floods leads to change in human behavior in the 
floodplain and on the riverbanks. It's closely connected to increasing 
vulnerability of human society and activities to catastrophic floods such as 
the one in 2002. 

The previous catastrophic flood in the Czech Republic occurred in the Odra 
River and Morava River catchments in July 1997. The experience in flood 
forecasting and management from that event was extremely valuable and 
saved many human lives and property during 2002 flood. 

The evaluation of the flood causes, development and consequences is 
crucial for possible next improvement in hydrometeorological service as well 
as in the other phases of the flood management. 

Meteorological causes of August 2002 flood 

Flood was caused by two periods of heavy precipitation following in very 
short interval of time. 
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The first precipitation period occurred in south Bohemia from 6th to 8th of 
August. A casual pressure low absorbed wet air mass from the Mediterranean 
and moved very slowly from the northern Italy in northeast direction in those 
days. Because of windward effect and orographic increase of precipitation there 
were observed daily rainfall amounts 80-150 mm in two consecutive days in 
Novohradske hory Mts. That represents highest daily precipitation ever 
observed in that area. The spatial extend of the maximum precipitation field 
was relatively limited to the highest parts of the Novohradske hory Mts. and 
could not caused major flood in the larger scale. The most important thing for 
the next development of the flood was the saturation of nearly the whole Vltava 
River catchment where fell mostly from 40 to 100 mm during that period. 

More than 280 mm of water fell in Pohorska Yes and Stare Hute during 
approximately 60 hours from 6th to 8th of August. That was 1.5-2 times higher 
than the value of two days precipitation with 100-year return period in that 
area and led to extreme flood in Malse River catchment. Similar rainfall 
amounts observed in Austrian part of the mountains caused extreme flood on 
smaller stream and rivers in the Dyje River catchments in the same time. 

Another pressure low reached the central Europe after only about two and 
a half day without precipitation. The low was formed over the Atlantic Ocean 
and moved to the Mediterranean where it deepened and absorbed wet air. It 
continued then in northern direction to the central Europe where the 
pressure low center stop its movement. In comparison to the previous cyclone 
this ones trajectory was situated more to the north and therefore not only 
south part of Bohemia but nearly the whole area of the Czech Republic was 
affected by heavy precipitation. 

It rained over the Vltava River catchment from Sunday August 11th to 
Tuesday August 13th. Main precipitation field was formed into the shape of 
wide strip trough the Bohemia in north-south direction and did not move its 
position significantly during the whole period. Because of anticlockwise 
rotation of the wind in the cyclone the wet air flowed to Bohemia from the 
north. That caused strong windward effect on northern slopes of Czech 
mountains. It was very strong mainly in the Krusne hory Mts. (Ore Mts.) 
- German meteorological station (about 2 km from the Czech border) recorded 
312 mm of rainfall in 24 ours on 12th of August what is the highest daily 
precipitation amount ever recorded in Germany. Similarly in the highest 
parts of Jizerske hory Mts. automatic raingauge in Knajpa recorded daily 
amount of 278 mm on August 13th• So extreme rainfalls even they were 
spatially very limited caused "flashflood-like" response of the smaller stream 
in those areas. 

Strong windward effectvcaused increase of precipitation also on the north 
slope§ of Krkonose Mts., Sumava Mts., Novohradske hory Mts., Brdy Hills 
and Ceskomoravska vrchovina Hills. 

Mostly from 80 to 200 mm of rainfall fell in the Vltava River catchment 
during the second precipitation period. It accorded to 200-300 % of the value 
of 100-year precipitation for three days period in the south part of the Vltava 
River catchment. 

The MAP (mean areal precipitation) for the whole Vltava River catchment 
(27 039 km2) during the first precipitation period was 69.0 mm while during 
the second period it was 110.7 mm. All together from 6th to 13th of August 2002 
the MAP value was 184.1 mm. That represents the volume of water of 
4.98 km3 (1.87 km3 during the first precipitation period and 2.99 km3 during 
the second one; Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1 - Precipitation volumes for selected catchments. Explanations: circle area 
corresponds to the volume of felled precipitation; light gray - 1st precipitation period; dark 
gray - 2nd precipitation period. 

From the historical records we know about at least similar if not higher 
rainfall amounts in particular precipitation events in Bohemia. The crucial 
for the response of the rivers was the repeating of extreme precipitation in 
very short period of one week. The first precipitation fully saturated the most 
of the catchment the second one led to fast and high runoff. 

Hydrological characterization of flood 

In the response to two precipitation periods there were observed two peaks 
in hydrographs of the most of the rivers in the Vltava River catchment. 

The first precipitation event in August 2002 caused extreme flood in the 
catchment of MalSe River and in the Austrian part of the Dyje River 
catchment. Some minor flood occurred in the Luznice, Otava, upper Vltava 
and Berounka River catchments where in some particular profiles discharges 
reached levels of 1-20 years floods (on tributaries of the Otava River up to 50 
years flood). 

MalSe River and Vltava River downstream MalSe River inflow were the 
most affected. The peak flow return period was estimated to more than 500 
xears there. Smaller mountainous streams in MaUle River catchment (as 
Cerna Brook) were the only streams where the peak flows of the first flood 
event were higher than the peaks of the second one. The flood wave was 
transformed downstream in Orlik reservoir on the Vltava River; therefore 
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Fig. 2 - Discharge hydrographs of selected rivers and 
profiles; time on axis x, discharge (m3.s-1) on axis y. 

Table 1 - Peak flow characteristics for selected profiles. 

Profile River Date Water level 
[cm] 

Roudne MalSe 8.8. 446 
Ceske Budejovice Vltava 8.8. 548 
Herman Blanice 8.8. 272 
Roudne Mallie 13. 8. 465 
Ceske Budejovice Vltava 13.8. 652 
Bechyne Luznice 16.8. 640 
Herman Blanice 13.8. 427 
Pisek Otava 13. 8. 880 
Lhota Radbuza 13.8. 432 
Stenovice Uhlava 13. 8. 513 
Plzen Berounka 13. 8. 799 
Koterov Uslava 13. 8. 371 
Beroun Berounka 13. 8. 796 
Prague Vltava 14.8. 782 
Melnik Labe 15.8. 1066 
Ustf nad Labem Labe 16.8. 1196 
Podhradi Dyje 14.8. 476 
Vranov Dyje 14. 8. 378 

there was no significant 
damage in Prague and 
central Bohemia. But the 
floodwater fulfilled the 
reservoirs before the 
second flood peak. 

Very steep and high 
rising limbs of hydrographs 
were typical for the second 
flood episode. The reason 
was already mentioned; it 
was the high saturation of 
the soil and catchment. 

Peak flows of south 
Bohemian rivers occurred 
mainly on August 13th . The 
return period of flood was 
generally bigger than 100 
years but in some cases it 
reached statistical values of 
more than 1 000 years. 
Table 1 lists values for main 
selected profiles while 
figure 2 shows the discharge 
hydrographs in main water 
gauges in Czech Republic. 

Discharge Return 
[m3.s-1] period 

[years] 

562 200-500 
888 500-1000 
191 50-100 
695 >1000 
1310 >1000 
666 500-1000 
443 >1000 
1180 500-1000 
360 200-500 
398 1000 
858 100-200 
459 >1000 
2170 500-1000 
5160 500 
5050 200-500 
4700 100-200 
343 200 
364 100 

Very important for flood protection activities in Prague was the 
development on the Vltava River dam cascade. The flood protection storage of 
the reservoirs there is sufficient for transforming the minor floods. Accordingly 
operation of the reservoirs fully transformed the first flood episode. Next 
extensive emptying of reservoirs provided approximately 118 mil. m3 of free 
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space what was the double of designed flood protection storage. But this 
storage was quickly filled and reservoirs became uncontrolled. Therefore the 
water level in all reservoirs of the dam cascade exceeded maximum designed 
levels and caused big damages at dams. Nevertheless there was no danger of 
dam collapse. The main role of the reservoirs was prolongation of the time for 
flood protection activities in Prague as a construction of flood protection wall 
and inhabitants evacuation. Later evaluation proved that Orlik reservoir 
delayed the peak flow by 18 hours and lowered the maximal discharge by 
800 m3.s-1 (about 20 %). Modeling of the flood also proved that effect of 
different operation and initial water level in reservoirs was neglectable. 

Luznice River - a tributary of Vltava River - flows trough flat floodplain 
with lot of ponds and small reservoirs. The greatest medieval pond Rozmberk 
stored about 60 mil. m3 of water. On the other hand river valleys of Otava 
River upper Vltava River and Berounka River catchments are generally 
narrow with no possibilities of larger inundation and flood transformation. 

Vltava River in Prague culminated (5 160 m3.s-1) on August 14th. First 
flood wave of the flood was very flat with maximum discharge of 1500 m3.s-1. 

During the second flood wave the city center on the right bank was protected 
by flood protection wall. But some other Prague quarters (Karlin, Holesovice, 
Kampa, Radotin etc.) were flooded and highly devastated. 

Prague water level time series starts in 1827 and since that time there was 
no higher water stage or discharge recorded than the August 2002 flood 
(Fig. 3). Flood marks in the city center enable the comparison to major 
historical floods (1784, 1845 and 1890). Maximum water level of 2002 flood 
was 55 cm higher than 1784 level, 75 cm higher than 1845 level and 
120-140 cm higher than 1890 level. Because of hydraulic condition of the 
valley and may be some change in that the level difference between 1890 and 
2002 levels reached up to 300 cm in Karlin. 

There was no comparable flood in last two centuries. From historical 
chronicles we know that the last comparable or possibly greater flood flooded 
Prague in summer 1432. Another fact visible from figure 3 is that there was 
nearly no significant flood in twentieth century and especially since forties . 
That affected the historical memory of Prague's inhabitants as well as the 
lack of experience of hydrologists and the lack of suitable flood data available 
for calibration of the hydrological forecasting system. 
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Fig. 3 - Time series of floods of Vltava River at Prague; time on axis x, discharge (m3.s-1) on 
axis y. 
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Vltava River inflows the Labe (Elbe) River about 50 km downstream from 
Prague. Area of the confluence and Labe River flood plain in the central 
Bohemia is very flat and provides great inundation storage. Therefore, in 
spite of another tributaries, the peak flow discharge decreased from Prague to 
Usti nad Labem where Labe (Elbe) River culminated with discharge of 
4 700 m 3.s-1 on 16th of August. 

Hydrological and meteorological forecasts 

Meteorological and hydrological forecast is under the responsibility of the 
Czech Hydrometeorological Institute (CHMI) in the Czech Republic. For this 
purpose there is Central Forecasting Office (CFO) in Prague and six Regional 
Forecasting Offices (RFOs). Every forecasting office has meteorological and 
hydrological part. 

For meteorological forecasting the actual data (from satellites, radars, 
ground meteorological stations, vertical profiles) and meteorological model 
outputs are used. The main sources for quantitative precipitation forecast 
(QPF) are local models of German weather service (DWD) and model ALADIN 
computed in the CHMI. 

QPF forecast for the first precipitation period wasn't successful because of 
underestimation of expected precipitation by meteorological model. Therefore 
the forecast was about 30 mm in the mountainous areas in the south Bohemia 
for 6th and 7 th of August while measured precipitation exceeded 100 mm on 
some stations in both days. On the other hand the QPF forecast for the second 
precipitation period was quite accurate as shown in figure 4. Meteorologist 
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Fig. 4 - Three variants of quantitative precipitation forecast (QPF) of 6 hours amounts for 
Sand SW Bohemia compare to observed precipitation. QPFmax (light gray) - maximal 
variant, QPFmid (middle gray) - middle variant, QPFmin (dark gray)- minimal variant. 
Time in 6 hours time step (ddmmhh) on axis x, precipitation (mm) on axis y. 
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prepared three possible variants of QPF that was used accordingly to count 
three variants of hydrological forecast. 

CFO is responsible for the issuing of warnings and alerts for the dangerous 
hydrometeorological situations. All together 7 warnings and 14 alerts (most of 
them for heavy precipitation and floods) were issued during August 2002. 
Hydrological forecasting office of CFO issued 70 information reports on the flood 
recent and expected development during both flood episodes. All the reports 
were distributed using the standard risk management lines and directly send to 
some another institutions (f.e. Czech Government, Crisis Managements of Czech 
Republic and some districts, Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry of Environment, 
Czech TV, Czech Radio Broadcasting, Czech Press Agency, River Authorities 
etc.). All the reports were published on CHMI web for public. 

Hydrological forecast is made using two methods in the Labe (Elbe) River 
catchment. The first one is daily (morning) manual method of according 
discharges and travel times. The method uses measured discharge data in the 
upstream profiles and rating curves. Hydrologist based on the precipitation 
and his experience estimates the inflow from the area between gauging 
profiles. The disadvantage of this method is the relatively short lead-time of 
the forecast - only from 6 to 24 hours in the condition of Czech part of the Labe 
(Elbe) River catchment - and it could be used only for few forecasting profiles. 

To provide longer lead-time of the hydrological forecast is necessary to use 
rainfall-runoff modeling. Therefore the hydrological forecasting system 
AquaLog for Labe (Elbe) River catchment with Sacramento rainfall-runoff 
model is used to produce continuous forecast with lead-time of 48 hours. The 
advantage of the model is also the possibility of forecasting smaller 
catchments and streams and the possibility of multiple runs using different 
variants of QPF. Every CHMI regional office operates its competent part of 
the system. 

Hydrological forecasting faces many difficulties during extreme floods. 
Missing input data from flooded or destroyed gauges, the uncertainty of 
rating curves for high water stages and its wrong extrapolation and time 
stress are the most important. Another uncertainty of the hydrological 
forecast was caused by the QPF uncertainty. Even the QPF of the total 
amount of the second precipitation period was generally very good the 
difference in the temporal and spatial distribution of precipitation could affect 
the result of the hydrological modeling very significantly. 

Crucial hydrological model forecast was made on Sunday - August 11th. It 
was based on the three variants of expected QPF prepared by meteorologists 
and was the first signal of the extreme hydrological response of the streams 
in south and west Bohemia. According to this forecast the warning for the 
possibility of exceeding of the 100 years return period flood for the Orlik 
reservoir inflow was issued. Next morning (August 12th) this scenario was 
confirmed. Results of operational forecast of the Orlik reservoir inflow are 
displayed in figure 5. 

Specific problems have appeared trough the Vltava River in Prague stage and 
discharge forecasting process in August 2002. The result of this forecast is 
absolutely dependent on the quality of the discharge forecast of Berounka River 
in Beroun (produce by RFO in Plzen) and the accuracy and lead-time of the 
Vltava River Dam Cascade outflow schedule (provide by the Vltava River 
Authority). Both of these inputs were highly uncertain. Therefore only a short 
lead-time estimation of water stages ofVltava River in Prague should be made. 
The estimation of the peak flow stage was underestimated at the beginning but 
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Fig. 5 - Hydrological forecasts 
(black) based on QPF for Orlik 
Reservoir inflow compared to 
later evaluated inflow (gray). 
Not correct QPF affect the 
hydrological forecast of the first 
flood episode. Uncertainty of 
hydrological forecast according 
to QPF scenarios (see fig. 4) 
during the second flood episode 
is documented by two variants 
QPFmax (circle line) and 
QPFmin (crossed line). Time on 
axis x, discharge (m3.s-1) on 
axis y. 

was elaborated later on. 
Water stages and discharges 
of Labe (Elbe) River in 
Melnik. and Usti nad Labem 
were forecasted very 

accurately with the lead time of first forecast of the peak flow more than 2,5 day 
before it occurred. 

Conclusion 

Results of the after flood evaluation proved that flood in August 2002 was 
an extreme event in the meaning of precipitation amounts as well as in the 
meaning of peak flow discharges in the rivers. Most important was occurrence 
of two consecutive cyclones bringing extreme precipitation to the same area 
- the Vltava River catchment - within one ~eek. Highest rainfall amounts 
were recorded in Novohradske hory Mts. and Sumava Mts. Totally about 5 km3 

of water fell on the Vltava River catchment in both precipitation episodes. 
Flood in the streams had two flood peaks according to precipitation 

episodes from which mostly the second one was higher. First flood episode 
affected mainly Malse River, where return period of the peak flow reached 
values of 500 years. Second flood episode affected the most of the Vltava 
River catchment with peak flows return periods of 100 to 1000 year. 

In comparison to historical floods in Prague the 2002 flood was the biggest 
flood from those reliable documented and its return period was estimated as 
500 years. But the extremity of flood decreased downstream from Prague and 
on the Labe (Elbe) River. 

Hydrological forecasting is very difficult during extreme floods because of 
input data missing and its uncertainty. Nevertheless the issued forecasts had 
mostly good quality and were useful in flood protection management. 
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Shrnuti 

SRPNOvE POVODNE ROKU 2002 V CESKU: METEOROLOGICKE piUCINY 
A HYDROLOGICKE ODPOvEDI 

Povodeii v srpnu 2002 byla zpusobena dvemi epizodami extremnich srazek. Prvni z nich 
spojena s tlakovou nizi, ktera se ze Sti'edozemi pi'esunula na severorychod, a zasahla pi'e
devsim Novohradske hory. Zde doslo k rozvodneni toku v povodi Malse (az 500lere povod
ne), nasledne Vltavy a rakouske Dyje. Povodeii byla zachycena naddemi Vltavske kaskady 
ana dolnim toku Vltavy tak nezpusobila prakticky zadne skody. Hlavnim faktorem pro dal
si vYvoj povodne ale bylo nasyceni prakticky celeho povodi Vltavy srazkami prvni epizody. 

V kratkem odstupu doslo k postupu dalsi tlakove nize do sti'edni Evropy a k dlouhodo
bemu setrvani s ni spojeneho srazkoveho pasu nad Cechami. Silne srazky zasahly cele po
voru Labe s nejvyssimu Uhrny na navetff severnich svahu zejmena v Krusnych a Jizerskych 
horach a na Sumave. Vzhledem k pi'edchozimu nasyceni vyvolaly tyto srazky extremni po
vodne na nap.Toste vetsine toku v povoru Vltavy. 

V jiznich Cechach vypadle srazkove lihrny dosahly celkove za obe epizody v extremech 
az 400-450 mm. Pi'itom na povodi Vltavy celkove vypadlo okolo 5 km3 vody, ktere zpusobi
ly povodne s dobou opakovani 100 az 1 000 let. Vltavska kaskada povodeii mohla transfor
movat pouze castecne a v Praze tak byla povodeii hodnocena jako 5001eta. Pi'itom pi'ekona
lJi vsechny historicky dochovane povodiiove znacky. Nasledne mohutpe rozlivy ve sti'ednich 
Cechach pak mely za nasledek zplosteni povodiiove vlny, tak ze v Usti byla povodeii hod
nocena jiz jen jako 1001eta. 

Pi'edpovedi srazek v probehu prvni vlny nebyly lispesne, naopak druha srazkova epizo
da byla pi'edpovedena velmi pi'esne. Hydrologicke pi'edpovedi narazely na komplikace zpu
sobene vypadky vstupnich dat a jejich nejistotou, pi'esto vetsinou mely dobrou kvalitu a by
ly uzitecnou informaei pro protipovodiiova opati'eni. 

Obr. 1 - Srazkove objemy vypadle na vybrana povodi. Plocha kruhu odpovida celkove vy
padlemu objemu srazek; svetle sede srazky prvni epizody, tmave sede srazky dru
M epizody. 

Obr. 2 - Hydrogramy protoku ve vybranych toeich a profilech; na ose x zobrazen cas, na 
ose y protok v m3.s-1• 

Obr. 3 - Historicky i'ada povodni na Vltave v Praze; na ose x zobrazen cas, na ose y protok 
v m3.s-1• 

Obr. 4 - Ti'i varianty pi'edpovedi srazek (QPF) pro jizni a jihozapadni Cechy v sestihodi
novem intervalu a porovnani s pozorovanymi srazkami. QPFmax (svetle seda) 
- maximalni varianta pi'edpovedi, QPFmid (sti'edne seda) - sti'edni varianta, 
QPFmin (tmave sed a) - minimalni varianta. Osa x - cas v sestihodinovem kroku 
(ddmmhh), osa y - srazky (mm). 

Obr. 5 - Operativni hydrologicke pi'edpovedi (cerne) pi'itoku do nadrze Orlik na zaklade 
pi'edpovedi srazek a porovnani s vyhodnocenym pi'itokem (sede). Nepi'esna pi'ed
poved' srazek pro prvni povodiiovou epizodu ovlivnila lispesnost hydrologicke 
pi'edpovedi. Zavislost nejistoty hydrologicke pi'edpovedi na variantnich pi'edpove
dich srazek (viz obr. 4) druM povodnove epizody je dokumentovana dvemi pi'ed
poved'mi QPFmax (krouzkovana cara) a QPFmin (kffzkovana cara). N a ose x je zo
brazen cas a na ose y protok v m3.s-1• 

(Aut!wr is with Czech Hydrometeorological Institute, Central Forecasting Office, 
Na Sabatce 17, 14306 Praha, Czechia; e-mail danhelka®Chmi.cz.) 
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WATER QUALITY CHANGES IN THE ELBE RIVER BASIN 

.:r. Lan g ham mer: Water Quality changes in the Elbe River Basin. - Geografie Sbornik 
CGS, 109,2, pp. 93-104 (2004). - In the course of the 90s, the Czech part of the Elbe river 
basin underwent a significant change in the quality of surface water. After a long period of 
intensified pollution hitting the peak at the end of the 80s, reduced amount of emissions 
from main industrial and municipal sources led to a lower pollution load of the Elbe and its 
principal tributaries. The scope and speed of such water quality changes is unprecedented 
in the Czech as well as in the European perspective. Decrease in the pollution level is 
however spatially limited to the Elbe river and its main tributaries. Further reduction of 
emission load will not result in corresponding decline of water pollution. This is due to 
different evolution of rivers of different sizes, but mainly to insufficient decrease of pollution 
load in the headstream areas of the river basin. It is this area of small watercourses that has 
to be in the centre of attention because without its radical changes it isn't possible to ensure 
permanent improvement of water quality in the Elbe and its tributaries. 
KEY WORDS: Hydrology - water quality - pollution - modelling - Elbe. 

1. Introduction 

Changes in water quality occurring in the 90s in the Czech part of the Elbe 
and in a large area of its river basin belong among the most significant 
environmental changes not only in the national, but also in European context. 
Focused efforts caused by international pressure and changes in political 
situation at the tum of the 90s resulted in projects aiming at remediation of 
main sources of industrial and municipal pollution of the Elbe and its main 
tributaries. These actions were responded by fast and significant decrease in 
the Elbe pollution load as indicated by most of monitored parameters, and by 
overall improvement of its environmental state. 

However, changes in water quality of the Elbe river basin have been 
spatially quite differentiated. This paper looks at the internal structure of the 
process and different dynamics of water quality changes in watercourses with 
different size of structure and geographical position. Assessment is focused on 
main load indicators of organic substances and nutrients. Mathematic models 
help simulate variable scenarios of further Elbe water quality development 
based on the expected emission load of the river basin. 

2. Material and Methods 

2. 1. Methodology 

Analytical assessment is based on two main methodological procedures 
standard geostatistical assessment and applied mathematic modelling. 
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Geostatistical assessment was employed to analyse developments of surface 
water quality in the hydrographical network of the Czech part of the Elbe 
river basin, to analyse pollutant emissions in the aquatic environment, and 
spatial relations using the geographic information systems (GIS). 

Analyses of the Elbe river basin emission load was supported by a database 
of recorded sources of sewage emissions of the State Water Management 
Balance (the SVHB). To perform spatial analysis using GIS the digital Water 
Management Map and the data from the CORINE landcover geodatabase 
were used. 

Assessment of the Elbe quality state and development of its individual 
aspects was based on data provided by monitoring of surface water quality in 
profiles of the state network administered by the Czech Hydrometeorological 
Institute (CHMI). We selected 141 profiles for the analyses, representing 
individual river basins in terms of geographical location, physical and 
geographic conditions, social and economic use and river basin structure size, 
water volume and prevailing character of pollution sources. Assessment was 
based on the time period 1990-1999 and covered parameters ofBOD-5, COD, 
N-NH4' N-N03 and total phosphorus. 

2 . 2 . Study area 

The Elbe river basin covering over 50 000 km2 concentrates pollution load 
almost from whole Bohemia showing high concentration of population, 
industry and agriculture. The Elbe itself is marked by many significant direct 
pollution sources because favourable geographical conditions in the past led 
to long-term natural concentration of inhabitants, intensive agricultural 
production and establishment of many industrial plants since the mid of the 
19th century (Fig. 1). 

In the course of the first and mainly the second half of the 20th century, the 
Elbe as well as other big rivers in Europe showed a dramatic rise in pollution 
according to all monitored indicators due to high concentration of 
anthropogenic activities. The peak load was reported in the 70s and 80s and 
most of big rivers in Western Europe underwent a similar process. They, 
however, were exposed to significant changes from the end of the 60s aimed 
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Fig. 1 - Elbe river basin 
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and its river basin came in the 90s. Social changes and opening to 
international cooperation after 1989 resulted in adoption of fundamental 
measures to remedy ecological damage. Under coordination of international 
and national programmes, in particular the International Committee for the 
Elbe Protection and Projects Elbe I and II, the biggest pollution sources were 
eliminated and water quality in the Elbe quickly improved. 

3. Results 

3 . 1. Spatial Distribution of Pollution Sources 

The Czech part of the Elbe river basin is characterised by high 
concentration of anthropogenic activities representing current sources of 
surface water pollution, i.e. mainly urban and industrial complexes 
distributed along the whole river and its tributaries . Many of them and 
particularly chemical plants belong among the biggest direct pollution 
sources in the Czech Republic and Europe. 

Spatial concentration of point emission sources in the Elbe river basin 
copies distribution of main cities and industrial zones. This is also 
documented by a map of point emission sources (Fig. 2) made on the basis of 
spatial combination of the SVHB database and the Digital Water 
Management Map. Along the Elbe river basin, there are 1600 recorded point 
pollution sources while the most significant emission sources located mainly 
along large watercourses are concentrated into so called emission areas, i.e. 
areas of concentrated substance deflation of emissions from point sources to 
watercourses with similar characteristics of the structure of pollution sources 
and emitted pollutants . 

Besides the sources concentrated in the key areas, there are almost 1 400 
recorded point emission sources with annual volume of emitted sewage water 
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Fig. 2 - Main emmission areas. BOD- 5 emmissions (kg/year) 

over 1 000 m3. Such 
local industrial and 
municipal point emis
sion sources, often 
drained to recipients 
with low water volume, 
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pollution load transfer
red from headstream to 
downstream areas and 
multiplied by non
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nonpoint pollution sour
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3. 1. 1. Development of 
Pollutants Emissions 

In the course of the 
90s, the Elbe river 
basin experienced 
a significant decrease 
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in pollutants emission volume from recorded point pollution sources. 
Construction and intensification of sewage treatment plants in big industrial 
and communal emission sources resulted in radical fall of emissions according 
to parameters reflecting this type of pollution load (Fig. 3). The indicator of 
organic pollution, BOD-5, showed reduction of overall recorded emissions 
from 1990 to 1999 down to one fifth of original volume. Emissions volume at 
the end of the 90s as reflected by indicator COD represents one third and 
indicator NH4 one half of the volume emitted to the Elbe river basin at the 
beginning of the same period. 

3. 1. 2. Pollution Sources Structure 

Besides recorded point pollution sources, the total volume of emitted 
pollutants is comprised by other types of sources, namely so-called diffusion 
sources represented by dispersed small point sources of pollution (farms, 
small settlements, landfills etc.), and area sources represented by surface 
runoff from the river basin, particularly from agricultural areas. Proportional 
participation of the main groups of pollution sources, i.e. point, diffusion, and 
area sources, in the overall pollution load of the Elbe river basin is given by 
different characteristics of the sources, pollutants and mechanisms of their 
transport to surface water. 

In the Elbe river basin, the main sources of organic pollution reflected by 
indicators ofBOD-5 and COD are the point emission sources of industrial and 
municipal character, and the total of big point and diffused sources represents 
the majority of the balance. Regarding indicator BOD-5, it stands for 95 
percent of the total load and COD represents 75 percent (Fig. 4). 

Similar proportions are characteristic for the total phosphorus - almost 60 
percent is produced by recorded point sources, 35 percent by diffused sources, 
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by transport from area and diffused sources. Regarding total nitrogen, load 
from area sources represents almost 45 percent of the total amount emitted 
in the Elbe river basin and jointly with diffusion sources stands for 65 percent 
of total emissions . This parameter is however comprised by two indicators of 
different origin and transport mechanism, i.e. by N-NH4 and N-N03 . While 
N-NH4 shows clear dependence on point pollution centres, N-N03 load is 
generated mostly by area sources. 

The indicator of undissolved substances is most closely related to nonpoint 
sources and general erosion processes. In terms of this parameter, 65 percent 
of emitted load is generated by area sources that together with diffusion 
sources represent 75 percent of substance deflation. 

3. 1. 3. Changes in Pollution Sources Structure 

The structure and participation of main emission sources in the overall 
Elbe river basin load isn't constant. Significant changes in water quality of 
the Elbe and its main tributaries occurring in the 90s were accompanied by 
radical changes in the source structure. Structural development of emissions 
is mostly marked by fast decline of point sources impact. Regarding industrial 
sources, the pollution volume emitted at the end of the 90s represented only 
one sixth of the amount detected at the beginning of the period. Decline in 
volumes emitted by municipal sources was significantly slower due to the lack 
of sewage plants in large settlements at the Elbe downstream in the 90s . 
Nevertheless, emissions even in this respect were reduced in the period down 
to 113 of the original volume. 

To the contrary, emissions generated by diffusion and area sources don't 
show any significant drop and have increasingly decisive impact on surface 
water quality in the Elbe river basin. 

While the impact of industrial and municipal load sources is falling at 
different speed on the Elbe itself and other big watercourses in the Czech part 
of the Elbe river basin, small watercourses don't show such significant 
changes. They are mostly influenced by diffused small sources, e.g. 
municipalities lacking sewage systems or sewage treatment plants, farms, 
smaller businesses etc. The majority of peripheral river basins is subject to 
increasing impact of area sources, particularly of surface runoff from 
agricultural areas . The balance volume of pollution in the examined river 
basins isn't falling despite relatively significant reduction of fertilizers 
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application in agriculture in the 90s. However, limitations of agricultural 
activities haven't had almost any impact on the areas generating the highest 
volumes of pollution. 

3. 2. Water Quality 

3. 2. 1. Water Quality Development in the Elbe 

Changes in emissions and emission sources structure in the Elbe river 
basin occurring in the 90s were significantly reflected in the water quality of 
the main river of the system - the Elbe. Monitored indicators mostly showed 
decline in river pollution concentration and the overall substance deflation. 
This development is documented by Fig. 5 showing changes in average annual 
organic pollution concentrations according to BOD-5 in the longitudinal 
profile of the Elbe . From the mid 90s, the critical load level was continuously 
cut down in the Elbe midstream and downstream, and at the end of the period 
water of the whole stream reached the level achieved at the turn of the 
90s only in the Elbe upstream. 

In the 90s, the Elbe generally showed visible decrease in concentration and 
substance load according to selected water quality parameters, particularly those 
reflecting load from point pollution sources. This concerns indicators reflecting 
the overall contamination in COD, BOD-5 and N-NH4 indicators. Mainly in the 
second half of the 90s, they showed radical decline of the Elbe river basin load 
due to dramatic cuts of big industrial and municipal sources emissions. 

The process of contamination by total phosphorus is different. In the 90s, 
this indicator reflecting the load volume caused by industrial and mainly 
municipal point sources showed not only stagnation, but also contamination 
increase in certain areas. Slow increase in phosphorus load doesn't concern 
only the Elbe, but also partial river basins of its tributaries. This situation is 
caused by increased phosphorus emissions by municipality sources and lack 
of sewage treatment plants in small and medium size villages and their 
technical state . In terms of the total balance, decrease in phosphorus 
emissions caused by big industrial and municipal sources at the Elbe and its 
main tributaries didn't absorb increased load from the whole river basin. 
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Indicators reflecting pollution load from area sources, mainly indicators of 
N-N03' didn't show any significant quality changes in the 90s . Supply of 
nutrients from source surfaces didn't fall despite evident suppression of 
agricultural activities and fertilizers application in the 90s. 

3. 2. 2. Water Quality Changes in the Elbe River Basin 

Changes in water quality weren't recorded only in the Elbe, but positive 
improvements, although of different intensity, involved the whole river basin. 
The overall quality of watercourses of the Czech part of the Elbe river basin, 
expressed in quality categories (Fig. 6), was significantly improved. 
Comparing the number and total length of watercourses included in one of 
five quality categories at the beginning and in the end of the 90s, three 
tendencies emerge: 

There are significantly less watercourses classified in the two worst quality 
categories. Watercourses reaching such a strong pollution level in 1991-92 
represented in total 71 percent of the hydrographic network, while in 
1999-2000 it was only 37 percent. 
In comparison with the beginning of the 90s, the number of sections of 
watercourses classified in the third category as polluted water doubled. 
The length of watercourses sections classified in the two best categories 
increased by 8 percent. It is a positive trend, but a relatively small change 
against the overall scope of quality changes. 
Data on overall water quality changes in watercourses of the Elbe river 

basin (Min. of the Environment 2001) provide a comprehensive picture of the 
river basin and the internal structure of changes in individual river basin 
parts. The sections falling under the fourth and fifth category at the turn of 
the 90s were mostly on big rivers, on the Elbe and its main tributaries that 
are subject to big industrial pollution sources. Improvement of water quality 
resulting from construction and intensification of sewage treatment plants at 
such sources shifted water quality in recipients by one or two categories 
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upwards and is reflected in the overall increase of the length of watercourses 
under the third category. However, the highest quality category comprised 
mostly by small watercourses in the headstream areas of the river basin 
underwent significantly slower progress, which is reflected in the minimal 
increase in their total length. 

3. 2. 3. Spatial Structure of Water Quality Changes 

The analysis of spatial structure of water quality changes in the Czech part 
of the Elbe river basin shows significant spatial trends of development in 
individual parts. In terms of total balance indicators, water quality 
developments in the 90s seem to be definitely positive. However, analysing 
changes in individual water quality profiles we detect areas of the Elbe river 
basin that show stagnation or even deterioration of water quality. Spatial 
delimitation of stagnation and deterioration areas differs according to 
individual indicators. 

According to the indicator of BOD-5 and COD reflecting organic pollution, 
increase in the load is detected in almost one fourth of quality profiles 
(22.7 percent). Their geographical concentration is typically centred into 
boundary regions of the Elber river basin while the central part of Bohemia 
including Prague region records decrease of pollution (Fig. 7). 

The indicator of nitrate pollution shows different spatial trends of pollution 
load evolution. The overall balance of nitrate pollution load is stagnating and 
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regional comparison doesn't show any significant decrease in overall pollution 
either. Almost one third of water quality profiles suffer quality deterioration 
while remaining profiles development is marked by stagnation and minimum 
concentration decline. It is worrying that concentration rise occurs in already 
burdened areas classified under 3rd and 4th water quality categories. 

Overall spatial trend in nitrate concentration development points to deep 
problems of links between agriculture and water quality. Globally, the 
90s saw a significant suppression of agricultural activities in the Czech 
Republic, but it didn't result in expected decrease in nutrients and mainly 
nitrates load. Decline related to agriculture limitation and fertilizers 
application was set off by intensified activities of economically stronger 
entities. Unlike in case of industrial and municipal sources, here the decline 
isn't brought by systematic changes. Further economic upsurge of 
agricultural entities facilitated for example by future EU subsidies is likely to 
result in increased use of fertilizers and effective pesticides and deterioration 
of water quality in small and medium watercourses. 

4. Discussion 

Radical reduction of emissions in the mid 90s caused fast and significant 
decline of the Elbe river basin pollutants load. After reaching certain level it 
however seems that further emissions reduction won't have the same 
response of falling concentration of main monitored pollutant indicators in 
rivers. It isn't clear whether and how further water quality improvement in 
the Elbe river basin can be achieved in the future. 

Answers can be found through structurally differentiated view of water 
quality changes and tools of mathematical modelling. Geostatistical analyses of 
links between river basin geographical location, its size and water volume, and 
water quality changes clearly points to differences in development of 
watercourses belonging to different classes. The majority of positive changes 
occurred on the biggest watercourses influenced by large industrial and urban 
point pollution sources. Medium watercourses influenced mostly by local 
industry and settlements are undergoing a very variable process often directly 
linked to the overall regional economic situation. The slightest changes, often of 
a negative character, were detected in small watercourses in agricultural areas. 

There are more explanations of highly asymmetric load decline of the Elbe 
river basin in the 90s, differing by various classes. The fact that most 
activities aiming at water quality improvement were focused on the biggest 
rivers had economic, technological and political motives. 

Measures to reduce emissions from point sources, i.e. construction or 
intensification of sewage treatment plants, although economically demanding, 
are easy to adopt from the technical point of view, and ensure relatively high 
effectiveness against the invested value. To quickly eliminate the massive 
volume of pollution leaving the Czech Republic through the Elbe at the 
beginning of the 90s, remediation of big direct industrial and municipal 
emission sources on the Elbe and its main tributaries was the only solution. 
Interest in increased water quality of the Elbe wasn't expressed only by the 
Czech Republic, but also by Germany and the EU who monitored how 
remediation of emission sources on the Elbe was reflected by pollution 
decrease in North Sea, and therefore financially supported construction and 
modernisation of sewage treatment plants in the first half of the 90s. 
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On the other hand, smaller watercourses still suffering from local 
industrial and municipal pollution are less visible and mostly outside the 
interest of general public and international institutions. These courses, 
representing the largest part of the Elbe hydrographic network, were subject 
to massive riverbed modifications, channelization, and melioration in the past 
and lost their natural abilities to eliminate load caused by anthropogenic 
activities. Financing of construction and reconstructions of sewage treatment 
plants in municipalities and industrial facilities in these areas is far more 
complicated and takes longer. What's more, small and medium watercourses 
are highly influenced by nonpoint pollution sources difficult to reduce and 
eliminate without an integrated package of economic, legal, executive and 
technical measures with a long-term effectiveness. 

Processes occurring in the Czech part ofthe Elbe river basin are analogical 
to those happening on European rivers. Assessment of water quality in 
European rivers performed by the European Environment Agency (EEA 
2002) shows similar links between watercourse classes and their quality. 
Regarding total phosphorus and nitrogen, the highest average concentration 
is detected on the smallest watercourses as in the Czech part of the Elbe river 
basin. The larger the river basin area and average long-term discharge, the 
higher the overall water quality and dynamics of pollution decline. 

5. Conclusion 

The results of analysis of water quality state and developments in the 
Czech part of the Elbe river basin in the 90s, and the processed development 
prognosis have shown that increasing differences between water quality in 
the Elbe and its tributaries currently represent the main problem for further 
water quality improvement in the given area. 

Decrease in pollution level of the Elbe in the 90s doesn't result from positive 
development of the whole river baSin, but only from activities along the Elbe itself 
and the main tributaries. At the beginning of the 21st century, the majority of 
hydrographic network of the Czech part of the Elbe river basin, mainly small 
watercourses in peripheral areas, still remain exposed to high emissions from 
local industrial and municipality pollution sources and agricultural production. 

Point pollution sources underwent radical quality changes in the 90s, 
which however doesn't apply to diffusion and area sources of surface water 
pollution. Non-declining emission volume from diffused agricultural and 
small municipal sources, distributed by the network of devastated small 
watercourses, hinders natural retention and elimination of pollutants. The 
areas of small watercourses thus should be at the centre of future attention 
because permanent improvement of downstream water quality can't be 
achieved without changes of the headstream area. 
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Shrnuti 

ZMENY KV ALITY VODY V POVODI LABE 

V prubehu 90. let doslo v ceske casti povodi Labe k zasadnimu obratu ve vjvoji kvality 
povrchovych vod. Po dlouholerem narustu urovne znecisteni doslo diky snizeni emisi z hlav
nich prumyslovYch a komunalnich zdroju k poklesu urovne zateze Labe i jeho nejdulezitej
sich pfitoku. Rozsah a rychlost techto zmen v kvalite vody je bezprecedentnijak v ramci CR, 
tak i v evropskem mentku. 

Pokles urovne zneCisteni vsak je vsak omezeny vicemene pouze na Labe a jeho hlavni 
pntoky. Velka cast drobnych vodnich toku, zejmena v zemedelske krajine i nadale trpi na
dmernym znecislovanim z prumyslovYch a komunalnich zdroju, stejne jako intenzivni ze
medelskou vyrobou. 

Pro dalsi pokracovani poklesu znecisteni Labe bude rozhodujici dokonceni eliminace 
emisi z komunalnich zdroju a postupne snizovani zateze, pfinasene do Labe jeho pntoky. 
Tyto v soucasne doM pfedstavuji bilancne bezkonkurencne nejvetsi zdroje latkovych vnosu 
do toku Labe. S vyjimkou Vltavy a Biliny, ktere jsou pod vlivem silnych bodovYch zdroju je 
kvalita vody vetsiny z nich ovlivnovana plosnymi a difUznimi zdroji znecisteni. Na rozdil od 
bodovych zdroju zneCisteni, ktere v pruMhu devadesatjch let prodelaly kvalitativni skok, 
v oblasti difUznich a plosnych zdroju znecisteni povrchovYch vod k analogickemu vjvoji ne
doslo. Neklesajici objem emisi z rozptjlenych zemedelskych i drobnych komunalnich zdro
ju, odvadenych siti zdevastovanych malych vodnich toku, neumoznuje pfirozenou retenci 
a odbouravani znecislujicich latek. Vodni toky jsou diky tomu vystaveny silne zatezi casto 
jiz od svYch pramennych useku, pficemz celkove vysoka intenzita vyuziti krajiny pusobi na 
postupne rostouci zatez celeho ncnmo systemu.Celkova postupna rehabilitace stavu pfi
rodni sfery povodi Labe je procesem s podstatne delsim casovym horizontem, nez pfedsta
vuje naprava kvality jeho vodni slozky. Realizovane modely a progn6za vYvoje ukazaly na 
limity v procesu zlepsovani jakosti vody prostfednictvim omezovani emisi z bodovYch zdro-
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ju znecisteni. DalSi pokles zneCisteni vody v Labi i pri dusledne aplikaci modernich Cisticich 
technologii a dodrzovani emisnich limitu muze pHnest jiz jen dilci zlepseni jakosti vody. 

Teziste praci na rehabilitaci kvality vody v toku se proto bude muset presunout z vlast
niho koryta toku do jeho celeho povodi. PH pokracujici eliminaci zateze z pfimych bodovych 
zdroju bude pro dalsi snizeni znecisteni vody nezbytny komplexni pfistup k fizeni kvality 
vody v povodi, podchyceni a eliminace rozptylenych drobnych bodorych zdroju znecisteni 
a posilovani pfirozenych funkci ficnich ekosystemu, vcetne jejich postupne revitalizace. 

Obr. 1 - Povodi Labe 
Obr. 2 - Hlavni emisni oblasti povodi Labe (emise v kg/rok) 
Obr. 3 - Pokles emisi znecisteni z bodorych zdroju, osa x - roky, osa y - emise (tisice 

tunlrok) 
Obr. 4 - Struktura zdroju znecisteni. Podily (ve sloupci odspodu); plosne zdroje, diruzni 

zdroje, bodove zdroje; sloupce (zleva); BSK5, CHSKCr, nerozpustene Iatky, Ncelk, 
Pcelk 

Obr. 5 - Pokles koncentraci znecisteni v profilu Labe-Decin. Osa x - roky, osa y - vlevo 
koncentrace (mg/), vpravo prutok (m3/s). 

Obr. 6 - Zmena tfid jakosti povrchorych vod v povodi Labe 
Obr. 7 - Zmena prostorove struktury kvality vody povodi Labe v ukazateli BSK5. + - na

rust koncentraci, - - pokles koncentraci. Body - jakost vody na profilech v roce 
1999, koncentrace BSK5 (mg/). Plosne - zmena kvality vody v ukazateli BSK5 
v obdobi 1990-99. 
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ECOHYDROLOGICAL MONITORING OF THE RIVER 
HABITAT QUALITY 

M. Mat 0 u S k 0 v Ii: Ecohydrological monitoring of the river habitat quality. - Geografie 
Sbornik CGS, 109, 2, pp. 105-116 (2004). - Complex ecohydrological methods are of 
principal significance when evaluating the state of water ecosystems and they give also 
decisive information for their restoration. New approaches in the evaluation allow a broader 
view at the water ecosystem. The ecohydrological state of a stream is determined by a set of 
hydromorphological characteristics of the river channel, of its runoff, by hydrochemical and 
hydrobiological condition of water, by the character of bank and riparian belts and 
transformation of the floodplain. The new European Water Framework Directive 
(2000/60IEC) underlines the significance of ecohydrological methods. In the paper is 
represented a method of ecomorphological evaluation of streams habitat quality and its 
application on the model study area of the Rakovnicky Brook. 
KEY WORDS: ecohydrological monitoring - river habitat - river training -
hydromorphology - vegetation belt - riparian zone - water basin. 

1. Introduction 

From the beginning of the eighties, efforts have come up to develop an 
objective and complex evaluation method of the ecological state of 
watercourses. Classical approaches of streams quality evaluation are based 
on hydrochemical and hydrobiological methods. These methods are not 
replaceable in the case of determining the pollution degree of surface 
waters. Their joint negative attribute is concentration on watercourse bed. 
These methods obviously provide indirect information also on processes 
taking place within the whole basin. Quality of surface waters is also 
closely connected with hydromorphological characteristics of watercourse 
beds, especially with the degree of anthropogenic modifications, the 
character of riparian belt along streams, the sediment and runoff regime, 
and land use. 

Since the end of the nineties of the twentieth century, tendencies to form 
new complex analyses have increased which would reflect the total, so called 
ecological, or ecohydrological condition of streams. 

Complex ecohydrological methods are of principal significance when 
evaluating the state of water ecosystems and they give decisive information 
for their restoration. The ecohydrological state of a stream is determined by a 
set of hydromorphological characteristics of the river channel, of its runoff 
and suspended sediment load regime, by hydrochemical properties of surface 
water and by hydro biological conditions in the stream channel, by the 
character of bank and riparian belts along streams, by anthropogenic 
transformation of its floodplain. It is indirectly influenced by physical
geographical and social-economic conditions of the whole basin. 
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The new European Water Framework Directive (2000/60IEC) underlines 
the significance of ecohydrological methods. Watercourses are evaluated 
according to an ecological statute, which is determined by biolOgical, 
hydromorphological and physical-chemical parameters. The Water 
Framework Directive is aimed both at the state of the streambed and at its 
riparian belt. The ecological state of water ecosystems is classified in the 
Directive by three degrees: high, good and fair. Individual degrees are 
described only in a general way, as it is problematic to specifY and to quantifY 
the properties of ecosystems in different regions of Europe. For that purpose, 
evaluation procedures and water streams typologies are elaborated in 
different countries. 

2. Aims and methods 

The aim of this research was to elaborate a method fitted for 
ecohydrological monitoring of small streams and its verification and 
application on the model study area. It includes analyses of the existing 
evaluation ecohydrological approaches. Principal for elaboration of these 
method were also studies on fluvial-morpholOgical characteristics of natural 
or near-natural streams. 

The great majority of existing evaluation approaches concern watercourses 
of higher orders according to the classification by Strahler (Strahler 1957). 
For instance the LAW A method (DWVK, LA WA 1996) was created for the 
needs of area evaluation and mutual comparison of ecological structures of 
water streams in the whole Germany. It is extended by the BfG Koblenz 
method (LAWA 1998), formulated and used within the Elbe (Labe) project in 
pilot segments of the Elbe (Labe) River in Germany and in the Czech 
Republic. This method is used for evaluation of ecological state of so-called 
significant watercourses with a channel larger than 10 m. Another of the 
methods, "Ecological evaluation streams" by Niehoff (1996), was also created 
for middle to large basins. 

Ecological principles of evaluation are also discussed in the study "A Guide 
to HABSCORE Field Survey Methods and the Completion of Standard 
Forms" (NRA 1995). The HABSCORE system was elaborated as a tool for 
evaluation of watercourses state from the viewpoint of protection of salmon 
streams. Method "River Habitat Survey" (NRA 1992, 1995) was created on the 
basis of the evaluation "River Corridors Survey" (NRA 1992, 1995). This 
method covers a complex of evaluation parameters, e.g. flUVial-morpholOgical 
characteristics of stream bed and stream banks, a flow type, character of 
stream bank vegetation and of riparian zone, land use in the riparian belt in 
50 m along the stream, but the evaluation system was not elaborated. 

Several studies based on ecolOgical principles have been elaborated in the 
USA and Canada. For example - evaluation of river habitat ecosystems 
"Rapid Bioassesment Protocols For Use in Streams and Wadeable Rivers" 
(Barbour 1999), which is a part ofthe complex biological monitoring of rivers. 
This method is used as a national standard for ecological evaluation of 
watercourses. 

In the Czech Republic only a few ecohydrological studies have been 
published. A st"udy conc~rned with multicriterial analysis of watercourses was 
elaborated by Sindlar (Sindlar 1998) and used for the needs of the Ministry of 
the Environment of the Czech Republic - Water Ecosystems Restoration 
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Programme. An applied ecological study was preceded within the project on 
the Bilina river basin (Havlik et al. 1997). 

3. Ecomorphological evaluation of the stream habitat 

Only little attention has been up to now paid to small streams. For the 
reason of absence of suitable method for small streams, within the framework 
of the research project GAUK ''Water Quality Research in the Berounka River 
Basin" (Langhammer, Matouskova 1999) and work on Ph.D. Thesis 
"Ecohydrological monitoring as a basis for restoration of streams" 
(Matouskova 2003) the method of ecomorphological evaluation of stream 
habitat quality was elaborated. 

This method is an instrument for evaluation of stream ecomorphological 
state in free countryside as well as in urban areas. It is based on a 
combination of field investigation, processing of available data and maps. The 
water ecosystem is understood here as a larger territory, which is formed by 
individual mutually interconnected zones. It is therefore not bound only to the 
riverbed. The unit of the highest order is the basin, and then there are 
delimited zones of the flood plain, of riparian belts and of the stream channel. 

The method of ecomorphological monitoring is composed of several 
separate evaluated parameters that get mutually integrated during the 
evaluation. It includes the analysis of fluvial-morphological features of the 
channel, of the anthropogenic transformation of the hydrographical network, 
of the quality of surface water, of the state of bank vegetation, of the land use 
in riparian belt and of selected ecohydrological features of the basin (Tab 1). 
The ecomorphological evaluation is based on the so-called "potential natural 
state" which is the state of the stream that is formed during the given 
physical-geographical development of the given area without significant 
negative anthropogenic impacts in the landscape. Nevertheless, it is not the 
"historical" state of the stream in the untouched natural landscape. 

Ecomorphological mapping is done in determined segments, which are 
homogenous or heterogeneous in dependence on the size of the basin. In the 
case of small watercourses (catchments area < 100 km2), it is suitable to 
perform the mapping in segments of constant length. The recommended 
segment length is 100 m or 200 m depending on the accuracy, requirements, 
and purpose of the mapping. In the case of larger basins (catchments area 
>100 and < 500 km2), it is suitable to perform the ecomorphological mapping 
in segments of varying length, with the emphasis laid on their qualitative 
homogeneity. Length of individual segments lies within the range of 
500-1000 m. Each segment of the watercourse is delimited exactly on the map 
and marked numerically. Their mutual non-overlapping must be guaranteed. 
For the field mapping, spring and autumn periods are favourable. 
Investigation of hydromorphological structures of the bed should be 
performed during low flow. Mapping results are recorded in a working form 
of the ecomorphological evaluation, in maps, and subsequently processed to 
obtain their digital form, and finally evaluated using a spreadsheet editor and 
represented in thematic layers of GIS. 

Individual parameters are classified by a score in the interval < 0; 5>. The 
values of partial parameters are calculated on the basis of the worst 
registered value that is on the principle of maximum or on the basis of the 
prevailing, so-called dominating value or with the help of arithmetic average. 
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Tab. 1 - Ecomorphological parameters 

Ecomorphological Main Partial ecomorphological Evaluation 
zone ecomorphological parameter (point P / 

parameter verbal V) 

Stream channel Fluvial-morphology Type of river valley V 
and meandering 

Meandering V,P 
River bed (character and shape) P 
Deepening of river channel P 
Accumulation structures P 

Longitudinal profile Existence of steps P 
Channelization P 
Rimes and pools P 
Type of water flow P 
Degree of depth variability P 
Man-made changes in outflow P 

Cross section profile Type of cross section P 
Depth (average) V 
Degree of length variability P 
Type of river training P 

River bed Character of substrate V 
Type of bed training P 
Substrate diversity P 
Microhabitats P 

Bank structures Vegetation P 
Type of bank structures P 
Unstableness of banks P 

Water quality Hydrochemical parametres P 
Hydrobiological parametres P 
Sewage outfalls V 

Vegetation belt Existence of riparian belt P 
Character of riparian belt P 
Retention of riparian belt 

Flood plain Land use in flood plain P 
Flood control measures P 
Retention potential of flood plain P 

Water basin River training P 
Susceptible to erosion P 
Land cover P 
Drainage areas P 
Retention areas P 

The evaluation is done on the basis of additive principle. All ecomorphological 
zones have the same importance for determination of the so-called 
ecomorphological state, which is calculated as the arithmetical average of the 
evaluated ecomorphological zones. The ecomorphological state is then 
classified on the basis of assignment of numerical result into one of the 
defined ecomorphological classes. 

4. The model study area 

The model area for application of the described method was the Rakovnicky 
Brook basin, which corresponds to the requirements of anthropogenic 
transformation of the hydrographical network and of the stream order. At the 
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Fig. 1 - Historical map of the Rakovnicky Brook. Delimitation of ecomorphological 
segments for comparing analysis, III. Military mapping from 1879. Source: Map collection, 
Charles University in Prague. 

same time, a sufficient quantity of monitored input data and of other 
information was available for the given territory. 

The Rakovnicky Brook is a left affluent of the Berounka River, into which 
it mouths at the 63.3 river kilometre. The drainage area is 368.14 square km 
and the length ofthe main stream is 47.37 km. The mean long-term discharge 
at the middle part (Rakovnik gauging station) is 0.67 m3.s-1, at the brook 
mouth then 0.86 m3.s-1 (in the evaluated period 1970-2001). The stream 
passes through two geologically different units. In the north-western part 
prevail Permian-Carboniferous formations; Proterozoic slates and spilites 
dominate the south-eastern part. These geological structures condition the 
geomorphologic features of the relief and determine the basic features of the 
hydrographical network, which has been in many segments 
anthropogenically transformed. The stream training works has affected more 
than one third of the basin. Stream channels in this basin have been further 
transformed in connection with the flood control measures, with urbanization 
and sewerage system outfalls, with crossing of streams by communications, 
etc. The oldest stream training was done in the 14th century when building 
mills and millraces, then in the 16th and 17th century when building a system 
of ponds at the upper and middle part of the Rakovnicky Brook. These oldest 
stream-works are now conceived positively, as they are very well integrated 
into the landscape and give it its specific scenery (Fig. 1). 

The total modification of the hydrographical network is 44.6 %, which is 
above average when compared with the national percentage o( modified 
watercourses (28.4 % according to the Ministry of Environment CR, 1995). 
The straightening and shortening of streams is largely predominating, as well 
as deepening and stabilization of water channels mainly by quarry stones. An 
analysis of runoff conditions proved a dependence of changes in the runoff 
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Fig. 2 - Simple mass curves of Qd and daily rainfall in the per iod 1970-1999. Data: CHMU. 
The Qd mass curve proves that in the period 1978-81 there was an increased runoff, which 
corresponds to the period of realization of amelioration measures in the basin. The mass 
curve of total r ainfall manifest s a gradual increase in the whole monitored period 
1970-1999. In the year s 1990-93, there was on the contrary a decrease in the course of the 
Qd mass curve, which might be due to a poorer maintenance of the amelioration system. All 
three segments of the Qd mass curve of 1972-77, 1982-89, 1994-99 ar e parallel. 

regime, especially its speeding-up, on the amelioration measures of the land 
and on training of streams (Fig. 2). 

5. Ecomorphological analysis 

Ecomorphological monitoring was done in the whole length of the main 
course that is in 47.37 km. In total, 46 length heterogeneous segments were 
delimited. Field mapping was done in three basic zones: in the stream 
channel, in its riparian belts and in its floodplain . The ecomorphological state 
of the course and of its larger background can be characterized as 
anthropogenically influenced. A relatively high part (23.4 %) from the total 
course length represents strongly anthropogenically-influenced segments 
(IVth ecomorphological degree (ES, Fig. 3). This situation is alarming 
especially in the source region where reclamation measures have been done. 
The course length has been shortened; the channel was artificially lined by 
concrete prefabricated blocks and quarry stones. Riparian belts are 
insufficiently developed and cannot fulfil their protective function. In 
addition, fields immediately close to the stream channel are intensively 
cultivated. Strongly anthropogenically influenced regions include also the 
stream segment between Onlcov and Psovky villages at the middle reach as 
well as the area in the suburb and in the agglomeration of the Rakovnik town. 

Only 7.7 % of the total length of the Rakovnicky Brook was classified as 
natural that is by the first ecomorphological degree. It is the area of the upper 
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course between the Krty and 
Ecomorphological state Jesenice pound systems and two 

segments in the lower course in 
the Kfivoklatsko Protected 
Landscape Area. These territories 
should be specially protected. 
Ecohydrologically significant from 
the protection viewpoint are also 
the segments classified as the 
second ecomorphological degree 
(lInd ES), that is only slightly 
anthropogenically influenced, 
which represent 42.4 % of the 
total course length (Fig. 3). They 
are situated mainly in the 
territory of the Kfivoklatsko 
Protected Landscape Area. Espe
cially thanks to this Significant 
part of the IInd ES, the model 
basin of the Rakovnicky Brook can 

IGj I. ES ~ II. ES 151111. ES ~IV. Es l be characterized as intermediate 
anthropogenic ally influenced in 

Fig. 3 - Ecomorphological state of the comparison with other streams in 
Rakovnicky Brook. The graph shows the the Czech Republic passing 
ecomorphological state of the Rakovnicky Brook 
evaluated on the basis of three monitored zones: through a landscape with strong 
the watercourse channel, the riparian belts and agricultural and industrial im
the floodplain. I. ES - natural state, II. ES - pacts (Fig. 4). Strongly anthropo
slightly anthropogenically influenced, III. ES - genically influenced segments 
anthropogenically influenced, IV. ES - strongly (IVth ES) are situated at the 
anthropogenically influenced. middle course of the Rakovnicky 
Brook in the agglomeration of the Rakovnik town (Fig. 5). 

When evaluating the basin zone, regions possibly endangered by negative 
anthropogenic activities, especially by intensive farming on agricultural 
lands, were identified on the basis of intersection of individual evaluated 
factors that is anthropogenic transformation of the hydrographical network, 
the soils erosion risk, the land cover structure, and the ecological potential of 
soils resources. The endangered regions are situated at the upper course of 
the LiSansky Brook, then in the watershed of the Kolesovicky Brook, in the 
source regiop of the Rakovnicky Brook and of its right effluents, the 
Petrovicky, Cerny and Jalovy Brooks, and then in some partial areas in the 
Rysava catchment (Fig. 6). In these regions it would be useful to take anti
erosion measures. Sufficiently large riparian belts should be created along 
watercourses. 

The ecomorphological analysis makes it clear that rehabilitation of streams 
and of riparian belts should be oriented mainly into the spring area and 
middle course classified by the IVth ecomorphological degree, where the 
stream is passing mostly through agricultural landscape. A total 
renaturalisation of the course should be done there. It means above all to 
create sufficiently large riparian belts, to back the development of natural 
fluvial -morphological structures of the channel that would help to increase 
the bio- and geodiverzity of its habitat. It is also necessary to plant or to 
restore the bank and the riparian vegetation. Within individual communes 
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Fig. 4 - Natural part of the Rakovnicky Brook in the Protected Landscape Area 
Kfivoklatsko. 

Fig. 5 - Strongly anthropogenically influenced segments (IVth ecomorphological degree) at 
the middle course of the Rakovnicky Brook in the agglomeration of the Rakovnik town. 
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Fig. 6 - Map of the Rakovnicky Brook basin. The map shows regions, which are endangered 
by negative anthropogenic activities, especially by transformation of the hydrological river 
network and high soils erosion risk. 

and in the territory of the town of Rakovnik, in the segments classified as the 
IVth ecomorphological degree, the so-called partial restoration should be done. 
It means mainly to prevent an excessive pollution of the watercourse, to 
proceed to biotechnological modifications of the channel and to restore bank 
or riparian vegetation. 

6. Conclusion 

Application of the method of ecomorphological monitoring in the model 
basin of the Rakovnicky Brook has confirmed the possibility to identify 
anthropogenic ally-influenced segments of watercourses and basin areas fitted 
for possible restoration measures. This method has brought good results also 
when used" and tested in the Habrovy Brook (Garkischova 2002) and the 
Kosinsky Brook basins (Bicanova 2002). Stribrsky (2002) compared in his 
degree work two methods - the BfG Koblenz one (LAWA 1998) and the 
method of ecomorphological monitoring (Matouskova 2002) on several model 
segments of Rakovnicky Brook. The obtained outputs are similar, which 
documents the objectivity of the method of ecomorphological monitoring. 

An incontestable advantage of the ecohydrological evaluation of water 
ecosystems·is a complex view on streams. It is important to take into account 
the ecological situation of a larger background of the stream, possibly of the 
whole basin, as a basic hydrographical unit. The obtained outputs are mostly 
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quantifiable which enables their objective comparison. The results of 
ecomorphological monitoring may serve especially as a source of information 
for integrated control of water ecosystems and for targeted planning of 
restoration measures. The significance of ecohydrological monitoring is 
stressed by the newly adopted Water Framework Directive (2000/60IEC), 
which is a basic impulsion for its larger application in Europe. 

The disadvantage of these methods is that they are charged by a certain 
degree of generalization, which is connected with the selection and number of 
evaluated parameters and with score evaluation of their individual features. 
Another negative property is a certain degree of subjectivity of the expert 
during the field monitoring. The objectivity of the evaluation may be 
increased by suitably defined parameters, by their clear characteristic and at 
the same time by sufficient training of the person doing the mapping. A larger 
application of ecomorphological monitoring in water management practice is 
still hindered by its high professional, time and financial demands. The 
obtained results are undoubtedly a significant contribution to the integrated 
control of water streams and to an improvement of the ecohydrological 
condition of water ecosystems. In the EU countries, the ecomorphological 
monitoring will be, in its simplified version, a generally applicable standard. 
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Shrnuti 

EKOHYDROLOGICKY MONITORING KV ALITY PRIROZENEHO PROSTREDI REK 

Ekohydrologicky monitoring je novym nastrojem pro hodnoceni stavu vodnich toku. Zis
kane vystupy poskytuji rozhodujici informace pro integrovanou ochranu vodnich toku a je
jich revitalizaci. Ekohydrologicky stay vodniho toku je urcen souborem hydromorfologic
kych charakteristik koryta, odtokovym a splaveninovym rezimem, hydrochemickymi vlast
nostmi vodniho media a hydrobiologickymi pomery v koryte toku, charakterem brehovych 
a doprovodnych vegetacnich pasu podel vodnich toku, antropogenni transformaci udolni ni
vy. Neprimo je ovlivnen fyzickogeografickymi a socioekonomickymi pomery celeho povodi. 

Prevazna vetsina hodnoticich pnstupu se venuje vodnim tokum vysSich radu podle 
Strahlerovy klasifikace. Nove formulovana metoda ekomorfologickeho monitoringu drob
nych vodnich toku je nastrojem pro ekohydrologicke hodnoceni v intra- a extravilanech. Je 
zalozena na kombinaci terenniho prUzkumu a zpracovani distancnich dat. Vodni ekosystem 
je zde chapan jako sirsi uzemi, ktere je tvoreno jednotlivymi vzajemne propojenymi zana
mi. Prostorovou jednotkou nejvyssiho radu je povodi a dale jsou vymezeny zany udolni ni
vy, doprovodnych vegetacnich pasu a koryta vodniho toku. Tato metoda zahrnuje analyzu 
fluvialne-morfologickych charakteristik koryta, antropogenni transform ace hydrograficke 
site, jakosti povrchove vody, stavu bi'ehove vegetace, vyuziti ploch podel vodnich toku a vy
branych ekohydrologickych charakteristik povodi. 

Modelovym povodim pro aplikaci dane metody bylo zvoleno povodi Rakovnickeho poto
ka, ktere spli'iuje vstupni pozadavky tykajici se antropogenni transformace hydrograficke 
site, velikostniho radu povodi a zarovei'i dostatecneho mnozstvi vstupnich dat. Ekomorfolo
gicky stay Rakovnickeho potoka a jeho pnprezni zany je mozno oznacit za antropogenne 
ovlivneny. Relativne vysoky podil (23,4 %) z celkove delky toku zaujimaji silne antropogen
ne ovlivnene useky (IV. ekomorfologicky stupei'i, ES). Tento stay je jiz znepokojivy v pra
menne oblasti, kde doslo k melioracnim upravam hydrograficke site. K silne antropogenne 
ovlivnenym oblastem nalezi i stredni tok Rakovnickeho potoka. Pouhych 7,7 % z celkove 
delky toku bylo klasifikovano jako prirodni, tj. I. ES. Jedna se ooblast horniho toku mezi 
Krtskou a Jesenickou rybnicni soustavou a 0 useky v CHKO Ki'ivoklatsko. Tato uzemi by 
mela byt predmetem zvlastni ochrany. V ramci hodnoceni zany povodi byly identifikovany 
oblasti potencialne ohrozene vuci negativnim antropogennim cinnostem, predevsim inten
zivnimu obhospodarovani zemedelskych ploch. 

Metoda ekomorfologickeho monitoringu pnnesla rovnez dobre vysledky pri jeji aplikaci 
v nekolika dalsich modelovYch povodich pfi reseni diplomovych praci na PrF UK v Praze a 
CVUT v Praze (Bicanova 2002, Garkischova 2002, Kovar 2002, Stnbrsky 2002). 

Vysledky ekomorfologickeho monitoringu mohou slouzit zejmena jako zdroj informaci 
pro integrovanou ochranu vodnich ekosystemu a pro cilene planovani revitalizacnich opat
reni v krajine.Vyznam ekohydrologickeho monitoringu zdurazi'iuje nove pnjata Ramcova 
smernice ochrany vod (2000/60IEC), ktera je zakladnim podnetem pro jeho sirsi aplikaci 
v Evrope. 

Obr. 1 - Historicka mapa Rakovnickeho potoka. Vymezeni ekomorfologickych useku pro 
porovnavaci analyzu, III. Vojenske mapovani z roku 1879. Zdroj: Mapova sbirka, 
Univerzita Karlova v Praze. 

Obr. 2 - Jednoduche souctove cary Qd a dennich srazek v obdobi 1970-1999. Data: CHMU. 
Souctova cara Qd prokazuje, ze v obdobi 1978-81 doslo ke zvysenemu llarustU od
toku, coz odpovida dobe, kdy byly realizovany hydromelioracni opatreni v povodi. 
Souctove cary srazkovYch uhrnu vykazuji v celem monitorovanem obdobi 
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1970-1999 pozvolny mirust. V letech 1990-93 doslo k naopak poklesu v prubehu 
souctove cary, coz muze souviset s omezenim udrzby melioracf. Vsechny tfi seg
menty souctove cary prutoku 1972-77, 1982-89, 1994-99 jsou rovnobezne. 

Obr. 3 - Ekomorfologicky stay Rakovnickeho potoka. Graf znazornuje celkovy ekomorfolo
gicky stay Rakovnickeho potoka vyhodnoceny na zaklade tfech monitorovanych 
z6n: koryta vodniho toku, doprovodnych vegetacnich pasu a udolni nivy. I. ES -
pnrodni stay, II. ES - mirne antropogenne ovlivneny, III. ES - stfedne antropo
genne ovlivneny, IV. ES - silne antropogenne ovlivneny. 

Obr. 4 - pfirodni usek Rakovnickeho potoka na uzemi Chranene krajinne oblasti Kfivo
klatsko. 

Obr. 5 - Silne antropogenne ovlivnene useky (IV. ekomorfologicky stupen na stfednim to
ku Rakovnickeho potoka v intravilanu mesta Rakovnika. 

Obr. 6 - Mapa znazornuje oblasti potencialne ohrozene negativni antropogenni cinnosti, 
pfedevsim na zaklade antropogenni transform ace hydrograficke site a erozniho 
ohrozeni pud. 

(Author is with Charles University in Prague, Faculty of Science, Department of Physical 
Geography and Geoecology, Albertov 6, 12843 Praha 2, Czechia; 
e-mail: matouskova@natur.cuni.cz.) 
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REPUBLIC 

B. Jan sky, M . $ 0 b r: Genetic classification of lakes in the Czech Republic. 
- Geografie - Sbornik CGS, 109, 2, pp. 117-128 (2004). - The paper provides genetic 
classification oflakes in the Czech Republic. We separate lakes to two groups - natural and 
anthropogenic origin. The genetic classification is based on the classification of lakes 
according to the way of origination of the lake basin while the geomorphologic viewpoint 
prevails: glacial lakes, fluvial lakes, karst lakes, lakes dammed-up by landslides, 
organogenous lakes and anthropogenic lakes. As the anthropogenic lakes we may regard all 
the water bodies which originated as a consequence of the human activity - mining of 
mineral resources. 
KEY WORDS: glacial lakes - fluvial lakes - karst lakes - lakes dammed-up by landslide 
- organogenous lakes - anthropogenic lakes. 

1. Introduction 

In comparison to the world's lakes, the lakes in the Czech Republic are 
of far smaller size and volume dimensions. They are located prevailingly in 
the protected natural regions - national parks, protected landscape areas 
and natural preserves. They deserve attention especially with respect to 
the maintenance of ecological stability of the protected area, preservation 
of the characteristic habitats, ecosystems, etc. Therefore, they are 
extraordinarily valuable and unique natural complexes. The objective of 
the thesis is to outline the geographical layout of the individual types of 
lakes in the region of the Czech Republic with the specific focus on the 
anthropogenic lakes. 

The renowned German limnologist of the beginning of 20th century, F. A. 
Forel, presented the definition of lake that is quoted in the specialised 
geographical or limnology literature (Forel 1901): "Standing stagnant water 
mass that is located in a recess in the earth's surface enclosed on its perimeter 
without a direct connection to sea is generally referred to as lake". 
Accordingly, in Forel's opinion, each standing water accumulation without 
a direct connection to sea irrespective of its size is lake. It implies then that 
also puddles as well as ponds and marshes belong to lakes. Therefore, Forel 
(1901) distinguishes "the lakes in more specific sense", ponds and marshes. 

Lakes in more specific sense are deep in that extent that the surface ripple 
does not affect its bed and due to their depth shore vegetation does not reach 
the bed (with the exception of shallow-water areas). Lakes are then the water 
accumulations with the deepest areas not grown with any vegetation. This 
definition may be applied for the conditions of the Czech Republic especially 
as regards the lakes of organogenous type. 
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On the basis of the analysis of information of the sources of the specialised 
literature and with a view to the specific conditions of the Czech Republic, we 
have laid down our own definition of lake: Lake is a natural depression in or 
under the earth's surface, permanently or temporarily filled with water 
without a direct connection to sea. In contrast to ponds and minor water 
basins, lakes cannot be easily drained off. As opposed to shallow standing 
waters such as minor waters (poodles and pools), ponds, and organogenous and 
fluvial lakes, as far as deep lakes are concerned, the surface ripple does not 
affect their bed and the shore vegetation does not reach to the beds due to their 
depth. The deepest areas are not therefore grown with the water vegetation. 

2. Present stage of geographical reseach of lakes 

A number of geographers seated in Prague dealt with the research of lakes 
in our country al!! well as abroad. This tradition was established by the 
professor Vaclax. Svambera, who performed the systemat!c mapping of the 
glacial lakes in Sumava Mts. In the thirties, the lakes in Sumava and karst 
areas in Slovakia were dealt with by Karel Kuchar and Josef KunskY. In the 
post-war period, Vaclav Kral, Eduard Kriz and other authors dealt with 
research of the lakes in the High Tatras. In the years 1972-75, Bohumir 
Jansky performed the first geomorphologic and limnology research of 
Mladoticke Lake dammed-up by landslide. 
~ter ninety yearsvwhich have passed since the last researches of the lakes 

in Sumava made by Svambera, we have decided to resume them. By means of 
modern equipment the limnology studies of three glacial lakes Prasilske, 
Plesne and Laka have been draWl! up within the Master's thesis by A. Zboril 
(1996), T. Vranek (1999), and M. Sobr (1999). 

Due to the support of the Grant Agency of Charles University, the project 
"Lakes in the Czech Republic" has been completed which has been intended 
to create an extensive study on our lakes including their genetic classification. 
In the years 1999 to 2002, we have worked out the analysis of number oflakes 
of natural origin including the water accumulations originated due to the 
human activity in the whole region of the Czech Republic. The work has not 
included the dam reservoirs and ponds. The inventory of the lakes has shown 
that there are almost 700 water accumulations the majority of which are of 
fluvial, organogenous and especially origin. Within the stage of the research, 
we have especially dealt in detail with fluvial lakes on the middle course of 
Labe in the Czech territory between Pardubice and Melnik and tl:!ree deserted 
Labe arms have been the subject of the limnology studies (Snajdr 2002, 
Kloucek 2002, Chalupova 2003). All the mentioned works have been focused 
on the analysis of the hydrologiC regime, water quality, the sediments as well 
as the biological revitalisation of water bodies. Apart from the fluvial lakes, 
we have commenced also the research of the organogenous lakes. The first 
study on the subject has been the work on Mechova jezirka in Jeseniky Mts. 
which has been completed in the thesis by Oulehle (2002). Besides the general 
monography conception, he especially focused on the geochemical 
development of the upland bogs. 

The previous works have been followed by the latest extensive project 
supported by the Grant Agency of the Czech Republic "Atlas of Lakes in the 
Czech Republic". The final result should be the Atlas of Lakes in the Czech 
Republic which is supposed to be published in the year 2005. 
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Fig'vl- The Cerne Lake - glacial lake situated in the central part of the Sumava Mts. (foto 
M. Sobr) 

3. Glacial lakes 

Ther~ are six glacial lakes in the Czech Republic, situated in the central 
part of Sumava (Cerne - Fig. 1, Certovo, Plesne, Prasilske and Laka Lakes) 
and Krkonose Mts. (Mechove Lake). The lakes in Sumava Mts. are the 
vestiges of the regress of glaciers of Wiirm age which at that time surrounded 
the hill-tops and hill-slopes ,9f some of the highest peaks of the mountain 
range. From the research of Sumava glacial lakes it implies that all of them 
have the same modelling - consisting of the lake wall, lake basin, and lake 
brook, and are enclosed by dumped moraines of various widths which in 
several bends close the lake areas. The lowest moraine is regularly several 
hundred metres distant from the central part of the lake basin. The central 
moraine belt of all the lakes lies between 1000-1100 m above sea-level and 
the lake surface is located in the high altitudes (900-1000 m above sea-level) 
under the highest peaks of the mountain range (1300-1456 m above sea
level). The orientation of the cirques which are not fixed to a structure of rocks 
is between north and south-east. It follows that the lakes are partially 
hollowed by glacier (cirque lakes) and partially dammed-up by the dumped 
moraine. With the exception of the lake Laka, all the others are very deep 
(Kunsky 1933). Besides the undisputed landscape and aesthetic significance, 
they provide for the important refuge areas for the endangered types of water 
flora. There is one small glacial lake in Krkonose Mts. - Mechove Lake, 
situated in morain near Dolni Misecky. 
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4. Fluvial lakes 

The lakes of fluvial origin occur in the floodplains of a lot of rivers in the 
world. Their existence gives evidence of the past development of the river 
beds especially in the middle and lower courses. Mter the flow-out from the 
headwater mountain regions where the river courses usually deepens their 
beds and carries off vast amount of alluviums, they become slower in the 
submountain regions, they deposit the carried-off materials and frequently 

Labiste pod Opocinkem 

Fig. 2 - The Lake Labiste pod 
Opocinkem is typical fluvial lake, 
bathymetric map show layout depths in 
former river (in meters) 

relay their beds or spreads out to various 
river arms. In the further course in the 
flatlands and lowlands, they often create 
the meanders which may be detached 
(oxbowed) from the current river bed in 
the final stage (Fig. 2). The fluvial lakes 
originate in this way. These may also be 
formed at the one-time change of the 
course bed, e.g. in case of the floods or by 
a mere overflowing of the water course in 
case of the high water levels occurrence 
and their accumulations in the depression 
positions (periodical pools on the flooded 
meadows in the natural preserve Tynecke 
mokriny). The special case occurs at the 
origination of a through-flow lake directly 
in the river bed, e.g. behind the 
undulation, at sudden change of the 
structure of geological bottom or in the 
places of radical change of the bed slope 
(natural preserve Skryjska jezirka). In 
several cases, the river meander has been 
detached artificially at the straightening 
of the course riverbed. 

The fluvial lakes are the most frequent 
type of natural lakes in the Czech 
Republic and they are located especially 
along the courses of Labe (between 
Hradec Kralove and Melnik - Fig. 3), 

Morava (between Zabreh and Litovel and between Otrokovice and the 
junction with Dyje), Dyje (from Nove Mlyny to the junction with Morava), 
Luznice (from Nova Ves to Nova reka), Orlice (from Tyniste to Hradec 
Kralove) and Odra (from Kosatka to Ostrava-Petrkovice). The riparian lakes 
often occur in the regions of special nature protection including the natural 
monuments as well as the national nature reserves. The most renowned are 
the National Nature Reserves Libicky luh, Polanska niva, Kfive jezero, 
Ramena reky Moravy, Vrapac, and others. 

5. Karst lakes 

The karst lakes originate by means of the accumulation of rainfall water or 
underground water in the recesses or depression positions of the karst 
minerals which include predominantly limestone and dolomite. Their origin 
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Fig. 3 - Fluvial lake Labiste pod Opocinkem (foto M. Sobr) 

may be predetermined by the tectonic disturbances along which the 
underground water is rising and it is frequently directly fixed to the processes 
of karstic phenomena such as e.g. the formation of sinter terraces or 
travertine dams, the dissolution of carbonate rock by the aggressive rainfall 
or mineral waters, and others. The karst lakes may also be formed in the 
places where the cave profile constriction occurs or in front of the cave traps . 

The karst lakes in the Czech Republic occur especially in the deepest 
abysses, cave areas and in exceptional cases in the beds of the water course 
under the spring of the karst waters. All the lakes are characterised by the 
specific thermic regime with a small amplitude of water temperature in the 
whole course and the considerable content of dissolved carbonates. With 
respect to the fact that the majority of them are located in the cave areas or 
deep terrain depressions, they serve rather for the aesthetic variation of caves 
and abysses than for the protection of the endangered species of animals. 

The lake in Hranice Abyss has small surface size and its surface is situated 
69.5 m under the edge ofthe rock wall. However, it is unique by its depth which 
amounts to 205 m according to the last measurements, due to which Hranice 
Abyss is the deepest abyss in the Central Europe. Unconfirmed measurement 
taken in the year 1960 has determined its depth even at 260 m. On the bottom 
of Macocha Abyss, there are two lakes of small sizes in the depth of 138.5 m. 
The upper lake is 11 m deep, the lower reaches the depth of up to 30 m. 

6. Lakes dammed-up by landslides 

The youngest natural lake in the Czech region is Mladoticke (Odlezelske) 
jezero (Fig. 4) which is situated on the north of Plzen, in the basin ofthe river 
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Fig. 4 - The Mladoticke (Odlezelske) Lake, view from tributary part to dam - landslide (foto 
M. Sobr) 

Strela. It originated by damming the valley of Mladoticky potok by the 
landslide of overlaying feldspathic sandstone (arcoses) and pudding-stones on 
the western bottom of Potvorovsky vrch. The landslide came about after the 
intensive rainfalls and subsequent catastrophic floods during the night from 
27th to 28th May 1872. The brook valley was dammed in the length of ca 300 m. 
Since its origination, the intensive sedimentation of the lake proceeds . The 
maximum measured depth in the year 1972 was 7.7 m, the maximum depth 
at the last measurements taken in the year 1999 dropped to 6.7 m. Also the 
lake surface has diminished from 5.93 ha to 4.55 ha. Two small lakes 
dammed-up by landslide are probably located also in Moravia, in Vsetfnske 
vrchy. 

7.0rganogenouslakes 

The lakes of organogenous origin originate by the retention of the rainfall 
or underground water in the shallow depressions under the participation of 
peat bogs or moor lands formation. Therefore, we draw a distinction between 
the bog lakes and moor lakes which have specific origin, composition as well 
as water quality. The bog lakes originate most frequently inside the upland 
bogs where the soft rainfall water accumulates and is afterwards coloured by 
the products of peat bogs forming. The characteristic feature is the lack of the 
mineral substances and low pH which is most frequently within the range of 
3-5 and thus disallows for the occurrence of a lot of species of animals . Minor 
trophy is also caused by rather limited utilisation of organic substances which 
occur to a great extent in the form of humus colloids which make the water 
rusty red or even red-brown colouring. 
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Fig. 5 - The Blatenska slae, example of organogenous lakes in the Sumava Mts. (foto T. 
Hrdinka) 

The bog lakes are generally of small dimensions and they occur almost in 
all our border mountain ranges. The most of them .are located in the resting 
area of Modravska sla£ in the central part of Sumava (Rokytecka sla£, 
Roklanska sla£, Blatenska sla£ - Fig. 5, Mlynarske slate, Novohu£ske mocaly, 
and others) and they number a'pproximately two hundred. Also the largest 
organogenous lake is located in Sumava which is of valley bog type and which 
has been formed in Chalupska sla£ near Borove Lady (area of 1.3 ha). 

Other distingu~shed areas of the occurrepce of the bog lakes are Jizerske 
Mountains (Na Cihadle, Klecove louky, Cerna jezirka, Rybi loucky, and 
others), Krusne Mountains (Velke and Male Jerabi jezero, Velky mocal, 
Novodomske raseliniSte), Bohemian Forest (Lakes near Rozvadov), Krkonose 
CUpske raseliniste, Pancavska louka), Orlicke Mountains (Jeleni lazen, Pod 
Petirozcestim), Jeseniky Mountains (Mechova jezirka near Rejviz) and 
Slavkovsky Forest (Sirnak, Smrad'och, Kladske raseliniste). All the lakes are 
located in the protected nature areas, frequently in the category of national 
natural reserves (Velke Jetabi jezero, Mechova jezirka near Rejviz, 
Novodomske raseliniste). At Cervene blato near Suchdol nad Luznici and 
Borkovicke Blato near the village of ZalSi, the artificial organogenous lakes 
originated in connection with the peat diggings for the economic purposes. 

By contrast, the moor lakes occur in the lower altitudes on the springs of 
the underground water or in the areas of occurrence of the deserted river 
arms in the advanced stage of land-filling. Water of the moor lakes is richer 
in mineral substances as well as in organic nutriments, and eutrophisation 
(organic enrichment) develops more often. The typical examples are minor, 
slowly disappearing detached meanders in the vicinity of Labe and Dyje and 
the lakes at the springs of mineral waters in the National Nature Reserve in 
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Soos near FrantiSkovy Lazne. The special examples are the bog or moor pools 
on some brooks which probably developed out of the original ponds (N a 
KaCine and the Raselinne jezirko Rozsicka). In those cases, it is rather 
dtf licult to determine whether it is an organogenous, anthropogenic (pond) or 
flmiallake. 

8. Anthropogenic Lakes 

As the anthropogenic lakes we may regard all the water bodies which 
originated as a consequence of the human activity. These are the water works 
constructed for the purpose of specific utilisation or the lakes originated as a 
result of mining activities. These lakes are mostly wrongly omitted, and with 
respect to the high quality of some of mine waters and quarry waters, they 
could be effectively utilised in future, e.g. for the water-resources and 
recreation purposes. Also their environmental significance is not negligible, 
since they for the most part affect its surroundings positively and often form the 
areas of the concentration of natural values. Considering the high variability of 
the anthropogenic lakes, the further classification of them is necessary. 

One large group is formed by ponds, the other one by the dam lakes and the 
last by the water bodies originated in connection with the mining activity. 
The former two groups have already been extensively dealt with in the 
specialised literature, therefore, we will focus on the lakes originated as a 
result of the mining of mineral resources which are one of the most numerous 
types of lakes in the Czech Republic. 

Lakes originated in connection with the mineral resources mining are 
together with the fluvial lakes and ponds the most numerous types of water 
bodies in the Czech Republic. The lakes occur in the open pits and quarries of all 
kinds, at the associated waste dumps or in the subsidence basin-shaped valleys. 
The water bodies of various sizes originated either spontaneously or as a result 
of the specific, so called hydrologic reclamation. Their occurrence is naturally 
fixed to the presence and mining of the specific mineral resources which by their 
character affect, apart from the size and depth, also the parameters of the 
accumulated water of the surface as well as the underground origin. The 
parameters thus most often affected are colour and transparency of water, 
content of the specific minerals, pH and the resulting biological activity arising 
out of them. The important factor is also time which passed since the mining 
termination (even several hundreds of years) and the associated eutrophisation 
of accumulated water that is for the most part very slow and gradual and often 
is missing utterly. With respect to the above-mentioned, it is necessary to 
classifY these lakes according to the type of mined mineral resources as follows: 
the lakes originated on the mining of sand and sand-gravel; kaolin; lignite and 
black coal; limestone, bluestone and greywacke; granite, diorite and whinstone; 
brick clay and loam and other mineral resources. 

The lakes in the open sand and sand-gravel quarries belong to the most 
frequent type of the anthropogenic lakes in the Czech Republic. These are for the 
most part localised along the big as well as minor rivers in the area of Quaternary 
sand-gravel alluvial deposits. The lakes originated due to the mining of sand and 
sand-gravel are especially located along the watercourses of the river Labe (from 
Jaromer to Lovosice), Morava (from Mohelnice to Hodonin), Luznice (from Nova 
Yes to Veseli) and Odra (north ofOstrava). Sporadically, they occur in the basin 
of Jizera, Cidlina and Opava, and in other places of the Czech Republic. 
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The lakes originated after the mining of kaolin occur both in the traditional 
areas of mining and occasionally within the whole region of the Czech 
Republic. The highest concentration ofthe lakes the areas north of Cheb, west 
of Karlovy Vary and northern as well as southern surroundings of Horni 
Bfiza. Sporadically, they occur in the minor quarries in the vicinity ofZnojmo, 
yeverska Bityska, Jedovnice in Moravsky kras, Vidnava and Podbofany near 
Zatec. The lakes are mostly of smaller sizes than the water bodies in the coal 
mines and sand mines and they are not so deep. 

The lakes originated after the mining of lignite and black coal, together 
with ponds and the lakes created due to the mining of sand-gravel, the most 
numerous type of the anthropogenic lakes in the Czech Republic. Their 
occurrence is especially fixed to the mining of lignite coal whose largest 
deposits are located in the lignite coal basin in the northern Bohemia. The 
largest number of the lakes is then localised in Sokolovska and Mostecka 
panev and in the vicinity of the towns Teplice and Usti nad Labem. 

The next group of lakes may be found in the quarries in which the compact 
sediments of sea origin are mined, namely especially the limestone, bluestone 
and greywacke. Those minerals differ in their colour and the basic physical and 
chemical parameters, however, the quarry waters are equal as regards some of 
the parameters. The lakes are similar by their size, which is often of considerable 
dimensions, the depth, which may reach up to several tens of metres, and the 
colour and transparency oflake waters. The most well-known lakes fixed to the 
limestone mining are found in the quarries Velka and Mala Amerika near 
Mofina in the region of Karlstejn, and the similar lakes of smaller dimensions 
may be found in other places in Cesky kras. Another lakes occur only sporadically 
in the lenticles of crystalline limestones near Rabi and Hejnice and in the N eozoic 
limestones north of Valasske Mezifici. The lakes in the bluestone mines are 
concentrated especially east of Bruntru, ~he Singleton occurrence is also in the 
vicinity of Vrbno pod Pradedem and in Cesky kras. Another lakes are fixed to 
greywacke which occur only in Morava especially in the fringe areas of Oderske 
vrchy and Nizky Jesenik, sporadically, in Moravsky kras or in the vicinity of 
Litovel. The water body in the compact sediments is also the lake in the quarry 
Rasova in claystone and sandstone near Komiia as well as the lalse in the 
pudding stones of Cetraceous Period in the Natural Park Skalka near Zehusice. 

The lakes originated in connection with the mining of graIJite are evenly 
spread in the region of the whole Stfedoceska pahorkatina and Ceskomoravska 
vrchovina on the places where the granite plutoniC rock ascends towards the 
earth's surfac~. The highest concentration of the lakes may be found in the 
fringe area ofZelezne hory north of Hlinsko (quarry Srni, Fig. 6) in th~ vicinity 
ofSkutec, the other large concentration is the locality around Zulova in Zulovska 
pahorkatina in northern Moravia. The lakes fixed to diorite or granodiorite are 
located especially in Benesovska pahorkatina (Hfimezdice and Kozarovice) and 
then only sporadically near Policka and Jablonne nad Orlici. The lakes 
originated after the mining ofwhinstone sporadically occur inynorthern Bohemia 
at the wyell-known locality ofPanska skala near Kamenicky Senov in the fringe 
area of Ceske Stfedohon and near Hefmanice in Frydlantska pahorkatina. The 
solitary lake in whinstone may also be found in the quarry Hlavno near Sokolov. 
This group also includes thye lake in the former teschenite (dark coarse-grained 
effusive rock) quarry near Zermanice in the vicinity of Havifov. 

There are quite unique lakes in the Czech Republic. The lakes of this group 
originate after the mining of the mineral resources which affect the chemical 
composition of the lake water rather significantly. For example: Kamencove 
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Fig. 6 - The Quarry 8rnl - lake originated in connection with the mining of granite (foto J. 
Cesak) 

jezirko (Alum lake) near town Chomutov, Cervene jezirko (Red lake) near 
village Hromnice, Stfibrne jezirko (Silver lake) near Fulnek ect. 

9. Conclusion 

Besides the lakes of natural origin, in the Czech Republic there are also 
a lot of standing water accumulation originated in the locations after the 
completion of the mining of mineral resources. With respect to small number 
of natural lakes, those are of concern in our country and it is necessary to give 
attention to them within the scientific research. Information acquired within 
such research may be instrumental in the considerations of their future 
reasonable utilisation within the scope of the environmental protection and 
landscape preservation, water resources management purposes, and the 
recreation facilities. The water accumulations originated due to the mining 
activities are referred to as anthropogenic lakes. We use the term "lakes" in 
spite of the fact that they did not originate by means of natural processes. 

The genetic classification is based on the classification of lakes according to 
the way of origination of the lake basin while the geomorphologic viewpoint 
prevails: glacial lakes, fluvial lakes, karst lakes, lakes dammed-up by landslides, 
organogenous lakes and anthropogenic lakes. As the anthropogenic lakes we 
may regard all the water bodies which originated as a consequence ofthe human 
activity - mining of mineral resources (sand, sand-gravel, kaolin, coal, 
limestone, bluestone, greywacke, granite, diorite, whinstone, brick clay, loam 
and other mineral resources). 
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Shrnuti 

GENETICKA KLASIFIKACE JEZER CESKE REPUBLIKY 

"Jako jezero je oznacovana stojata stagnujici vodni hmota, ktera se nachazi v prohlubni 
zemskeho povrchu, na vsech stranach uzavfene a nemajici spojeni s mofem." Takto siroce 
definuje jezero vyznamny nemecky limnolog F. A. Forel (1901). Podle teto definice lze za je
zero povazovat kazdou vodni plochu (louze, rybniky, moClily), ktera nema spojeni s mofem 
bez ohledu najeji velikost. Po rozboru dalM limnologicke literatury (Hutchinson 1957, Wet
zel 2001, Kalf 2002) jsme s pfihlMnutim na specificke podminky Ceska formulovali vlast-
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ni definicijezera: "Jezeroje pfirodni ci antropogenni deprese na zemskem povrchu nebo pod 
nim, trvale nebo docasne vyplnena vodou. Oproti rybnikum a vodnim naddim se jezera ne
daji jednoduchym zpusobem vypustit." 

Vedle jezer pfirodniho puvodu se v Cesku vykytuji rovnez cetne stojate vodni akumula
ce v prostorach po tezbe nerostnych surovin. Vzhledem k malemu poctu pfirodnich jezer 
maji pro nasi zemi vyznam a je tfeba jim venovat pozornost v ramci badatelskeho vyzku
mu. Jeho poznatky mohou napomoci uvaham 0 jejich racionaInim budoucim vyuziti, at uz 
v ramci zameru. ochrany pfirody a krajiny, k vodohospodafskym ucelum Ci rekreacnimu vy
uziti. Vodni akumulace vznikle tezebni Cinnosti cloveka oznacujeme jako jezera antropo
genni. Nazev "jezera" pfitom uzivame i pfes to, ze nevznikla pfirodnimi procesy. Mnoha 
z nich vsak pfirodni jezera vlastnostmi svych vod pfipominaji. Zvlaste ta antropogenni je
zera, ktera vznikla po davne tezebni cinnosti, vytvafeji casto cenne pfirodni ekosystemy, jez 
je tfeba zachovat pro budouci generace. • • • 

Jezera ledovcoveho puvodu nalezneme na Sumave. Jedna se 0 petjezer (Cerne, Certovo, 
Plesne, Prasilske a Laka), ktera lezi v karech hrazenych morenami Wiirmskych ledovcu. 
Krome jezera Laka, jehoz hraz byla umele zvysena, se vyznacuji velkou hloubkou. V Krko
nosich nalezneme male ledovcove jezirko lezici v morene pod Kotelnimi jamami, ktere se 
nazYva Mechove. 

Fluvialni jezera se nachazeji na dolnim a stfednim toku nasich fek. J sou svedectvim dfi
vejsiho vyvoje ficni site. Mnoho techto "mrtvych ramen" bylo oddeleno umele pfi rekultiva
cich vodnich toku. Vyskytuji se zejmena podel toku Labe, Moravy, Dyje, Luznice, Orlice 
a Odry. 

Krasova jezera vznikaji akumulaci srazkove ci podzemni vody v dutinach ci depresich 
krasovych hornin, jsou tedy vazana na vapencove pfipadne dolomitove oblasti. Drobna kra
soya jezirka se vyskytuji prakticky v kaMe ceske krasove oblasti. Vetsimi krasovymi vod
nimi plochami jsou jezera na dnech propasti (Macocha, Hranicka propast). 

NejmladSim ceskym jezerem je Mladoticke (Odlezelske) jezero, vznikle zahrazenim udo
H Mladotickeho potoka v roce 1872. Mensi sesuvem hrazenajezera se nachazeji take ve Vse
tinskych vrsich. 

Jezera organogenniho puvodu vznikaji nadrzenim srazkove ci podzemni vody v melkych 
depresich za spoluucasti procesu raselinni ci tvorby slatin. Raselinna jezera jsou obecne 
malych rozmeru a vyskytuji se temef ve vsech nasich pohranicnjch pohofich. N ejvice se jich 
nachazi v chranenem uzemi Modravske slate v centralni casti 8umavy. 

Antropogenni jezera lze rozdelit na tfi zakladni skupiny. Rybniky, vodni nadde a vodni 
plochy vznikle v souvislosti s tezebni Cinnosti cloveka. Jak plyne z naSi upravene definice 
pro ceska jezera, zajimaji nas antropogenni jezera vznikla po tezbe nerostnych surovin. De
lime je podle druhu nerostne suroviny, po jejiz tezbe jsou pozustatkem. Jsou to: 1. Pisek 
a sterkopisek, 2. kaolin, 3. hnede a cerne uhH, 4. vapenec, bfidlice a droby, 5. zula, diorit 
a cedic, 6. cihlafska hHna, jil a 7. jine nerostne suroviny. 

Obr. 1 - Cerne jezero -ledovcove jezero lezici v centraIni casti Sumavy (foto M. Sobr) 
Obr. 2 - Jezero Labiste pod Opocinkem je typicke fluvialni jezero, bathymetricka mapa 

ukazuje rozlozeni hloubek v bYvale fece (v metre~h) 
Obr. 3 - Fluvialni jezero Labiste pod Opocinkem (foto M. 8obr) 
Obr. 4 - ¥ladoticke (Odlezelske) jezero, pohled z oblasti pfitoku ke hrazi - sesuvu (foto M. 

8obr) 
Obr. 5 - Blatenska slat, pfiklad organogennich jezer na Sumave (foto T. Hrdinka) 
Obr. 6 - Lorn 8rni - jezero vznikle jako pozustatek po tezbe zuly (foto J. Cesak) 

(Authors are with Charles University in Prague, Faculty of Science, Department of 
Physical Geography and Geoecology, Albertov 6, 128 43 Praha 2, Czechia; 
e-mail: sobr@natur.cuni.cz.jansky@natur.cuni.cz.) 
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ARVOJARVET 

INFLUENCE OF HYDROLOGICAL CONDITIONS ON THE 
ECOLOGICAL STATE OF SHALLOW LAKE VORTSJARV 

A. Jar vet: Influence of hydrological Conditions on the Ecological State of Shallow Lake 
V6rtsjiirv. - Geografie - Sbornik CGS, 109, 2, pp. 129-144 (2004). - Lake V6rtsjarv as 
a very shallow (mean depth 2.8 m) water-body and considerable water level fluctuations 
cause changes in both the surface area and volume of the lake. Due to the shallowness of 
the lake, low level periods are accompanied by several phenomena detrimental to its 
ecosystem, like cyanophyte blooms, overgrowing with macrophytes, resuspension of 
phosphorous compounds, restricted spawning places for pike and winter fish kills. In the 
years of low water level the perspectives to catch in established fishing sites using 
particular gear as well as access to harbours are hindered. Causal relations between the 
water regime and ecological state of the lake V6rtsjarv have been discussed in this paper. 
KEY WORDS: shallow lake - water regime - ice cover - ecological state - water 
management. 

1. Introduction 

L. V6rtsjarv (Fig. 1) as a very shallow (mean depth 2.8 m) lake and 
considerable water level fluctuations cause changes in both the surface area 
and volume of the lake. During the highest (35.28 m) level, its surface area 
was estimated at 326 km2, and the volume at 1.213 km3• At the lowest water
stand (32.20 m), these values were 237 km2 and 0.383 km3, respectively. 
Thus, the surface area of the lake may vary by the value of 89 km2 and the 
volume by 830 km3• The shallowness together with the large amplitude of 
water level fluctuations (annual mean 1.38 m, annual maximum 2.20 m, 
absolute range 2.92 m) cause fish kills in severe winter, intensive 
resuspension of sediments, intensive growth of macrophytes and cyanophyte 
blooms during low-level periods. In 1965 macrophytes covered only 15 % of 
the lake's area, since then their area has expanded remarkably (Haberman et 
al 1998). Due to the prevalence of westerly winds, the reed belt (mainly 
Phragmites australis and Schoenoplectus lacustris) is continuous and lush at 
the sheltered western shore and broken at the open eastern shore. The 
narrow southern tip of L. V6rtsjarv is fully covered with macrophytes 
(Nuphar lutea and Potamogeton lucens are prevailing). 

Hydrological observation data of shallow lakes are valuable indicators of 
long-term variation not only of water regime, also ecolOgical conditions. Over 
the years the lake varied conSiderably with respect to depth and volume and 
as result to surface area. During the last ten-twenty years, the influence of 
hydrological factors on the ecological state on L. V6rtsjarv has come into 
focus. A second reason for the increasing interest is that lake restoration (lake 
management) by connected measures of hydrological regulation and biological 
manipulation seems more effective than separated activity. 
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Fig. 1 - Location map of Lake V6rtsjarv 

Lake 
V6rtsjarv 

Changes of climatological conditions, which are reflected by cyclic 
fluctuation in the water regime and ice conditions over the long period, 
influence obviously to hydrophysical, and also hydrochemical and 
hydrobiological processes in the lake. The state variables of water quality are 
connected with hydro meteorological factors directly or indirectly. For 
example, an increase of the average depth of the lake results in a decrease of 
bottom irradiance and in the reduction of water column irradiance (Reinart 
1999). The temporal variation of both quantity and type of ice influence the 
amount and type of light entering a lake, which in turn effects such processes 
as photosynthesis and oxygen production in the water masses under ice cover. 

The main objectives of this study were: 
1. Due to flat shores and small depth, fluctuations in the water level of L. 

Vortsjarv are expressed with the changes large differences in morphometry 
and ecological conditions of lake. 

2. According to shallowness, the ice cover has an important role in the 
formation of lake ecological conditions in a winter period. By hydrological 
characteristics it is possible to explain the winter condition of L. V ortsjarv 
by active volume, and corresponding mean depth. 

3. The annual cycle of weather conditions of water environment can be 
divided into seasons, which are described by qualitatively different 
climatological characteristics. The criteria for climatic seasons of lakes 
based on seasonal variability of water temperature and ice phenomena 
characteristics. 

4. The ecological state of a Lake Vortsjarv can be improved with the 
regulation of water level, because the strong dependence of ecological state 
on the water level is characteristic for relatively dry years and seasons. 
It can be reported that water level has a very clear effect on the oxygen 

concentration during low water and long ice cover period. The increasing 
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height of the water level was the single independent environmental factor 
demonstrating a clear fluctuations behaviour. Other environmental factors 
being rather constant, this smooth continuous trend offered a unique 
possibility to follow changes in the ecosystem (Noges et al 1998). The 
characteristic features of the annual hydrological cycle of L. Vortsjarv are 
a low water level in winter and a high water level in spring, which decreases 
gradually during summer and early autumn and is followed by a smaller peak 
in late autumn. The daily variation of the water level is within the range of 
centimetres, the monthly variation within the range of decimetres, but the 
annual amplitude exceeds 2 m. 

The seasonal behaviour of nutrient compounds and their ratio (NO/Ntot> 
PO/Ptot) is different under changed hydrological conditions, because shallow 
lakes are more efficient in converting the available phosphorous and nitrogen 
into phytoplankton biomass (Nixdorf, Deneke 1997). For example, the 
proportion of mineral nitrogen in L. Vortsjarv had its maximum (40-75 % of 
Ntot) in January and decreased gradually to about zero in the end of summer 
(Noges et aI1997). The high winter water level ofPO/Ptot dropped sharply in 
May, shortly after the ice break. 

Optical properties of water as well as the mixing depth and resuspension 
rate of sediments, all determined by the water level, come to the forefront in 
the case of shallow and turbid L. Vortsjarv where light limitation plays 
a major role in controlling phytoplankton growth (Noges 1995). The influence 
of changes in the water level on different trophic levels is either direct or 
mediated by cascading effects in the food chain. 

2. Long-term fluctuations of water level 

The water level in the lake is fluctuating continuously in response to 
external factors. Variations in the level may be either relatively rapid, as in 
the case of seasonal variation, or long-term with a duration of several years. 
These differences vary in time, due to different precipitation, evaporation, in
and outflow patterns. Changes in the water level can be observed most clearly 
and most rapidly in shallow lakes whose catchment area exceeds the lakes 
surface at least 5-10 times. For L. Vortsjarv with the catchment area of 
3 104 km2 this index is 11.5 at mean water level. 

The harmful effect on the hydrological factors on the ecological and 
shoreline zone management becomes apparent under the following 
hydrological conditions: 
- flood - monthly mean water level above 34.50 m; 
- small depth of the lake - monthly mean water level below 33.00 m. 

Both extremely high (over 35.00 m) and extremely low water level (below 
32.50 m) have detrimental effects. In summer, during shallow water periods, 
small depth and lake volume and intensive primary production are a problem, 
and during floods the land use in the shoreline area and the traffic on small 
roads become complicated. 

The aim of the analysis of long-term water regime was to detect 
statistically significant changes since 1871. The periodicity in long-term 
series of climate indicators of lakes is a very interesting and important issue 
for forecasting and economic purposes. Cyclic changes observed in nature 
have their sources in the global and regional variability of atmospheric 
circulation. Fluctuations in the water level in L. Vortsjarv over the years are 
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Fig. 2 - Long-period changes in annual maximum and minimum wa ter level of Lake 
V6rtsjarv 

considerable and seemingly quite random. Long-term water level 
measurements in L. Vortsjiirv show a sinusoidal alternation of low and high 
water states. Long-term changes in water regime can be seen most clearly in 
the dynamics of the minimum water level of a year (Fig. 2). 

In order to demonstrate periodicities or cycles, spectral analysis is used. 
Using this method makes long-term periodicities visible and several periods 
can be identified. Figure 3 presents the results of the spectral analysis. 
Several peaks appear in the spectra. Altogether three groups of periodicity 
were detected: 
1. short periods with a spectral peak at 3.6 years 
2. medium periods at 6.4 years 
3. long periods with a length between 24 and 32 years. 

The spectral peak at 25 .6 years seems to have an exceptional position. The 
identified very long periodicities - 64 and 128 years - are questionable in 
comparison with shorter spectral peaks, because the length of the time series 
was 128 years. Periodic fluctuations of water level with a 25-33-year period 
are characteristic of not only Estonia, but also of a much larger area in North 
Europe (North-West Russia, Latvia, Lithuania, southern part of Finland). 
Several authors (Libin, Jaani 1989; Behrendt, Stellmacher 1987; Hiltunen 
1994) reported similar results for different large lakes in the northen part of 
Europe. Fluctuations with approximately the same time period were found for 
lakes Peipsi (Jaani 1996) and Ladoga and also in recent studies of river runoff 
change in Finland (Hiltunen 1994) and in the runoff coefficient in Estonia 
(Jiirvet 1995). Reap (1986) concluded on the basis of spectral analysis of L. 
Peipsi water level time series that the cycles of 6.1-6.4, 10-11 and 80-90 
years are more evident, because the difference of main features of water 
regime between the two lakes is not significant. 

The period since the beginning of the 1960s has been relatively dry 
compared with the earlier time, which is reflected by the long-term water 
level curve, with more frequent and longer low level (below 33.00 m ) periods. 
Provided that the same periodicity continues, it is possible to forecast the 
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Fig. 3 - Spectrum of annual minimum water level in L. V6rtsjarv in 1871- 2000 

water regime in the near future. The negative phase (lower water level) if 
should last until the end of the 2010es, in the case of the 30-year fluctuation. 

An analysis of the changes in the water level a six-year shift shows that 
periodic fluctuations have quite a stable character. It appears from a visual 
comparison (Fig. 2) that strong periodicity exists for periods of about 30 years. 
Level changes over the 20th century show a general tendency to a decrease, 
although periodic increases can be observed. 

There is a strong connection between the periodic fluctuations of 
precipitation and changes in the hydrological regime in Estonia. Significant 
periodical changes in the water level of lakes are closely related to changes in 
precipitation and, to a lesser extent to the amount of evaporation. Data on the 
shifts of the spectral behaviour of water level can be obtained from the 
precipitation time series. The corrected time-series of spatial mean annual 
precipitation in Estonia indicates a clear periodicity (Jaagus 1998): cycles of 
50-60, 25-33 and 5-7 years were detected. Temporal variability of 
evaporation is much lower than that of the runoff of rivers and water level of 
lakes. When annual precipitation in Estonia is less than 650 mm, then water 
level will depend on precipitation, and evaporation is stable (Jarvet 1998). 
Based on the comparison of water balance elements, it can be concluded that 
the temporal variability of the water level of Lake V6rtsjarv is much higher 
than the variability of precipitation. 

3. Long-term trends in thermal conditions 

Typical variables of water climate, such as monthly mean water 
temperature, are not the best variables to describe ecological conditions 
associated with annual cycles in the organic activity in lakes. Therefore, 
climatic seasons, characterized by their start date and duration, are applied 
(Jarvet 2000, 2001). Seven climatic seasons of water-bodies have been 
distinguished in Estonia. The climatic seasons of lakes are defined by water 
temperature and ice cover characteristics (date of the beginning and the end 
ice phenomena and ice cover). The seasons of colder half-year (late autumn, 
winter, early spring) determined only by ice data. A closed annual cycle 
consists of a sequence of regularity alternating ecological phases, which are 
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Tab. 1- Statistics oftemporal variability for start date of climatic seasons of Lake V6rtsjiirv 
by linear trend line in 1946-2000 

Statistics 

Slope 
in 1946 
in 2000 
Change 
p value 

lS-X 

IS-Vrn 

IS-VI 

IS-IV 

I4-II 

IS-XII 

IS-X ' 

Early Winter Early Spring 
winter spring 

0.016 -0.013 -0.339 -0.160 
13 Nov 28 Nov 17 Apr 21 Apr 
14 Nov 27 Nov 31 March 13 Apr 

1 -1 -17 -8 
0.882 0.920 0.014 0.Q18 
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Fig. 4 - Long-term series and linear trends for start dates of climatic seasons L. V6rlsjiirv 

expressed using beginning dates, duration and intervals. The thermal 
characteristics of lakes are particularly responsive to changes in the weather 
and frequently amplify the effects of regional-scale variations in the 
circulation of the atmosphere. 

Results of linear regression analysis of long-term series indicate the 
presence of some long-term changes. Changes in trend in Table 1 are 
differences between trend-line values calculated for years 2000 and 1947. 
Positive changes show a tendency for climatic seasons to start later and vice 
versa (Tab. 1). 

Climatic seasons of Lake V6rtsjarv for the whole year tend to begin earlier, 
except early winter and winter, which start at same time. A statistically 
significant trend was determined only for the start date of early spring 
(beginning of break-up of ice-cover), also for the beginning of spring (daily 
mean water temperature increase above 4 'C). Start dates of early spring 
have shifted on L. V6rtsjarv from 17 April to 31 March. 

The summer period (from spring to late autumn) has lengthened by 1 week 
during the 55year period. Most significant trend was obtained for winter (ice 
cover period). The shortening of the winter season by 17 days is calculated. 
A statistically significant trend was determined only for the beginning date of 
early spring - significance at p<0.05 level. Other clearly trends were obtained 
for early winter and autumn, but statistically not significant due to the high 
temporal variability of the time series (Fig. 4). 

The summer half year (period from the beginning of spring to the end of 
late autumn) has lengthened during 55 years on L. V6rtsjarv 9 days. The 
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periods of rapid warming tended to occur earlier in the year and there was an 
associated extension in the length of the biological summer. The shortening of 
the winter season by 18 and 16 days is statistically significant. All the long
term tendencies observed in Estonian large lakes are in a good accordance 
with the trend of increasing mean air temperature during winter and spring 
seasons, and with the trend of decreasing spatial mean snow cover duration 
(Jaagus, Ahas 2000). 

4. Influence of summertime hydrological conditions on the 
ecological state 

Quantitative responses of the biota to increased nutrient loading are 
adequate in a nutrient-limited environment but can differ in a wide range in 
the case of other limitations. Optical properties of water as well as the mixing 
depth and resuspension rate of sediments, all determined by the water level, 
come to the forefront in the case of shallow and turbid L. Vortsjarv where 
light limitation plays a major role in controlling phytoplankton growth (Noges 
1995). Despite the rather stable nutrient content the biological indices of the 
trophic state fluctuate strongly depending on water richness. The influence of 
changes in the water level on different trophic levels is either direct or 
mediated by cascading effects in the food chain. 

Wind-exposed northern and eastern coasts of the lake are bordered with 
a mostly continuous belt of Phragmites australis (Cav.) Trin. ex Steud., 
followed by submerged Potamogeton perfoliatus L. at a depth of about 2 m. 
Only in places exposed to the strongest wave action, the reed-beds become 
narrow or fragmentary, often separated from the shore by a shallow open 
water area. The western coast is richer in vegetation. The zone of floating
leaved plants - Nuphar luteum (L.) Smith - is distinct in places, while the 
zone of submerged vegetation is everywhere well formed. The southern corner 
of the lake is fully overgrown with macrophytes. Depending on fluctuations in 
the water level the abundance and distribution boundaries of different species 
vary greatly. Besides eutrophication, also lasting low-level periods in dry 
years contribute to the broadening of reed-bed areas. 

Water level controls phytoplankton biomass in L. V6rtsjarv both through 
light conditions and nutrient availability. During periods of high water level, 
large amounts of phosphorus are accumulated in the sediments while 
phytoplankton is mainly light-limited. In the periods of low water level, light 
conditions improve and sediment disturbance enriches the water more with 
phosphorus than with nitrogen. As a result, nitrogen limitation is switched 
on, and nitrogen-fixing species get an advantage in competition (N6ges et al, 
1998). 

Water level is one of the main factors determining to a great extent the 
success of spawning and hence the abundance and catches of many fish 
species. In L. V6rtsjarv water level has a particular significant effect on the 
abundance of pike, which lays its eggs in overflooded shallow places (as a rule, 
up to 0.5 m), mostly on dead vegetation. In the case of high water level, the 
spawning areas of pike are rather extensive, which lays a firm foundation for 
the formation of a strong pike generation. There is an evident positive 
correlation (r = 0.45; n = 30; p < 0.01) between mean water level in spring and 
pike catch in the lake (Jarvalt, Pihu 2002). As a rule, abundant pike catches 
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Fig. 5 - A correla tion between annual pike catch and mean water level 

70 

follow, with a 4-5year delay, periods of high water level, and small catches 
occur, with a similar delay, after periods of low water level. This is in 
accordance with the age composition of pike catches in L. Vortsjarv, where 
usually 4-5year-old specimens are dominating. On the ground of an 
experimental trawl catch a still stronger positive correlation (r = 0.61; n = 23; 
p < 0.01 ) was found between the abundance of a particular pike generation 
and water level in the spawning period (April-May) in the lake (Fig. 5; 
Jarvalt, Pihu 2002). 

5. Influence of wintertime hydrological conditions on the ecological 
state 

Investigation about long-term changes of water and ice regime on L. 
Vortsjarv gives some information not only about the hydrological conditions, 
but also about the trends and changes of ecological conditions caused by ice 
cover and water retention time. Winter conditions of a lake, especially the 
oxygen amount and concentration in water depend upon the duration of ice 
cover , thickness of ice and snow. 

Ice cover has an essential part in the formation of lake ecological 
conditions, especially in a winter period (Fig. 6). Several winter fish kills (in 
1939, 1948, 1967, 1969, 1978, 1987) have been documented on the L. 
Vortsjarv during this century. Most of them (1939, 1948, 1967, 1969) 
coincided with low-level periods and, hence, with a higher primary production 
in the preceding summer and oxygen depletion during winter. Important 
indices of water-body climate factors are the duration and thickness of ice 
cover and from a lake volume point the ice volume. 

To calculate a changes in lake morphometry, the lake volume, surface area, 
and average depth were determined at maximum ice thickness, which 
corresponds with wintertime minimum water level. By hydrological 
characteristics it is possible to explain the wintertime ecological conditions of 
lake by active volume, and corresponding mean depth. In calculating active 
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volume the ice volume (or dead volume) is subtracted from the total volume, 
as the volume of ice is actually temporary unused water for the lake 
ecosystems (Fig. 7). 

The annual maximum ice volume ranges from 69.7 mil m3 (in 1961) to 
247.5 mil. m3 (in 1942). The mean ice volume (in 1925-1997) on L. Vortsjiirv 
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Tab. 2 - The duration of years by minimum wintertime water level and maximum ice 
thickness (cm) 

Water level Extremely Very high High Middle Low Very low Extremely Total, 
high low average 

Number 
of years 1 4 9 11 16 17 15 73 
Ice 
thickness 40 38 59 53 52 53 62 54 
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Fig. 8 - Long-period changes in water and ice volume (106 m3) during yearly maximum ice 
thickness 

was 138.4 mil. m3, which constitutes 20.2 % from the total lake volume in 
maximum ice thickness time. Thus almost 1/5 of the total water mass is in the 
frozen sate in March. For the different years studied, this percentage varied 
from 7.9 (in 1930) to 54.0 (in 1942). However, in 1930 the total volume of the 
lake exceeded to 0.893 km3, but in 1942 only 0.459 km3 ; difference 0.434 km3 

or 1.95 times . The calculated active mean depth was 2.97 and 0.94 m, 
respectively. The years with less precipitation associate with colder winters 
as can be seen on Lake V6rtsjarv in colder winters , when ice cover is thicker 
and stays longer (Table 2, Fig. 8). 

The worst ecological conditions at L. V6rtsjarv were formed in a winter 
period, where, in case oflow water level (monthly mean below 33.00), there is 
a thick ice cover (> 50 cm) and a ice-cover duration is long (> 130 days), as 
represent the Figure 9 about relationship between O2 concentration and ice 
cover parameters. From ice cover duration over 130 days, the O2 

concentration at a bottom lower 3 mg/l. The dissolved oxygen content in the 
wintertime at ice thickness over 60 cm, as a rule, did not exceed 3 mg/l also, 
which is a value for critical level. 

It is assumed that ice cover parameters are correlated with water level and 
oxygen conditions in the winter (Fig. 9 and Fig. 10). All of them are statistically 
significant on p < 0.05 confidence level. Higher correlation is observed for O2 

content in bottom layer (Table 3) than in surface part. At a bottom the 
concentrations of O2 were always lower measured in the upper layers. It can be 
explained by the fact that there are often observed the depletion of O2 for 
bottom sediment oxidation and surface layer is characterised sometimes in 
March by photosynthetical aeration - the algal activity just under the ice. 

The winter of 1995/1996 has been another example of the disastrous 
consequences of the low water level. After the highly productive summer of 
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Tab. 3 - Regression equations relating ice cover duration (days) and maximum ice thickness 
(cm) to O2 minimum concentration (mg/!) in water (n = 28) 

x-variable Equation r p 

Surface layer 
Ice cover duration y = -0.06 x + 17.67 0.366 0.055 
Ice thickness y = -0.15 x + 16.91 0.417 0.027 

Bottom layer 
Ice cover duration y = -0.10 x +16.76 0.486 0.009 
Ice thickness y = -0.21 x + 15.22 0.533 0.003 

16 16 -----
y = 0,0034x2 - 0,57x + 24,5 y = -0,1047x + 17,81 
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Fig. 9 - The correlation between ice cover characteristics and wintertime minimum 
dissolved 0 2 content (mg/l) in water: left - duration (days), right - thickness (cm) in 
1968-2000 
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Fig. 10 - Correlation between ice cover characteristics and a minimum water level in winter 

1995 the lake was frozen at an extremely low level. The winter has been cold 
and the lake has been covered by thick ice (-0.6 m) and snow (-0.3 m). There 
have been no thaws from mid-December till the beginning of March. The 
lowest oxygen concentrations during the studied 30 years (2.3 mg.l-1 just 
below the ice, 0.4 mg.l-1 in the bottom layer) were registered on 1st March. 

Very low oxygen concentration in L. V6rtsjarv in the winter of 1996 can 
precisely be explained by low water level and a large amount of ice (31.5 % 
from total water mass of the lake). The lowest oxygen concentrations during 
the last 35 years (2.3 mg.l-1 just below the ice, 0.4 mg.l-1 in the bottom layer) 
were registered on 1 March 1996 (N6ges et al1998). The winter of 1986/1987 
has been an example ofthe disastrous consequences of a long winter, thick ice 
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and snow cover. Mter the highly productive summer of 1986 the lake was 
frozen in November. The winter has been cold and the lake has been covered 
by thick ice (0.64 m) and the thickness of snow cover was recorded in the 
beginning of March 0.41 m. 

6. Improving the ecological state by water level regulation 

Lake Vortsjarv with its large drainage area, bad outflow conditions and flat 
shores is a complicated object for water level regulation. The requirements of 
fishery, agriculture, recreation and navigation must be taken into account 
while designing the regulation scheme. By analysing the hydrological regime 
and the duration and thickness of ice cover we can draw some conclusions for 
water level regulation. Consideration of other reasons and conditions for 
water level regulations may alter the importance of hydrolOgical factors to 
some extent, but they will remain the main ones, which even if the water level 
is regulated, determine the possibilities of lake management. The following 
goals can be set: 
- to reduce both the annual and long-term water level fluctuations; 
- to prevent low level and to keep the level as high and as stable as possible; 
- to raise the flood level so as to form water-meadows, i.e. the water level 

must exceed 34.4 m; 
- to prevent the regulated maximum level from exceeding natural maxima in 

order to avoid flooding of buildings and roads; 
- to guarantee the sanitary minimum flow in the River Emajogi (outflow L. 

Vortsjarv). 
Outflow calculations showed that a constraint level regulation of 

L.Vortsjarv is impossible as it would requires far better outflow conditions. 
Nineteen regulation scenarios were tested in which the minimum levels 
varied from 33.0 to 33.7 m, the maximum levels from 34.0 to 34.8 m, and the 
difference between minimum and maximum levels from 0.6 to 1.8 m. By 
blocking the outflow it would be possible to prevent dropping of the water 
level below the set minimum value, however the level might be higher than 
desired in years of large runoff from the drainage area. Lowering the set 
minimum level is not recommended, as it would result in a decrease of 
maximum levels by 30-50 cm in dry years, but only by 5 cm in wet years. The 
regulated maximum level can be lower than the set maximum in dry years 
and exceed the latter in rainy years. 

All requirements would be satisfied in the best way when using the 
following regulation scheme: filling of the lake proceeds in April-May when 
the regulator is closed. Lowering of the water level starts in the second half 
of May at the maximum flow rate determined by the outflow conditions, until 
it reaches the set minimum (usually in September). The water level would 
increase slightly in November and December. In years when the lake cannot 
be regulated due to the high level in the outflow, or due to excessive inflow, 
the regulator would be opened and the natural regime established. It would 
be reasonable to keep the minimum level at 33.7 m which is the long-term 
average and to which the level can be lowered in most cases (75 % of years). 
The regulated maximum water level is to be 34.8 m in which case forced 
maxima would reach 35.6 m. 

As a result of regulation measures water level dynamics does not change 
much. It will generally follow the natural pattern but will proceed at a higher 
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level and will have a smaller amplitude. The level will be about 1 m higher 
during low-water periods. Extraordinary high levels do not exceed much 
natural maxima, as the natural level equals at 1 % probability 35.50 m and 
the regulated level 35.6 m. The annual mean amplitude of level fluctuations 
will decrease by 0.3 m (from 1.4 to 1.1 m), the annual maximum amplitude by 
more than 1 m. 

7. Conclusions 

The most important problem of L. V6rtsjiirv is the fluctuation of its level. 
The lower level is the result of climate change causing both decreased river 
inflow and increased effective evaporation. Low water periods, making up 
10 % of the total number of days according to the observation data, are 
harmful to the ecological conditions of the lake. The active volume of the lake 
is the smallest with shallow water level (mean below 33.00 m in March) and 
thick ice cover in winters, which may cause a decrease in the oxygen content 
below the critical level, Le. <2-3 mg/l. 

Lasting low-water periods in L. V6rtsjiirv are accompanied by a number of 
adverse biological phenomena consisting generally in destabilizing of the 
ecosystem. An increase in phytoplankton and bacterioplankton biomass 
deteriorates the transparency and gas regime of the lake. Low-level periods 
accelerate the overgrowing of shallow coastal areas with macrophytes and 
deteriorates the spawning conditions for pike by restriction of spawning 
places and for pike-perch by the spawn being buried under sediments. 
Greatest success would be achieved by reducing sediment resuspension and 
by strengthening light limitation on phytoplankton, which would control 
primary production and the amount of particulate matter in the water. 

The analysis of the factors that influence the ecological state of Lake 
V6rtsjiirv in winter, confirm that the main cause of variability are the water 
level and ice thickness. The results indicate that water level has a very clear 
effect on the O2 content during low water-stand and long ice cover period. The 
active volume of the lake is the smallest with shallow water level (mean below 
33.00 in March) and thick ice cover (> 50-60 cm) in winters, which may cause 
the decrease of oxygen content below critical level - <2-3 mg/l. But even 
a small change in ice cover and water level characteristics during mild 
winters has a significant positive influence on a ecological state. 

With high water level, the overflooding of large areas causes problems 
mainly for agriculture and forestry. By means of the regulation of the water 
regime, by raising the minimum and maintaining the optimum level, 
conditions in the lake can be improved. Regulation of water level, especially 
by raising the minimum level, would have the positive effects on the ecological 
state of the lake. To decreasing the ice cover influence on L. V6rtsjiirv 
ecosystems it is necessary to keep regulated winter water level on 
33.50-33.70, as recommended. Water level regulation (Le. low water 
elevation) can favourably affect L. V6rtsjiirv, but the construction of 
regulating facilities mostly depends on economic factors. Taking into 
consideration the very small slope of the outflow Emaj6gi R., the water level 
regulation of the lake by an early-planned scheme is aggravated at least by 
50 % of years. It is not possible to avoid inundations by regulation facilities. 
Their danger and duration may even increase with regulated higher water 
level. 
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Shrnuti 

VLIV HYDROLOGICKYCH PODMINEK NA EKOLOGICKY STAY MELKEHO JEZERA 
VORTS 

Jezero Varts v Estonsku je velmi melke (pnimema hloubka vody 2,8 m) a znacne kolf
sani jeho urovne vyvolliva zmeny jak pokud jde 0 jeho rozlohu, tak pokud jde 0 jeho objem 
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vody. Pi'i nejvyssim stavu vody (35,28 m) je jeho plocha odhadovana na 326 km2 a objem na 
1.213 km3• Pi'i nejnizsim stavu vody (32,20 m) cini tyto hodnoty 237 km2 a 383 km3• Tedy 
rozloha plochy se lisi 0 89 km2 a objem 0 830 km3. 

Zmeny klimatickych podminek, ktere se promitaji v cyklickem kolisani vodniho systemu 
a ledovych podminek po dlouhe obdobi, ovlivnuji zretelne hydrofyzik8.lni a take hydroche
micke a hydrobiologicke procesy v jezere. Promenliry stay kvality vody je spojen s hydro
meteorologickymi faktory primo nebo neprimo. N api'iklad zvyseni priimerneho stavu vody 
v jezere vede ke snizeni ozareni dna a ke snizeni ozareni vodniho sloupce. Pi'echodna zme
na jak mnozstvi, tak druhu ledu, ovlivnuje mnozstvi a druh svetla pronikajiciho do jezera, 
coz pusobi na takove procesy jako je fotosynreza a produkce kysliku ve vodnich masach pod 
ledovou pokryvkou. Opticke vlastnosti vody stejne jako menici se hloubka a menici se podil 
usazenin, coz je urcovano stavem vody, vystupuje do popredi v pripade melcin a zakaleni 
jezera Viirts, kde nedostatek svetla rna velkou roli pi'i regulaci rustu fytoplanktonu. 

Vliv zmen stavu vody na ruznych trofickych Urovnich rna prime nebo zprostredkovane 
stupnovire ucinky na potravni retezec. 

Skodlivy ucinek hydrologickych faktoru na ekologickou a melcinovou oblast nastava zre
telne v dusledku nasledujicich hydrologickych podminek: zaplavy - mesicni uroven vody 
nad 34,50 m, mala hloubka jezera - mesicni uroven vody pod 33,00 m. 

Jak extremne vysoky (nad 35,00 m), tak i extremne nizky stay vody (pod 32,50 m) maji 
skodlive ucinky. V 16M behem obdobi nizkeho stavu vody, se mala hloubka a objem jezera 
a intenzivni primarni produkce stava problemem a behem zaplav take. 

Ke znazorneni periodicity cyklu byla vyuzita spektralni analyza. Pouziti teto metody zvi
ditelnilo dlouhodobou periodicitu a nektera obdobi mohla byt identifikovana. Tabulka 3 
uvadi vysledky spektr8.lnich analYz. Ve spektru se objevuji nektere vrcholy. Soucasne byly 
zjisteny ti'i skupiny periodicity: kratka obdobi se spektralnim vrcholem za 3,6 roku, stred
ni obdobi za 6,4 roku, dlouha obdobi 0 deIce mezi 24 a 32 roky. 

Zda se, ze spektralni vrchol za 25,8 let rna vY,jimecne postaveni. Byla zjisMna velmi dlou
ha periodicita - 64 a 128 let -, coz je problematicke ve srovnani s kratsimi spektralnimi vr
choly, protoze delka casorych rad byla 128 let. 

Ledova pokryvkaje zakladni soucasti pi'i tvorbe ekologickych podminekjezera, zejmena 
v zimnim obdobi. Nekolik zimnich uhynu ryb (v letech 1939, 1948, 1967, 1969, 1978, 1987) 
bylo v jezere Viirts dokumentovano behem minu16ho stoleti. K vetsine z nich (1939, 1948, 
1967, 1969) doslo v obdobich s nizkym stavem vody a z duvodu vyssi zakladni produkce 
v predchazejicim lete a vycerpani kysliku behem zimy. Dulezitymi ukazateli klimatickych _ 
faktoru stavu vody je delka a sila ledove pokrYvky a pomer objemu vody jezera k objemu le
du. 

Odhady zmen v morfometrii jezera, objemu vody v jezere, rozsahu plochy a prumerne 
hloubky vychazely z maximalni sily ledu, coz odpovida zimnimu minimu urovne vody. Hyd
rologickymi charakteristikami lze vysvetlit zimni ekologicke podminky jezera pokud jde 
o pohyblivy objem vody a odpovidajici hloubku. Pi'i vypoctu pohybliveho objemu je objem le
du (cHi pevny objem) odecten od celkoveho objemu, protoze objem ledu je docasne nevyuzi
ta voda pro uddovani ekosysremu. 

Rocni maximum objemu ledu se pohybuje od 69,7 mil m3 (v roce 1961) do 247,5 mil. m3 

(v roce 1942). Prumerny stay objemu ledu (v letech 1925 - 1997) najezere Viirts cinil138,4 
mil m3, coz cini 20,2 % z celkoveho objemujezera v dobe maxim8.lni ledove pokryYky. Temer 
1/5 celkove masy vody je zmrzla v breznu. Bylo vypocteno, ze toto procento v ruznych letech 
kolisalo od 7,9 (v roce 1930) do 54,0 (v roce 1942). Avsak v roce 1930 celkory objem jezera 
prevysoval 893 km3, zatim co v roce 1942 cinil pouze 459 km3, rozdil tedy predstavoval 
434 km3 cHi 1,95nasobek. Vypoctemi hloubka pohyblive vody Cinila v prislusnych letech 
2,97 a 0,94 m. Byly to roky s nizsimi srazkami ve spojeni s chladnejsimi zimami, jak to by
va na jezere Viirts v chladnejsich zimach, kdy ledova pokryYka je silnejsi a vyddi dele. 

HorSi ekologicke podminky na jezere Viirts vznikaly v zimnim obdobi, kdy v pripade niz
keho stavu vody (mesicni prumer nizSi nez 33,00), je zde ledova pokryvka 0 sile > 50 cm) 
a vyddi dele (> 130 dni) jak uvadi tabulka 9 0 vzajemnych vztazich mezi koncentraci kys
liku a parametry ledove pokryvky. Pi'i ledove pokryvce trvajici dele nez 30 dni je koncent
race u dna nizsi nez 3 mg/l. Obsah kysliku v zimnim obdobi pi'i sile ledu vyssi nez 60 cm, 
jak je pravidlem, nepresahuje take 3 mg/l, coz je hodnota na kriticke urovni. 

Odhaduje se, ze parametry ledove pokrYvky odpovidaji urovni vody a kyslikovym pod
minkam v zime. To lze statisticky vyjadi'it vzorcem P < 0,05 poctu pravdepodobnosti. U dna 
byla koncentrace kysliku vZdy nizsi nez v hornich vrstvach. To muze bYt vysvetleno jako 
skutecnost, ze je zde casto pozorovano vycerpani kysliku pro okysliceni usazenin u dna 
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a vrchni vrstva je nekdy v zime charakterizovana fotosyntetickym provzdusnenim - roz
mnozovanim ras pnmo pod ledem. 

Pn rozboru hydrologickeho rezimu a trvani a sily ledove pokryvky muzeme dospet k ne
kterym zaverum 0 regulaci urovne vody. Pozadavky rybarstvi, zemedE'Hstvi, rekreace a plav
by musi vzit v uvahu stanoveni regulace systemu. Jezero Vorts s sirokou odtokovou oblas
ti a nevhodnymi odtokovYmi podminkami a melkymi brehy je komplikovanym objektem re
gulace urovne vody. Zvazeni Mchto duvodu a podminek regulace stavu vody muze usmernit 
vyznam hydrologickych faktoru do urcite miry, ale ty zustavaji hlavni,a ty, dokonce i kdyz 
je uroveii vody regulovana, urcuji moznosti spravy jezera. 

Nasledujici cile mohou bjt dosazeny: snizenijak rocniho, tak dlouhodobeho kolisani sta
vu vody, predchazeni snizeni stavu vody a udrzeni stavu vody tak vysoko jak je to mozne, 
zvyseni miry zaplavovani tak, aby byly zaplavovany louky, tj. stay vody musi prevysit 
34,4 m, regulaci maximalniho stavu vody predchazet odhadovanemu pnrozenemu maximu, 
aby se predeslo zaplavovanf budov a silnic. 

Vypocet odtoku potvrdil, ze nucena regulace urovne jezera V~rts neni mozna, protoze by 
to vyzadovalo mnohem lepsi odtokove podminky. Bylo testovano devatenact scenaru regu
lace, ve kterych se minimalni stay vody pohyboval od 33,0 do 33,7 m, maxim8.lni stay od 
34,0 do 34,8 m a rozdil mezi minimalnim a maximalnim stavem od 0,6 do 1,8 m. 

Blokovani odtoku by bylo mozne, aby se predeslo snizeni stavu vody pod miru minimal
ni hodnoty, avsak stay vody by mohl bjt vyssi nez zadouci v letech s velkymi srazkovymi 
odtoky z pntokove oblasti jezera. Snizeni miry minimalni urovne se nedoporueuje, protoze 
by vedlo nejen ke snizeni maximalni urovne 0 30-50 cm v suchych letech, ale dokonce 0 5 cm 
v destirych letech. Regulovana maximalni uroveii muze bjt nizsi nez maximum v suchych 
letech a pozdeji muze byt prekroeena v destivych letech. 

Vsechny pozadavky by byly nejlepe uspokojeny uplatnenim nasledujiciho schematu re
gulace: naplneni jezera v dubnu-kvetnu, kdy je regulacni zanzeni castecne uzavreno. Sni
zovani stavu vody zahajit v druhe polovine kvetna na miru maximalniho odtoku urcovanou 
odtokovymi podminkami az dosahne minimalni miry (zpravidla v zan). Stay vody by se mo
hI mirne zvysit v listopadu a prosinci. V letech, kdy jezero nelze regulovat kwli systemu 
prutoku nebo kwli nadmernemu pntoku, regulacni zanzeni by melD byt uzavreno a zave
den prirozeny rezim. Bylo by rozumne zachovat minimalni stay 33,7 m, ktery je dlouhodo
bym prumerem a na ktery muze byt snizen. V nejvetsim poctu pnpadu (75 % let). Regulo
vany maximalni stay vody by mohl bjt 34,8 m, pri cemz by se maximalne mohl zvysit na 
35,6m. 

V dusledku regulacnich opati'eni by se dynamika stavu vody prilis nezmenila. Nasledo
vala by pnrozeny vzor, ale postupovala by na vyssi urovni a mela by mensi amplitudu. Mi
moradne vysoky stay by prekracoval pnrozene maximum pouze 0 1 %, protoze pnrozeny 
stay by cinil 35,5 m a regulovany stay 35,6 m. Rocni amplituda kolisani stavu vody by se 
snizila 0 0,3 m (z 1,4 m na 1,1 m) rocni amplituda maxima 0 vice nez 1 m. 

Obr. 1 - Mapa polohy jezera Vorts 
Obr. 2 - Dlouhodobe zmeny rocniho maximalnfho a minim8.lniho stavu vody v jezere Vorts 
Obr. 3 - Spektrum rocniho minimalnino stavu vody 
Obr. 4 - Dlouhodobe rady a linearni trendy trvani klimatickych sez6n jezera Vorts 
Obr. 5 - Vzajemne vztahy mezi rocnfmi srazkami v povodi a stavem vody v jezere 
Obr.6.- Zakladni schema vlivu zimnfch hydrologickych faktoru na morfometrii a ekologic-

ke podmfnky melkeho jezera 
Obr. 7 - PTIklady pohybliveho objemu vody jezera Vorts pri ruznem stavu vody a ruzne si

Ie ledu 
Obr. 8 - Dlouhodobe zmeny objemu vody a ledu (106 m3) behem rocniho maxima sily ledu 
Obr. 9 - Vzajemny vztah mezi charakteristikami ledove pokrjvky a zimni minimalni urov

ni rozpusteneho obsahu kysliku (mg/l) ve vode: vlevo - trvani (dny), vpravo - sila 
ledu (cm) v letech 1968-2000 

Obr. 10 -Vzajemny vztah mezi charakteristikou ledove pokryvky a mezi stavem vody v zi
me. 
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GOOD PRACTICES FOR SUSTAINABLE WATER AND 
TERRITORIAL MANAGEMENT: EXPERIENCES FROM ALPS 

AND TRANSFERABILITY 

M. D e Mar chi: Good practices for sustainable water and .territorial management: 
experiences from Alps and transferability. - Geografie - Sbornik CGS, 109,2, pp. 145-155 
(2004). - The article deals with the application in Alpine area of Italy, Germany and 
Austria of one of the models to diffuse sustainable choices known as "good practice". 
A pioneer survey about the application of good practices in water and territorial 
management is presented with the analysis of main results. Then the successful factors and 
the transferability of good practice are discussed. The article intends to represent an 
opportunity of exchanging experiences to implement sustainable decision making about 
water and territorial management. 
KEY WORDS: water management - territorial management - Alps experience. 

Introduction 

Alps are considered an island of ecological diversity in the middle Europe. 
The importance of natural dimension and the sensitivity of Alpine area, give 
to Alpine communities the responsibility for the development of socio
economically and ecologically integrated spatial organisation. So, in the last 
ten years, into the paradigm of sustainability, Alpine communities have been 
able to test and implement local strategies with outputs also outside the strict 
Alpine space. 

A survey to collect the sustainability practices of Alpine communities was 
implemented during the year 2000 through a project financed by the Alpine 
Space Program within the context of financing from structural funds of the 
European Commission. Partners of the projects were: 
- National Environmental Protection Agency, Provincial Environmental 

Protection Agency of Trento, Region Friuli Venezia Giulia (Italy) 
Federal ministry for agriculture, forestry, environmental and water 
management (Austria) 

- Bayerisches StaatsMinisterium fur LandesEntwicklung un 
UnmweltFragen, CIPRA Deutscland (Germany). 
All the experiences have been collected in the "Handbook of good practices 

for sustainable development of the Alpine Space" printed in German, Italian, 
English (Boso et al. 2001) and published in a Internet Site in 200l. 

This paper tries to present some interesting experiences developed in 
Alpine regions of Italy, Austria and Germany, looking for elements granting 
the success and transferability of good practices. 
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The Alpine Space 

In Alpine area of France, Switzerland, Germany, Liechtenstein, Austria, 
Italy, Slovenia 13 million of people live and work and more than 100 million 
of people decide to make tourism (Cipra 1998, 2000). A heavy transport 
network made up by roads, highways, railways cross the Alps joining 
southern with northern side of Europe. 

These are the driving forces of relationships ecosystems and society in the 
Alps influenCing the big change in land use and land cover. (EEA 1995; 
Diamantini 1996; Cipra 1998; Diamantini, Zanon 1999; Dalla Libera 1999b; 
De Marchi 1999b, 1999c; EEA 1999; Cipra 2000; Zanon 2000). Despite these 
critical dynamics Alpine ecosystems show a good quality of biodiversity, an 
important forested area, and a good extension of cultural landscape produced 
by the long activity of agriculture and pastoral practices (Scheiring 1996; De 
Marchi 2000). 

Water and river ecosystem quality shows some critical situation near 
settlements, winter sport areas, intensive farming areas. Lakes in many cases 
suffer eutrofication even if the scarce population density and the presence of 
areas far from transportation network offer situation of integrity of water 
ecosystems. Water quantity and quality is important for the supply of fresh 
water for human consumption in the densely populated plain areas (Cipra 
1998; Callegari, De Marchi 1999; Cipra 2000). 

Air quality remain the critical point of Alpine environment specially for the 
areas near the communication networks and the Alpine cities (Cipra 1998; 
Dalla Libera 1999a, 1999b; Dalla Libera, L, Dalla Libera, P. 1999; Cipra 
2000). 

Alps supply communities outside the mountain landscape with fresh water 
and energy, so the choices of Alpine communities have to deal constantly with 
the dialectic local-regional: regional decisions about transportation system, 
energy, water supply, can conflict with local decision on spatial organisation, 
land use, territorial development (Provincia Autonoma di Trento, Centro di 
Ecologia Alpina 1997; De Marchi, Diamantini, Mattolin 2000). 

Problems and methods: a cooperative work 

To understand how Alpine communities are facing the sustain ability 
challenge a survey of implementation of good practices for sustainable 
development has been realised. The survey was limited to the area financed 
by the European project, the Alpine regions of Italy, Austria and Germany. 

The preparation of survey asked for a strong exchange among the project 
partners to define "what a good practice is". In the panorama of sustainability 
after Rio events three main models of implementing sustainability have been 
consolidated (UN 1997). 

The first, the bottom up approach to sustain ability, Local Agenda 21 
(LA21), deals with mobilisation of local community (mainly at municipal 
level) to build in a participatory way a local sustainable development plan 
(ICLEI 1996, 1998a, 1998b). 

The second, a top down approach to sustainability, typical of national 
sustainability plans or regional sustainability plans, is a commitment of 
national or regional governments to implement sustainability policies 
defining a "higher level plan" with the task of orienting the whole national or 
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regional planning system (Australian Government, Department of 
Environment and Heritage 1992; UK Government 2002). 

Good practices represent the third model for sustain ability implementation 
(Habitat 2001). Good practices, like Local Agenda 21, are grass-root way to 
sustainability, but they are not general and inclusive as LA21, the objective 
of a good practice is limited and sometime modest, the result is not a plan, but 
a defined action. Good practices spread up in developing countries and were 
definitively recognised as important tool for sustainability during the 
conference Habitat II held in Istanbul in 1996. 

Good practice need less preparation and organization of a LA21, it allows 
local community to learn sustainability trough the commitment in setting and 
solving a defined problem. This way of dealing with the problems of local 
community results easier than to deal with a global and multi-sector plan like 
LA2l. A successful good practice give the community the security to face 
a new sustainability task. 

The project partners started meeting in October 1998 to implement the 
survey and to define the way of result diffusion. It was immediately clear that 
diffusion of results was the main task of the project. It was decided to produce 
a handbook in two languages (Italian and German) with English abstracts, 
the handbook will be printed and also diffused with a Internet Site. 

The targets of paper handbook were local administration of Alps, business 
community, NGOs, local interest groups. The Internet site was devoted to 
young people, schools and citizens. 

During the first half of 1999 it was prepared the document "Criteria for 
sustainable spatial and regional development, concerning the selection, 
evaluation and representation of good practice", in which the partners defined 
and established the basic content for implementation of the project. It also 
contains common positions concerning the possibility of classifying plans and 
projects for spatial and regional sustainable development. 

In the meeting on 21 March 2000 in Salzburg, it was defined a proposal for 
the criteria for the selection, analysis and presentation of examples of good 
practice. The draft, prepared by Austria, was completed in collaboration with 
the representatives of Italy and Germany and was then approved. 

The fundamental points were summarised in 12 basic criteria and in 
a procedure for the presentation of the good practice (see tab. 1). This allowed 
the comparison with the preliminary requirements identified and with the 
projects implemented in completely different contexts. 

The key point were that attention must be paid not so much to the 
technical-quantitative characteristics of the practice, such as for example to 
the money necessary for realisation or results in terms of the number of 
activities, as rather to the qualitative peculiarities and the innovative 
processes which make them exemplary. 

What is important is not so much the possibility of adapting pre-packaged 
experiences to other contexts, as the supplying of valid examples of 
sustainable planning on the basis of which to communicate and exchange 
intentions, ideas, comments and further proposals. 

Consequently, the objective was to leave sufficient space for the 
highlighting of specific national aspects, rather than aiming to harmonise 
orientation for the determination of issues and operating methods. 

Starting from April 2000 the surveys was implemented through visits, 
interviews, phone contacts, collection of documents (Tab. 2). 
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Tab. 1 - Criteria for the selection of good practices 

I - Limitation of use or depreciation of natural resources, reduction of exis
ting burdens· 
• Reduction of use pressure on land resources caused by settlement and expansion of 

infrastructure 
• Reduction of the pressure on energy resources partially caused by settlement and 

infrastructure expansion, and switching from fossil to renewable energy sources, 
preferably available in the Alpine region 

• Avoidance of over-use of near nature regions' 
• Avoidance of endangerment of variety through under-use 

II - Social aspects 
• Avoidance of poorly adapted measures by focusing on participation, local initiative 

and durable process orientation· 
• Use of societal variety as an advantage, e.g. through timely instigation of initiatives 

and through inner-Alpine or trans-Alpine co-operation 

III - Economic aspects 
• Quantitative orientation of economic activities along the lines of limitedness of 

natural resources as well as of existing infrastructure available 
• Qualitative orientation of economic activities along the lines of the availability of 

regional resources in regional and immaterial respect 

IV - Value orientation 
• Determination of normative components of sustainability in spatial planning and 

development in the Alpine space 

V - Decision system 
• Adaptation of the structures at the base of decision systems and processes (politics, 

legal system, administration) to Alpine specific resource oriented objectives 

VI - Integration 
• Integrated consideration of social, economic and ecological aspects, with the latter 

compound having priority on account of the limiting character characteristic of 
Alpine space 

• Fitting into superior considerations by way of explicit reference to all-Alpine or 
trans-Alpine conceptions with sustainability aspects 

Analysis of Alpine good practices 

Good practices were selected following the criteria above that can be 
summarised in four aspects fundamental for sustainable spatial development: 
enhancement of the quality of life, participation of actors, reinforcement of 
regional economies, maintenance of the ecological heritage. 

Many experiences were analysed, but only 37 were considered good practices 
and appeared in the handbook (tab. 3). The distribution of good practices among 
the three countries shows as the German side of Alps produced more 
experiences: 17 in Austria, 14 in Germany and only 6 in Italy. However in Italy 
good practices are concentrated in the Autonomous Province ofTrento (4 cases), 
the other two cases one is in the Autonomous Province of Bozen the other in the 
Autonomous Region Friuli Venezia Giulia (BOSO et al. 2001). 

It is important to stress as the work was really a pioneer attempt, 
considering the difficulties to individuate and evaluate experiences in a wide 
area in which local communities have as last objective the "publicity" of their 
successful experiences. 

The 37 good practices has been analysed considering: 
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Tab. 2 - Two examples of good practices in water and territory management 

EGAR - Catchment areas in Alpine Regions 
The EGAR Project allowed various local, provincial and federal authorities as well as 
technical bodies in Germany, Italy and Austria to co-operate on an interdisciplinary 
basis in order to deal with physical planning issues in the Alps in a more transparent 
and efficient way. Potential dangers from torrents and avalanches are observed to 
define high risk areas and to plan land use in a sustainable and precautionary way. 
Pilot actions were developed in two alpine areas, the Zillertal and the torrent areas 
between Garmisch-Partenkirchen an Oberammergau, to collect and compare data 
about land use and natural dangers. These areas revealed existing and potential 
conflicts among river geomorphology and social use of territory and conflicts among 
different actors. The know-how acquired through this project leads to smarter tools for 
spatial sustainable planning, conflict management and may serve as a model for other 
regions. 

Clean Drinking Water for Munich 
In Mangfalltal region, about 40 kilometers south of the city of Munich, more than 2250 
hectares of agricultural land are being worked under the guidelines of biological 
farming, to prevent any pesticides or fertilizers from polluting the most important 
resource offresh water of Bavarian capital.The Stadtwerke Miinchen GmbH (the 
Munich water facilities) have started a special program to promote organic farming, 
paying the farmers for their participation at the programme, this represent a pioneer 
innovation in programme of water management. Also, the Stadtwerke Miinchen GmbH 
cooperates with the organic farming organisations, trying to establish ways to sell the 
products in the region.All these activities have not only led to a natural, environmen
tally sound way of agriculture, a beautiful idyllic landscape and an effective conservati
on of the cultural landscape and traditional farming, but also saves the city of Munich 
a lot of money: during most ofthe year, no chemical treatment whatsoever of the 
drinking water is necessary. 

the issues linked with the Alpine Convention! and relative protocols of 
reference (tab. 4) 
the three dimensions of sustainability (environmental conservation, 
economic development and social improvement and participation; tab. 5) 
the benefits of good practice implementation (tab. 6) 
Each good practice normally touches many dimensions of sustainability, 

many protocols of Alpine Convention, and offers many benefits. 
The benefits of good practices are grouped in six categories, which covers 

a large numbers of punctual benefits, as table 7 shows. Each project can 
provide more than one punctual benefits. 

Good practices: successful factors and transferability 

The best way to extend know how as regards the operational context of 
complex and strongly interrelated issues is to produce practical examples. In 
territorial development the propagation of so-called "valid examples" is 
a particularly effective method for the spreading of knowledge. The 
documentation of examples of "Good Practice" indeed has a double effect: on 
the one hand it allows the authors to make known the solutions adopted by 
them, while on the other it supplies users with an outline of effective 
solutions. 

1 The aim of Alpine Convention is the maintenance of local populations and traditional 
settlements, through the planning of infrastructures responding to development needs 
and environmental protection, in order to avoid mountain depopulation (Alpine 
Convention 1991); http://www.cipra.org. 
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Tab. 3 - List of selected good practices 

Country Good Practices 

A The Noric region 
A Biosphere reserve Grosse Walsertal 
A Regional cooperation Villach - the city and its surrounding 
A The environmental program of upper Austria 
A The region Kirchdorf - a region for nature, work and leisure 
A The way of Steinbach - an example of local regeneration 
A Traditional farm housing in Salzburg 
A Program for a sustainable regional development in Lungau 
A "Vital land" - AllgaulTirol 
A Egar - catchment area in alpine regions 
A Alpine park Karwendel 
A Nature and living Bregenzer Wald 
A Sustainable mobility - car-free tourism 
A Potential settlement areas in the alpine region 
A E5 - program for an efficient energy policy within the communities 
A Alliance in the alps - network of communities 
A Climate alliance Austria - climate protection in small communities 
I Environmental plan for the sustainable development of the province 

of Trento 
I Forestry development plan for the pine' plateau 
I Participatory urban development plan in an alpine commune - Sutrio 
I 1998 state of the environment report of autonomous province of Trento 
I The Naturno model: participatory ecolOgical planning at local government 

level 
I The socio-economic development plan for Roncegno 
D Biomass heating facilities Reit im Winkl 
D Restoration and management of alpine meadows at Mittenwald 
D "Ecologically sound ski-touring" of Germany's alpine club 
D Eu-life-projects "wetland restoration in the southern Chiemgau area" 
D Ecological restoration of the Gschwender horn skiing area 
D Landscape preservation and sustainable tourism in Hindelang 
D Interest group for car-free tourism towns in Bavaria 
D Regional rural development Auerbergland 
D Clean drinking water for Munich 
D Nature and culture between Oberammergau und Reutte 
D Sustainable development Achental 
D Sustainable land use in Stephanskirchen 
D Electronic travel logistics in the Berchtesgaden national park region 
D "Cars on holiday" - Public transport concept southern Allgau 

Tab. 4 - Good practices and the protocols of 
Alpine Convention 

However, it not forget that the 
effective extension of "Good 
Practice" is not based on imitation 
of the solutions illustrated, but 
rather on the intelligent application 
of these to specific local context. 

Protocol 

Energy 
Transports 
Tourism 
Soil protection 
Mountain forests 
Sustainable development 
and territorial planning 
Mountain farming 
Nature and landscape 
protection 

150 

N" of good practices 

13 
13 
18 
13 
6 

15 
14 

21 

What is important to under
stand is first of all why the 
practice worked and why not. 
Mter the analysis of typology of 
practice and benefits it becomes 
useful to highlight the successful 
factors of implemented good 
practices. Table 8 shows in details 
the 8 categories of successful 



Tab. 5 - Good practices and dimensions of sustainability 

Environmental Economic Social improvement 
conservation development and participation 

Austria 16 11 9 
Italy 5 1 3 
Germany 14 4 2 

Total 35 16 14 

Tab. 6 - Benefits of good practices 

Air and Landscape Planning Values and Political Local 
Mobility Culture and Social Economy 

Issues and Tourism 

Austria 9 4 4 8 2 10 
Italy 1 1 3 2 2 3 
Germany 6 7 1 8 2 5 

Total 16 12 8 18 6 18 

Tab. 7 - Detailed benefits of good practices 

Category Detailed benefits n' of good 
of benefits practices 

Air and Development of alternative energy 9 
mobility Energy saving 4 

Improvement of sustainable mobility 6 
Municipal energy balance 3 
Reduction of air pollutants 8 
Reduction of noise 6 

Landscape Conservation of biodiversity 7 
Ecological architecture 1 
Ecological restoration 1 
Growth of organic farming 4 
Reduction of water pollutants 1 
Waste reduction 1 

Planning Environmental risk monitoring 2 
Prevention of soil erosion 1 
Rural building projects 1 
Scientific supporting to political sustainable planning 3 
Sustainable territorial planning 1 
Urban restoration 1 

Values and Change of values and behaviours 10 
Culture Improvement of Environmental education and consciousn ss 7 

Reinforcement of traditional culture 3 

Political and Welfare 1 
Social Issues Empowerment 5 

Local Economy Growth of local typical productions and marketing 10 
and Tourism Sustainable tourism management 9 

Economic growth 5 

factors resulted from the survey. Is it possible to group in a more "condensed" 
way the successful factors in two main "macro" categories: the technical 
dimension and the cooperative dimension. 
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Tab. 8 - Successful factors of good practices 

Austria Italy Germany Total 

Methodology and expertise 3 3 4 10 
Information 4 2 1 7 
Funds 2 3 1 6 
Wide cooperation among citizens, 
private and public organization, NGO 10 4 11 25 
Cooperation Among Local Authorities. 7 4 11 
Cooperation among Local and Central 
Authorities 6 1 1 8 
Transboundary cooperation 4 4 
Commitment of Local Authorities 1 1 2 4 

The first deals with expertise of facilitators, methodologies used to 
implement the practice, the availability of financial resources and the 
diffusion of information. The second deals with different typology of 
cooperation: among different actors (NGO, citizens, administrations, 
business), among different scale (local, central, trans-boundary). 

The main successful factor seems to be the wide cooperation among 
different actors (25 good practices stress this issue). This main "factor" is 
followed by two others: the cooperation among local authorities (11 cases), 
methodology and expertise (10 cases). 

Even if technical factors represent only 23 cases than "cooperative" factors 
weight for 52 cases, it is important to stress as good cooperation is also 
"matter" of good expertise and good ability of facilitate participatory 
processes. 

To understand better successful factors it is possible to look for problems 
faced by the good practice implementation. The survey shows as problems 
resulted connected with cooperation: difficulties of involvement of firms, 
citizens, other local authorities, or instability of local administration. 

However in the 37 reported practices problems were not able to "kill" the 
experience and normally they were solved through the adoption of 
organizational solutions facilitating exchange and participation. 

The transferability of a good practice has more to do with cooperation 
participation and the ability of defining an appropriate organisation than 
with technical innovation per se. 

After one decade of spotted experiences of sustainability the need now is to 
consolidate sustainability practice and to embody sustainability approach 
into current individual, public, private, actions. 

Communities of the Alps, as many innovative communities in the world, 
have produced in this ten years a wide spectrum of sustainability experiences 
in research, business, public administration, civil society, and in different 
sectors from tourism to farming, from transport to landscape water and 
territorial management. 

It is time now for a second generation of sustainability actions based not 
much in pilot experiences but more on consolidation and diffusion of winning 
practices. So, exchange among partners, monitoring of successful experiences, 
and a strategic integration among knowledge communication and practices, 
are the kernels of definitive transition to sustainability horizon. 

Sustainability culture should become diffused orientation of decision 
making practices not remaining the heritage of enlightened minorities or the 
theoretical benchmark far from reality. 
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Daily decision making of individuals, firms, public administrations, have to 
face condition of complexity and uncertainity and needs sustainability vision 
to take strategic and adaptative decisions. 

In this changing context sustainability are not optional decision, but are 
becoming decided option. This new decision making paradigm can be easily 
supported by a wise diffusion, exchange, confrontation and integration of 
existing experiences to build new futures, as Winograd and Flores (1986) 
wrote: "The important is not to choice but to create". 
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Shrnuti 

ZKUSENOSTI Z ALP S VHODNfin POSTUPY PRO RIZENI UZEMI A UDRZITELNE 
HOSPODARENI S VODOU A JEJICH APLIKOVATELNOST 

Alpy jsou povazovany za ostnivek ekologicke rozmanitosti ve stfedni Evrope. Vyznamna 
pi'irodni poloha a citlivost alpske oblasti pnnMii alpskym obcim odpovednost za rozvoj soci
alne ekonomicke a ekologicky integrovane organizace prostoru. Proto byly alpske obce v po
slednich deseti letech jako vzor udditelnosti schopne vyzkouset a realizovat mistni strate
gie, jejichZ vysledky presahuji ramec alpskeho prostoru. 

Pro pochopeni toho, jak alpske obce pnspely k tomuto cm, byl v pnibehu roku 2000 vy
pracovan prehled 0 vhodnych postupech pro udrzitelny rozvoj. Prehled se omezil na akce 
alpskych oblasti Italie, Rakouska a Nemecka, financovane v ramci evropskeho projektu. 
Vhodne postupy byly vybrany podle ctyr zakladnich kriterii pro udrzitelny rozvoj prostfedi~ 
zvyseni kvality zivota, zapojeni ucastniku, posileni ekonomiky oblasti, zachovani ekologic
keho odkazu. 

Mnoho zkusenosti bylo analyzovano, ale pouze 37 bylo shledano za postupy vhodne a by-
10 publikovano v »Pfirucce vhodnych postupu pro udditelny rozvoj alpskeho prostoru", vy
dane v nemcine, italstine a anglictine (Boso a kol. 2001) a na Internetu v roce 2001. 

Je treba zduraznit, ze pri praci byl uplatnen opravdu pnikopnicky pfistup, zvazujici ob
tize pn odliseni a vyhodnoceni zkusenosti v rozsahle oblasti, v ni! se mistni obce staly pred
metem zverejneni svych uspesnych zkusenosti. 

37 vhodnych postupu, ktere byly analyzovany, se tykli: otazek vyplyvajicich z Alpske 
konvence a navazujicich doporuceni; tfi ukazatelu udrzitelnosti (zachovani zivotniho pro
stfedi, ekonomickeho rozvoje, zlepseni socialni urovne a ucasti); vyhod realizace vhodneho 
postupu. 
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KaZdy vhodny postup se tyka mnoha ukazatehi udditelnosti, mnoha pravidel Alpske 
konvence a nabizi radu vYhod. Dokumentace prikladu "vhodneho postupu" rna dvoji ucinek: 
na jedne strane umoznuje autorum zverejnit reseni, ktera ptijali, na druM strane nabizi 
uzivatelum prehled ucinnych reseni. 

Nelze vsak zapomenout na to, ze ucinne uplatneni "vhodneho postupu" nespociva v na
podobeni uvedenych reseru, ale spi!le v jejich inteligentnim ptizpusobeni specifickym mist
rum podminkam. Uplatneni vhodneho postupu je mozne v ramci spoluprace a ucasti 
a schopnosti definovat odpovidajici organizaci spise nez formou samotne technicke inovace. 

Seznam vybranych vhodnych postupu (zeme - vhodny postup): Rakousko - Oblast No
ric, R - Zachovani biosfery v Grosse Walsertalu, R - Oblastni spoluprace mesta Villach 
a okoli, R - Program ochrany zivotniho prosttedi v Hornich Rakousich, R - Oblast Kirch
dorf - misto pro pnrodu, praci a odpoCinek, R - Cesta Steinbachu - ph"klad mistni regene
race, R - Tradicni ve.snicke bydleni v Salzburgu, R - Program udrzitelneho oblastniho roz
voje v Lungau, R - "Ziva zemEl" - AllgaufI'yrolsko, R - Egar - sharne uzemi v alpske oblas
ti, R - Alpsky park Karwendel, R - Pnrodni a zivotni podminky v Bregenzer Wald, 
R - Udditelna mobilita - turistika bez automobilu, R - Vhodna mista pro osidleni v alpske 
oblasti, R - E5 - program uCinne energeticke politiky v ramci obci, R - Spojenectvi v Alpach 
- sif obci, R - Klimaticke propojeni Rakouska - ochrana ovzdusi v malych obcich, R - Pla
novani udditelneho rozvoje zivotniho prostredi v provincii Trento, Italie - Planovani roz
voje zalesneni nahornich plosin, I - PIanovani mestskeho rozvoje v alpske komune Sutrio, 
1- 1998 Model Naturno: ekologicke pIanovani na mistni spravni urovni, I - Plan socialne 
ekonomickeho rozvoje pro Roncegno, Nemecko - Moznosti vytap~ni biomasou v Reit im 
Winkl, N - Obnova a uddovani alpskych luk v Mittenwaldu, N - Zive projekty EU "obno
va moki'in v jiZni casti Chiemgau", N - Obnova ekologickych podminek v lyzarske oblasti 
Gschwenderu, N - Ochrana krajiny a udditelny turisticky ruch v Hindelangu, A -Zajmova 
skupina pro turistiku.bez automobilu v bavorskych mestech, A - Oblastni rozvoj venkova 
Auerberglandu, N - Cista pitna voda pro Mnichov, N - Pnroda a kultura mezi Oberam
mergau a Reutte, N - Udditelny rozvoj Achentalu, N - Udditelne vyuzivani pudy v Step
hanskirchen, N - Elektronicka organizace cestovniho ruchu na uzemi Berchtestgadenske
ho narodniho parku, N - "Automobily na dovolene" Koncepce verejne dopravy v jizni casti 
Aligau. 

(Author is at University of Padova, Department of Geography; 
e-mail: massimo.de-marchi@unipd.it) 

Arrived to the editorial board on March 3, 2004 
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THE NEW EU WATER FRAMEWORK DIRECTIVE AND 
PARTICIPATIVE EVALUATION PROCESSES: USE OF 

MULTICRITERIA TOOLS IN THE EVALUATION OF WATER 
MANAGEMENT OPTIONS IN THE COSTA DEL SOL 

(SOUTH SPAIN) 

P. Paneque, S. Corral, A Pereira, L. del Moral, B. Pedregal: The 
new EU water framework directive and participative evaluation processes: use of 
multicriteria tools in the evaluation of. water management options in the Costa Del Sol 
(south Spain). - Geografie - Sbornik CGS, 109, 2, pp. 156-169 (2004). - The European 
Union Water Framework Directive has become an engine of change in water policy, 
particularly in so far as it prioritises the rational use of water, restoration of the good 
ecological status of water ecosystems and public participation - diversity of perspectives 
and values - in decision-making, as a vital instrument to achieve these aims. This paper 
presents the results of the implementation of a participatory evaluation process to assess 
water management alternatives for the water supply in the Costa del Sol Occidental area 
in the province of Malaga. The techniques used in the process were multi-criteria 
evaluation and social research, with the involvement of the social actors identified in the 
analysis as a central tenet. It is maintained that by implementing participatory processes, 
it is possible to arrive at unconventional diagnoses, which can be developed into innovative 
water management alternatives, and that by taking into account all the values and 
interests at stake, it is possible to find solutions that overcome inertia, look beyond short
term considerations and rationalize social conflicts and resistance. 
KEY WORDS: water management - integrated evaluation - participation - stakeholders. 

Introduction 

The European Union Water Framework Directive has become an engine 
of change in water policy, particularly in so far as it prioritises the rational 
use of water in both economic and social terms, restoration of the good 
ecological status of water ecosystems and public participation in decision
making, as a vital instrument to achieve these aims. Based on this three
pronged reference framework, the Directive requires the evaluation of all 
water resource management projects to ensure that they meet established 
objectives. The ultimate aim of promoting public participation is to map 
the diversity of perspectives and values that may be brought to bear on 
water resource management problems and, in this way, improve the 
quality of the solutions devised and avert conflict after the final decision 
has been taken. 

With a view to proposing a methodology for water management authorities 
to implement the participatory evaluation of water plans and projects, 
a project entitled Integrated Evaluation for Sustainable River Basin 
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Governance l (ADVISOR) is being carried out over the period 2001-2004, as 
part of the European Commission Fifth Framework Programme for Research. 
Project participants include the New University of Lisbon (Portugal), the 
European Commission Joint Research Centre in Ispra (Italy), the University 
of the Aegean (Greece), the Free University of Amsterdam (Netherlands), the 
Macaulay Institute in Aberdeen (United Kingdom) and the University of La 
Laguna, the University of Seville and the University of Pablo de Olavide in 
Spain. The National Water Institute of Portugal, the Regional Development 
Agency for the Cyclades Islands in Greece and the Water Department of the 
Regional Government of Andalusia (Junta de Andalucia) are also taking part 
in the project as end users2. 

The ADVISOR project seeks to design such a methodology based on the 
concept of integrated evaluation, construed as an approach capable of 
addressing the uncertainty and complexity intrinsic in issues such as the 
sustainable use of water resources and as a reflective and iterative evaluation 
process, which takes into account the social environment in which the 
scientific and political activities are being carried out and which involves 
laypeople as well as experts and interest groups. In order to accommodate the 
complexity inherent in social and environmental systems, integrated 
evaluation seeks to bring together different disciplines and sources and to 
map the problem under review on an appropriate spatial and political scale, 
taking into account the numerous connections existing between the two. 
Another key feature of this approach is that it seeks to ensure that the 
evaluation activities are not divorced from developments in the political, 
social and institutional context in which they are carried out. This permits 
the systematic combination of conventional scientific knowledge and the 
information generated by other social actors to be used as the basis for 
environmental action. 

On the basis ofthis theoretical definition, the first ADVISOR work package 
(2001) focused on the analysis of past evaluations of completed water projects, 
with a view to drawing conclusions on the methodologies employed and on 
potential opportunities and obstacles revealed in each case study in order to 
develop an integrated approach for future evaluation processes. The case 
studies reviewed included the following: i) construction of a dam on the River 
Evinos to increase the drinking water supply to the city of Athens (Greece); ii) 
designation of the River Ythan and estuary as a nitrate vulnerable zone, with 
a view to reducing high nitrate concentration levels in waters draining off 
agricultural land, and so improve water quality in areas of great ecological 
value (Scotland, United Kingdom); iii) project for the extensive rehabilitation 
of Grensmaas, involving improving flood defence systems, creating natural 
areas and the extraction of gravel, by restoring the Meuse River flood channel 
and plain (Netherlands); iv) construction of the Alqueva dam on the River 
Guadiana to improve irrigation and the overall development of the Alentejo 
region (Portugal); v) construction of the Ebro transfer to redistribute water 
resources in Spain by redirecting water from the River Ebro to the 
Mediterranean coast. 

The objective of the project's second work package (2002) was to contribute 
to the development of an integrated theory for the evaluation of river basin 

1 ADVISOR Contract EVKI-CT-2000-00074, EC-Energy, Environment and Sustainable 
Development RTD Programme. http://gasa.dcea.fct.unl.pt/ecoman/projects/advisor. 

2 A key figure given that it is an applied research project. 
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CONTEXT 

~------------~PARTICIPATION 

Fig. 1 - Evaluation tetrahedron. Source: Videira et all (2002, p. 163) 

projects in the European Union. To this end, the five case studies mentioned 
above were compared using an approach termed the evaluation tetrahedron 
(figure 1). This methodological diagram includes the four dimensions of 
analysis that all evaluation processes should address in order to fulfil the 
requirements established in the Water Framework Directive: information, 
assessment, participation and context. 

The two work packages carried out to date allow general conclusions to be 
drawn on current evaluation practice in real-life situations. First, all the 
projects examined have been approved by the relevant authorities in each 
case and are currently being implemented, although this does not signify an 
absence of uncertainty as regards their feasibility or likelihood of completion. 
Second, assumptions about the unquestionable value of the projects are based 
on an indisputable diagnosis of the problem and possible solutions, implying 
that the necessity and technical viability of the projects are self-evident. 
Furthermore, the projects are clearly formulated on the premise of the 
indisputable value of the project, based on the assumption that the benefits 
are always greater than the costs. This should be regarded as a reflection of 
widely accepted and hegemonic values and long-held traditions in the water 
policy arena of each country, which are not, however, immune to tensions and 
conflicts that express the dynamics of change in the social perception of water 
resources. Lastly, the evaluation processes carried out in the case studies 
analysed tended to simplify the ecological and social processes at the initial 
diagnosis stage, failing to examine the causes of the problems identified and 
the likely consequences of these problems on natural and social systems. 
Furthermore, uncertainty about how these systems function is not reflected 
in the situation diagnosis or in the strategic solutions adopted. 

These general considerations reveal that the evaluation of the hydrological 
projects was not regarded as a process required prior to project design and 
approval, but rather as a matter that could be resolved a posteriori . It is 
therefore evident that in making a situation diagnosis or considering 
solutions to the identified problems, the overriding considerations were the 
values and beliefs that contribute to "myths" about water issues, making 
difficult, if not impossible, any discussion of solutions other than those 
established by the "implicit" strategy, that is, those strongly assumed at the 
start of the process. It can therefore be concluded that the role of evaluation 
processes to date has been to justify and defend a decision already taken and 
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Fig. 2 - Location and boundaries of the area under study. Source: 1:100,OOOscale digital 
map of Andalusia. Own elaboration. 

not to provide an extensive, integrated evaluation of the issue prior to water 
policy decisions being taken. This seriously limits the effectiveness and 
usefulness of information and participation processes, generally leading to 
more frustration than satisfaction among social stakeholders. 

Costa del Sol Occidental (province of Malaga) 

In the third part ofthe project, methodologies were developed in accordance 
with the initial concept of integrated water project evaluation, which are 
useful to the authorities responsible for decision-making in this area. To this 
end, each participating team proposed a case study to serve as a laboratory to 
test the proposed methodologies. For this third work package, the Spanish 
team selected Costa del Sol Occidental in the province of Malaga (figure 2), an 
area where alternatives for improving the water supply to the coastal strip 
are currently under debate. 

It is an area that has experienced rapid growth in tourism in recent 
decades, which has led to a transformation of the area's socio-demographic 
and economic structures, mounting pressure on resources and land use 
restructuring. This area is particularly relevant as a case study for our 
purposes because it has suffered bouts of drought, which have highlighted 
competition and conflict between different water uses, the uncontrolled 
increase of certain water uses and the lack of forward planning by the 
competent authorities, whose response has been to instigate reactive 
emergency measures (Paneque 2003). 

Furthermore, the organisational structure of water management in Costa 
del Sol Occidental is particularly complex, further exacerbating existing 
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conflicts. According to basin boundaries in Spain, this coastal area belongs to 
the Cuenca Sur river basin, which is managed by the Confederaci6n 
Hidrografica del Sur de Espana (hydrographic confederation for southern 
Spain), an authority that has not yet set up the consultative body required 
under current water legislation. Decree 650/1987 established an intraregional 
territorial area for this basin, thus excluding the Rambla de Canales area in 
the region of Murcia, while Decree 1664/1998 grants it the status of an 
interregional basin, even though the 1987 decree has not been amended or 
repealed. This legal ambiguity has led to a situation in which, on the one 
hand, the Cuenca Sur, as an intraregional basin, is not required to become 
a river basin authority and, on the other, in accordance with its subsequent 
designation as an interregional basin, its management has not been 
transferred to the Regional Government of Andalusia (Vera Jurado 2003). 
These circumstances have given rise to numerous high-profile conflicts 
between the central government and the regional government and led to 
protests from users, who have repeatedly demanded the establishment of the 
Assembly of Users and the Water Council. 

This situation, which has been used to justify the lack of basin authority 
involvement, has been further exacerbated by the conflict surrounding the 
creation of Acusur - Sociedad Estatal Aguas de la Cuenca del Sur (state-owned 
water company for Cuenca Sur basin), which, like those created for other basins 
in Spain, has come under criticism because it represents a move towards water 
management privatisation. Lastly, the company belonging to the Costa del Sol 
Occidental Joint Municipal Corporation, Acosol - Aguas y Saneamiento de la 
Costa del Sol (Costa del Sol water and sewerage), which is responsible for 
managing water supply and sewerage services in the eleven municipalities that 
it covers, has also been caught up in controversy. In addition to opposing the 
attempts of certain town councils to privatise these services - in some cases the 
matter has been taken to the Andalusian Supreme Court of Justice - it has 
been involved in a legal battle for the control of the desalination plant in 
Marbella, the Corporation's main alternative water resource asset. 

Proposed methodology 

The methodology proposed to evaluate water management alternatives in 
such a problematic context is social multi-criteria evaluation, using the 
NAIADE (Novel Approach to Imprecise Assessment and Decision 
Environments) model, designed by Munda (1994) and developed by the Joint 
Research Centre in Ispra (Italy) in 1995. Multi-criteria evaluation can be 
defined as a set of techniques used to support decision-making processes with 
the analysis of a number of alternatives, taking into account conflicting 
interests and multiple criteria, usually including economic, social and 
environmental factors. By including social considerations, it is ensured that 
the intervention of scientists in political processes implies a responsibility to 
society as a whole and not just to decision makers (Munda 2002). As a conflict 
management tool, multi-criteria evaluation has demonstrated its usefulness 
in solving many environmental management problems and improves the 
quality and effectiveness of the decision-making process itself. 

The main properties of NAIADE as an evaluation tool are as follows: 
It allows the use of information affected by different types and degrees of 

uncertainty, such as qualitative information (linguistic variables), 
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quantitative information, precise information (crisp numbers) and fuzzy 
information (well defined unlimited numbers), which is of great importance 
when processing information with a high degree of uncertainty, that is, 
information that is not wholly accurate, reliable, exhaustive and unequivocal. 

NAIADE differs from other multi-criteria methods in that there is no 
differential weighting of the different criteria used to evaluate the 
alternatives. All the criteria are given the same weight and are therefore not 
prioritised according to whether they are economic, environmental or socio
institutional in nature. 

Conflicting values have traditionally been integrated in multi-criteria 
decision aids either by weighting the criteria used or by taking certain 
"ethical" evaluation criteria into account. NAIADE proposes a third option 
based on the application of conflict analysis procedures integrated with multi
criteria evaluation to enable decision-makers to take "defensible" or 
"maintainable" policy decisions that reduce the degree of discrepancy and 
achieve a compromise solution (Corral 2000). 

Therefore, the purpose of the NAIADE model is not to produce an 
undisputable or "optimum" ranking of alternatives, but to rationalize the 
problem and provide a horizontal and vertical framework for communication 
among the social actors involved. This evaluation model is a useful tool in 
conflict resolution experiences because it implements a participatory and 
deliberative approach from the moment the problem is defined, identifies the 
possible alternatives and proposes criteria for pairwise comparison. 

NAIADE allows for two types of mutually enriching evaluations. The first 
is a multi-criteria analysis based on the score values assigned to the criteria 
of each alternative and performed using a matrix (known as the impact 
matrix). The second is an equity evaluation, which analyses the value 
judgements of the stakeholders involved in the evaluation process for each 
alternative using another matrix (known as the equity matrix) and the 
possible formation of coalitions (stakeholder groups who defend one of the 
proposed alternatives). In order to fulfil integrated evaluation objectives, 
multi-criteria analysis, specifically the NAIADE model, is therefore used in 
combination with institutional analysis and social research methods.3 

This methodological framework (figure 3) is used to define the problem to 
be appraised, determine the scope of study, identify the stakeholders and 
interests involved and establish the alternatives and criteria proposed by the 
stakeholders to be discussed in the debate. Once the alternatives have been 
evaluated, the results of the analysis are presented to all the stakeholders 
involved in the previous research phases, following the focus group 
methodology (Diirrenberg et al. 1997, Kasemir et al. 1997, Morgan 1998, 
McLaughlin 1992) - the analysts facilitate the process and act as observers 
- with a view to obtaining feedback, sharing and honing the information 
collected and discussing the results achieved up to that point. 

The proposed methodology responds perfectly to the need to open the social 
debate on water resource allocation to map all the implications, interests and 
issues surrounding water management and, in this way, find solutions that 

3 The combination of participatory and institutional approaches with multi-criteria 
evaluation was proposed and tested in the VALSE project, specifically in the case study 
on the evaluation of water management alternatives in the region of Troina in Sicily, 
which did not seek to provide solutions to existing conflicts, but to progress towards 
compromise solutions capable of achieving a high degree of consensus among the 
different stakeholder groups - see De Marchi et al. (2000). 
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Stakeholder identification 

D 
Definition of problem 

Identification of water management alternatives 

Identification of evaluation criteria for alternatives 

Evaluation of alternatives 

Preliminary interpretation of results 

Focus group 

D 
Final interpretation of results 

overcome inertia and look beyond 
short-term transitory considerations, 
while at the same time averting or 
rationalising social conflicts and 
resistance. 

Evaluation of the water supply 
system 

The stakeholder identification 
process is inextricably linked to the 
decision context study and runs 
parallel to the problem definition 
stage, as it is the stakeholders who 
define the problem, and this, in turn, 
influences the selection of 
stakeholders and, above all, their 
capacity or power to act. It is 
important to remember that different 
stakeholders will make different 
contributions and introduce new 
perspectives into the process. 
Consequently, selection of the 
participating actors is one of the key 
factors in the process and strongly 
influences the extent to which the 
results of the evaluation are relevant 
to the real-world problem at hand 

Fig. 3 - Evaluation process methodology and, as a result, the operational 
diagram ability of the stakeholders to 
contribute to successful conflict resolution. It is therefore essential that the 
social actors be identified and selected on the basis of a careful analysis of the 
social and institutional framework in which they operate. 

Guidance on Public Participation in relation to the Water Framework 
Directive produced by the European Commission, with a view to establishing 
a common implementation strategy (CIS-WG 2.9,2002), recommends that the 
identification and analysis of stakeholders - referred to as "interested parties" 
- should be carried out by conducting interviews among a selection of all 
potential stakeholders. In the case under review, the prior selection of 
stakeholders to be interviewed was made on the basis of an analysis of the 
context and the legislative framework, supported by an analysis of the national 
and local press, which helped to identifY the individuals and public and private 
bodies and organizations that play an active part in the water management 
debate in the area under study. This preliminary list of stakeholders was added 
to on the basis of suggestions made by those interviewed during the first round 
of interviews as to who they believed should be included (figure 4). The 
information provided by the stakeholders in the course of the interviews was 
then recorded in a written questionnaire completed by the stakeholders after the 
interviews. 

The final selection of stakeholders is not always accepted by all the sectors 
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DECISION MAKERS 

I. Confederac i6n Hidrogrilfica del Sur de 
Espana 

2. Water Department, Regional Ministry of 
Public Works and Transport, Junta de 
Andalucia 

3. Directorate General for Tourism Planning, 
Regional Ministry of Tourism and Sport, 
Junta de Andalucia 

4. Malaga Provincial Office for Public Works 
and Transport, Junta de Andalucia 

5. Environment Section, Malaga Provinc ial 
Council 

CITIZENS ' ORGANIZATIONS 

II . Ecologistas en Acci6n 
12. Valle del Genal Working Group 
13. Comisiones Obreras (trade union) 
14. Consumers ' and Users ' Association 

BUSINESS ORGANISATIONS 

6. Aguas y Saneamiento de la Costa del Sol, 
S.A. (Joint Corporation of Costa del Sol 
Occidental Municipalities 

7. Empresa Municipal de Aguas de 
Benalmadena, S.A. 

8. Aquagest Sur, S.A. (concessionai re for 
Marbella City Counci l) 

9. Costa del Sol Hoteliers ' Association 
10. Union of Small Crop and Livestock 

Farmers 

EXPERTS 

15. Technical Office for Strategic Action 
in the Province of Malaga 

16. Uni versity of Malaga 

Fig. 4 - Stakeholders identified in the Costa del Sol Occidental area 

consulted. In this case, limitations on the number of participants meant 
leaving out some important players, such as the municipal authorities 
- a total of 11 in the area under study - which were only indirectly involved 
in the evaluation exercise through two municipal water companies. Some very 
influential stakeholders in this coastal area, such as the association of urban 
developers and construction companies, were not included because they were 
not willing to participate. 

The purpose of the problem definition stage is not simply to describe the 
situation, but to map the perceptions of the population regarding the issue 
under review. Therefore, the viewpoints and judgement values expressed by 
the actors, mainly in the social media and in interviews, are of utmost 
interest. It is the job of the analysts to consider the different problem 
definitions put forward by the stakeholders and draw on their own experience 
to determine what, in their opinion, the core issue is, as public participation 
does not in any way exempt experts from responsibility. 

In the various contacts with the identified stakeholders, two different 
perceptions of the water problem in the Costa del Sol Occidental area came to 
light. One was the definition of the problem from the viewpoint of the 
authority responsible for water resource management in the area, 
Confederaci6n Hidrografica del Sur, as reflected in the Cuenca Sur River 
Basin Hydrological Plan, based on the concept of a structural water deficit, 
affecting the whole of the river basin and resource use systems located in the 
area under study. This diagnosis serves as an argument for investment in 
new hydraulic infrastructures to improve the water supply in the area, in 
spite of the fact that the authority goes to great lengths to downplay the 
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problem in the media, presenting a balanced, problem-free situation. 
In the interviews and questionnaires, the other stakeholders highlighted 

the fact that the Costa del Sol Occidental water supply situation is subject to 
tensions, conflicts and deficiencies and put forward the view that the 
underlying problem is not a shortage of water but resource mismanagement. 
The majority of the stakeholders regarded the Costa del Sol Occidental as an 
area with abundant water resources, but beleaguered by incompetent 
administration, and criticised the lack of forward planning and land use 
management in a geographic area suffering the effects of unbounded growth, 
a lack of coordination among the authorities responsible for water 
management and those responsible for territorial and economic planning and 
management and weak, ineffective water management information and 
participation mechanisms. 

Stakeholder involvement was also ensured in the identification of water 
management alternatives and evaluation criteria, as it was in the stakeholder 
identification and problem definition stages. The fact that the problem was 
perceived in different ways and the diversity of judgement values and 
interests at stake enhanced the process implemented to identify alternatives 
and evaluation criteria, since the criteria matched the different positions of 
the stakeholders consulted exactly. The proposed alternatives that were 
accepted by the majority of the actors involved both action aimed at 
increasing available resources by means of new hydraulic infrastructures and 
measures to improve demand management and control urban growth. Most of 
the stakeholders had more trouble identifying criteria to evaluate these 
alternatives, beyond the usual categorisation into economic, environmental 
and social criteria. 

Alternatives: Heightening of the La Concepci6n dam; Use of desalinated 
water; Reuse of waste water; Modernisation of irrigation systems; 
Rationalised use of ground water; Improved efficiency and water savings in 
the urban water supply; Territorial policies to control urban development; 
Non-intervention: maintenance of status quo. 

Criteria: Implementation costs; Operating costs; Effect on employment; 
Effect on economic activity; Impact on the ecolOgical status of water systems; 
Impact on other ecosystems; Visual impact on the landscape; Degree of 
institutional difficulty; Degree of social acceptance; Equitable distribution of 
costs and benefits; Time required to fulfil the established objective. 

On the basis of the alternatives and criteria identified by the stakeholders, 
a matrix was constructed with value scores for each of the proposed water 
management alternatives, according to the eleven evaluation criteria. The 
matrix was based on data from specialized literature and technical reports, 
including quantitative, qualitative, crisp and fuzzy values. The results allow 
a comparison of the alternatives and the generation of a ranking according to 
the selected criteria. In order to evaluate the proposed alternatives according 
to the respective positions of the stakeholders, generating a new ranking, the 
NAIADE model was then used to perform an analysis based on another 
matrix, reflecting the qualitative assessment of the alternatives made by the 
participating stakeholders in the written questionnaires (figure 5). 

The equity analysis also provides information about the position of the 
stakeholders on each of the alternatives and the possible formation of 
coalitions among them to defend or veto a given alternative. This provides an 
insight into which alternatives are more likely to be accepted, although the 
highest-ranking alternatives are not necessarily the most feasible. To 
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Intersection 

B 

G 

Intersection 

F 

G 

RANKING OF ALTERNATIVES ACCORDING 
TO EVALUATION CRITERIA 

1. Improved efficiency and water savings in the 
urban water supply 

2. Reuse of waste water 

3. Modernisation of irrigation systems/use of 
desalinated water 

4. Rationalised use of ground water/territorial 
policies to control urban development 

5. Heightening of the La Concepcion dam 

6 Non-intervention 

RANKING OF ALTERNATIVES ACCORDING TO 
STAKEHOLDERS 

Reuse of waste water/improved efficiency and 
water savings in the urban water supply 

2 Modernisation of irrigation systems 

3 Rationalised use of ground water/territorial policies 
to control urban development 

4 Use of desalinated water 

5 Heightening of the La Concepcion dam 

6 Non-intervention 

Fig. 5 - Ranking of alternatives according to evaluation criteria and stakeholders 

determine the feasibility of an alternative it is necessary to consider the real 
power of each stakeholder or coalition of stakeholders.4 Based on these 
positions, a dendrogram of coalitions is produced. This is a graphic 
representation of the formation of possible "alliances" among stakeholders in 
the form of a tree diagram, which provides an insight into the degree of 
divergence. 

Figure 6 shows the distances separating the stakeholders, which 
determines a greater or lesser degree of support for the alternatives 
evaluated. These coalitions will have what NAIADE terms power of veto, that 
is, the power to obstruct the implementation of any of the alternatives, 

4 It is important to note that in multi-criteria evaluation using NAIADE, it is assumed 
that all the stakeholders are equally powerful and they are not weighted according to 
their real decision-making capacity. This may be a limiting factor in finding the best 
solution, but not in producing a ranking of alternatives according to their acceptability 
to stakeholders. 
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determined by the number of stakeholders who form a coalition and the 
degree of internal cohesion. In this case, there is a coalition, including the 
Water Department of the Regional Government of Andalusia, which could 
veto (or obstruct) the alternatives of non-intervention and the heightening of 
the La Concepcion dam, and another coalition, including the Confederacion 
Hidrognifica del Sur, which could veto the alternative for territorial policies 
to control urban development. 

Main results 

The evaluation process carried out with the aid of NAIADE revealed that 
in an open discussion framework social actors in the Costa del Sol area 
consider that the main issue is poor water resource management rather than 
a shortage of water. This demonstrates that in an open participatory 
discussion process, unconventional judgements of the situation may come to 
light, changing the identification of solutions and prioritisation of a given 
alternative by the stakeholders. In this case study, the primary focus was on 
the reuse of waste water, the modernization of irrigation systems and 
improved efficiency and water-saving measures in the urban water supply 
system. Measures to generate new conventional resources were also 
considered important, although not a top priority. 

In the analyses carried out, there was no change in the two bottom-ranking 
alternatives, namely non-intervention and the heightening of the La 
Concepcion dam, the main elements of the policy to increase conventional 
resources in the area, in spite of significant support from what has been 
termed the institutional framework. This leads to the conclusion that the 
most plausible alternatives for solving the water supply problem in the Costa 
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del Sol Occidental area, that is, alternatives backed by the water 
management authorities, are not the best-performing alternatives in terms of 
economic, environmental and institutional criteria on a ten-year timeline or 
in terms of acceptance by stakeholders with legitimate interests in decision
making. This explains the heated debate on water resource management in 
the area and the objections raised with regard to certain alternatives. The 
preference of the competent public authorities for the construction of new 
hydraulic infrastructures in the province of Malaga to increase water 
regulation in coming years and for putting the Marbella desalination plant in 
operation in emergency situations is the result of institutional framework 
pressures, dictated by short-term considerations, and the failure to provide 
hydrological planning formulated as part of territorial reference planning. 
This is a concrete expression of the gap between reflection and real-life 
dynamics, and the failure to bridge this gap affects territorial policies and 
constitutes a major obstacle in the transition towards sustainable social 
organisation models. 

Furthermore, when the preliminary results were presented to the 
stakeholders simultaneously in a focus group meeting, two considerations key 
to the analysis of this evaluation exercise were detected. First, when the 
stakeholders were presented with the final list of alternatives that had been 
worked on, they suggested the inclusion of other alternatives initially proposed 
by a small number of stakeholders, but not included in the final evaluation 
exercise precisely because they did not enjoy extensive support. FollOwing an 
open debate, some of these alternatives (reforestation of catchment basins) 
figured among those receiving most support from the participating 
stakeholders. This shows that the latter phase in which all the stakeholders 
meet is crucial, because it can significantly change the final result, as issues 
overlooked during individual contacts are raised and debated. Second, in this 
phase of the participatory process the absence of certain sectors and, 
indirectly, the conflicts existing among them were noted. These stakeholders, 
who were reticent to attend the initial meetings, were mainly from the tourist 
sector and, more significantly, the authority responsible for water 
management in the area, Confederaci6n Hidrografica del Sur de Espana. 

In summary, in the case study analysed, the proposed methodolOgical 
approach proved to be a useful tool in dealing with water management 
conflicts, as it improved the quality and effectiveness of the decision-making 
process and contributed to determining which policy decisions could be best 
defended before all the stakeholders, thus reducing the degree of discrepancy 
and achieving a certain degree of consensus. By opening the social debate on 
water resource allocation to map all the implications, issues and interests 
involved, it is possible to find solutions that overcome inertia and look beyond 
short-term considerations, while averting and rationalising social conflict and 
resistance. However, it also highlighted the barriers that prevent the effective 
implementation of this type of evaluations, including the stakeholder conflict 
factor, in other words, the diverse and sometimes opposing values and 
interests at stake in water management issues. 
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Shrnuti 

NovA RAMcov A SMERNICE EU a VODNfM HOSPODARsTVi A UCASTI 
V HODNOTfcfcH PROCESECH: VYUZITf MULTIKRITERIALNfcH NASTROJU 

PRO HODNOCENf MOZNOSTf RfzENf VODNfHO HOSPODARsTVf 
V COSTA DEL SOL (JIZNf SPANELSKO) 

Ramcova smernice Evropske Unie 0 vodnim hospodai'stvi se rna stat nastrojem politiky 
hospodareni s vodou zejmena pokud jde 0 priority v racionalnim vyuziti vody, obnoveni 
spravneho ekologickeho charakteru vodnich ekosystemu a verejneho zastoupeni - rozma
nitych perspektiv a hodnot - pH rozhodovani jako zivotne duleziteho nastroje pro dosazeni 
techto dIu. Tento dokument uvadi vysledky realizace procesu hodnoceni za verejne ucasti 
pH stanoveni alternativ nzeni vodnmo hospodarstvi pro zasobovani vodou oblasti Costa del 
Sol Occidental v provincii Malaga. V procesu byly pouzity techniky multikriterialniho hod
noceni a vyzkumu se zapojenim ucastru'ku uvedenych v analyzach jako ustredni princip. 

Multikriteria socialrullo vYvoje byly aplikovany pH pouziti modelu NAIADE (Novy pn
stup k uCinnemu hodnoceni a rozhodovani 0 zivotnim prostredi) navdenem v praci Munda 
(1994) a rozpracovanem Spolecnym vJzkumnym strediskem v Ispra (ltalie) v roce 1995. 

Proces hodnoceni uskutecneny s pomoci NAIADE v teto pnpadove studii ukazal, ze 
ucastnici z oblasti Costa del Sol v ramcove otevrene diskusi dospeli k zaveru, ze hlavnim 
problemem je spatne nzeni vyuziti vodnich zdroju spise nez nedostatek vody podle oficial
nich zprav. Navic se ukazuje, ze otevrena diskuse ucastniku a nekonvencni posouzeni sta
vu muze snadno vest ke zmene identifIkace reseni a preferenci alternativy doporucene 
ucastniky. V teto pripadove studii bylo zakladnim stredem pozornosti opetovne pouziti od-
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padni vody, modernizace zavlazovacich systemu a zlepseni uCinnosti uspornych opaUeni 
v mestskem sysremu zasobovani vodou. Opatreni vedouci k vytvareni novych konvenenich 
zdroju byla take povazovana za dulezitou, nikoliv vsak za prvoradou. 

Dale, kdyz predbezne vYsledky byly predlozeny ucastnikum soucasne na skupinovem za
sedani, byly zjisreny dva klicove nazory. Za prve, kdyz byli ucastnici seznameni s konecnym 
seznamem alternativ, ktere byly vypracovany, navrhli zahrnuti dalsich alternativ, navrze
nych puvodne malym poctem ucastniku, ale nezahrnutych do konecneho hodnoceni vzhle
dem k tomu, ze neziskaly sirokou podporu. Po otevfene debare, nektere z techto alternativ 
(nove zalesneni vodnich sbernych oblasti) figurovaly mezi remi, ktere ziskaly nejvetsi pod
poru ucastniku. To ukazuje, ze pozdejsi etapa, v niz se vsichni ucastnici setkali, byla roz
hodujici, protoze mohla podstatne zmenit konecny vYsledek, protoze problemy behem osob
nich setkani byly dUkladne projednany. Za druhe v teto etape ucastnickeho procesu nebyly 
zastoupeny nektere useky a tim nepnmo i nektere konflikty existujici mezi nimi. Ti ucast
nici, kteri byli na predchozich zasedanich zddenlivi, pochazeli hlavne z odvetvi turisticke
ho ruchu ajeste vyznamneji z.organu odpovednych za hospodareni vodou v teto oblasti Con
federaci6n del Sur de Espana. 

Metodicky postup navdeny ve shrnuti analyzovane pnpadove studie prokazal, ze je uzi
tecnym nastrojem pfi reseni konfliktu vodniho hospodafstvi, jako je zlepseni kvality a ucin
nosti rozhodovaciho procesu a pfispel ke zjisteni, ze politicka rozhodnuti by mohla nejlepe 
obstat pred vsemi ucastniky, snizit stupen rozporU a vest k urciremu stupni shody. 

Otevrenim spolecne diskuse 0 umisreni vodnich zdroju po zmapovani vsech aspektu, pro
bIemu a zajmu je mozne nalezt reseni k prekonani setrvacnosti v mysleni a kratkodobych 
uvah a tim odvratit a predchazet socialnim konfliktlim a odporu. Avsak lze take prekonat 
prekazky, ktere brani ucinnemu uskutecnovani tohoto typu hodnoceni, vcetne konfliktnich 
faktoru ucastni'ku, jinymi slovy, rozdilnym a nekdy protichudnym hodnotam a zajmum pfi 
reseni otazek vodniho hospodarstvi. 

Obr. 1 - Schema hodnoceni (tetrahedron). Pramen: Videira a kol. (2002, s. 163) 
Obr. 2 - Lokalizace a hranice oblasti, ktera byla predmetem studie. Pramen: digitalni ma

pa Andalusie v mentku: 1:100000. Vlastni zpracovani. 
Obr. 3 - Diagram metodiky hodnoticiho procesu (urceni ucastniku, vymezeni probIemu, 

stanoveni alternativ nzeni vodniho hospodarstvi, urceni kriterii hodnoceni alter
nativ, vyhodnoceni alternativ, predbezne shrnuti vYsledku, skupina otazek ve 
s);redu pozornosti, konecne vyhodnoceni vYsledku). 

Obr. 4 - Ucastnici zapojeni v oblasti Costa del Sol Occidental (rozhodovaci organy, ob
chodni organizace, obcanske organizace, experli) 

Obr. 5 - KlasifIkace alternativ podle kriterii hodnoceni a ucastniku. KlasifIkace alternativ 
podle krirerii hodnoceni: 1. zlepseni ucinnosti a uspory vody v zasobovani mest vo
dou, 2. opetovne pouziti odpadnich vod, 3. modernizace zavlazovacich sysremU/vy
uziti odsolene vody, 4. racionalizace vyuziti podzemnich vodluzemni planovani 
kontroly rozvoje mest, 5. posileni koncepce prehrady, 6. nevmesovani. Klasifikace 
alternativ podle ucastniku: 1. opetovne pouziti odpadnich vodlzlepseni ucinnosti 
a uspory vody v zasobovani mest vodou, 2. modernizace zavlazovacich sysremu, 3. 
racionalizace vyuziti podzemnich vodluzemni planovani kontroly rozvoje mest, 4. 
vyuziti odsolene vody, 5. posileni koncepce prehrady, 6. nevmesovani. 

Obr. 6 - Dendrogram srazek 
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Institute for the Protection and Security of the Citizen, Joint Research Centre, European 
Commission. Via E. Fermi, 1,21020 (VA) Ispra, Italy. L. del Moral and B. Pedregal are 
with University of Seville,Department of Human Geography, C / Maria de Padilla s / n, 
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FLOODS 2002 IN PRAGUE - REFLECTIONS, LESSONS 
AND IDEAS 

R. Baena, B. Garcia, I. Guerrero, F. Hartvich, B. Leicht, L. 
Mar chi 0 let a I .; Floods 2002 in Prague - reflections, lessons and ideas. - Geografie 
- Sbornik CGS, 109, 2, pp. 170--180 (2004). - This contribution deals with the consequences 
of floods, which affected the capital ofCR, Prague, in august 2002. The members of working 
group have seen the situation one year after the event. The article is divided into three 
parts, each dealing with specific area of problems. First part concerns the measures that 
should be taken before the flood event occurs, including long-term flood protection strategy. 
In the second part we discuss the succession of steps to be performed in order to minimize 
the endangerment of public and the damages during the flood period. Last section suggests 
solutions and lessons that might be taken from the 2002 flood event's course and its 
consequences in Prague. 
KEY WORDS; 2002 floods - Prague - Vltava - flood consequences - Erasmus programme. 

1. Introduction 

Under the Intensive Programme (29716-IC-1-2001-1-ERASMUS IP-5) 
Water management in transition countries, on the subject "Water resources
their management and protection", the Work Group "Flood and flood 
protection" analysed the floods in August 2002, in the Vltava River, on the 
stretch through the city of Prague. 

The workshop activities and the scientific learning process can be divided 
into three stages: 
1. Preparation phase: To prepare themselves for the stationary seminar, all 

the working group participants received an introductory essay which 
contained the necessary basics on the issue of "Flood and Flood Protection" 
in the Czech Republic. The emphasis was laid on the August 2002 flood 
catastrophe. 

2. On-site-Iearning phase: During the stationary seminar in Prague the 
follOwing activities were arranged to improve the group-knowledge about 
the causes and effects of the August 2002 flood: 
a) introductory expert lectures 
b) excursions to different sites in Prague which were heavily afflicted by the 

flood (the suburbs of Karlin and Troja with the Zoo, the Metro system) and 
to the main flood forecasting office (Czech Hydrometeorological Institute) 

c) expert interviews with geographers, hydrologists and meteorolOgists 

1 Laura Giacomini, Andrea Guaran, Alexandra KrAlovA, Andreas Licht, Hannah Neu, Lu
ca Pezzullo, Veronika WeingerovA 
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3. Post-processing phase: Discussion of facts within the group, processing of 
information and presentation of results and compilation of the results in 
a working-group report. 
During the post-processing phase it became clear to the group that the 

issues dealt with and discussed should be related to three levels of subject: 
I. Before flood: studies of history, geomorphology, land ordination, etc. 

What do we know about river and its surroundings? 
II. During flood: work plans, evacuation and coordination. During August 

2002's catastrophe - what was the situation and what were the actions 
taken? Was everything possible done? 

III. After flood: restoration and cleaning of the city and damage evaluation, 
embedding the gained knowledge in city planning. What lessons should 
be learned from the flood? 

We decided to follow the same structure when composing this article. 

2. The 2002 flood in Prague 

2. 1 Before flood 

There are two key assumptions for the ordination of land located on river 
banks: firstly, the fact that floods are not disasters but rather natural 
phenomena responding to extreme although frequent processes in the 
function of rivers, hence the existence of flood plains and their associated 
morphology (Ward 1978; Mateu 1990; Diaz, Baena 1999). It is, therefore, the 
human intervention involved in locating towns or cities on river banks, with 
their high population and concentration of activities, which prompts and 
increases the risk (Parker et al. 1982; Baena, Garcia 1995). Secondly, the fact 
that a prompted risk such as this should be dealt with as a problem of 
interaction between society and the environment (Burton et al. 1978; 
Guerrero, Baena 1996). 

The obvious solution is to study the geometry of the potentially floodable 
areas from a historical and hydrogeomorphological viewpoint. This is 
grounded on the conceptual bases and methods used in fluvial geomorphology 
(Parde 1955; Tricart 1961, Thorner 1980) applied both to ordination and to 
the restoration of rivers (Guerrero, Baena 2002). 

First task is to notice the historical floods and their parameters and then 
we will define the morphohydrological units (Baena, Guerrero 2002; 
Guerrero, Baena 2002), which allows greater understanding and explanation 
of the distribution and extent attained by the floods in the stretch of the 
Vltava River running through the city of Prague. 

2. 1. 1 Vltava and its flood history 

The historic series of exceptional river flows in Prague, since 1827, shows 
the general trend noted in European rivers towards a reduction in exceptional 
flows over the last two centuries (Petts et al. 1989), this only being 
interrupted by several isolated events during the second half of the 19th 
century (4,500 m3.s-1 in 1845, and 4,000 m3.s-1 in 1862 and 1890) and one (!) 
in the mid 20th century (3,300 m3.s-1 in 1940). 

The extent of rainfalls recorded in the Czech Republic for August 2002 
represents an exceptional phenomenon due to the regional coverage of the 
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area affected (tens of thousands km2) and the persistence (from 6th to 15th 

August 2002) and the intensity of the same throughout Central Europe. The 
following discharge amounted to 5,160 m3.s-1. 

2. 1.2 Morphohydrological units 

Geomorphologically, the stretch of river flowing through Prague itself 
responds to the meandriform model, winding gently with a wide, medium 
gradient flow and a mixed load (gravels and sands), running through 
a reduced flood plain as this is hemmed in by hillsides. These characteristics 
limit the possibilities of lamination of the peak-flows, generating alternation 
in the convergence and divergence of the flood flows, depending on if straight 
stretches are followed by bends or if natural or artificial obstacles interfere 
with current circulation. Between Vysehrad and Sedlec are concerned, three 
morphohydrological units have been differentiated between, from South to 
North (see Fig. 1): 

Vysehrad-Letenske sady unit: Here the flow is limited by high embankment 
walls, with th~ exception of areas of ancient mills and laterally positioned 
isles (Kampa, Zofin, etc.) This led to an imbalance in the action of the river, 
which is more active on the lower left bank (Kampa, Vojanovy sady), 
unprotected by mobile barriers (due to historic city protectionists), while on 
Old Town side the barriers proved highly efficient. In this unit, many people 
would have to be evacuated in the case of barriers overflow. This zone 

Fig. 1 - Morphology of Vltava floodplain in Prague; a (dotted line) - floodplain limit, b 
(dash-and-dot line) - point bars, c (horizontal hatch) - proximal floodplain, d (vertical 
hatch) - distal floodplain, e - levee, f - morphohydrological unit delineation, g - bridge. 
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corresponds to the historic sector of the city, of high historical value and 
includes famous Charles Bridge, an important axis around which tourism is 
articulated. 

Karlin-Holesovice unit: Including the great Holesovice meander, 
geomorphologically it represented the essential sector for lamination of peak
flows of the Vltava River in this area after the narrowing stretch found in the 
previous unit. Within this unit, the divergence of flows occurs, with important 
depositional effects of point bars in Holesovice, and vertical in the concave 
bench of Karlin, either in the form of sands and limes (overbank deposits) in 
the levee that nowadays represents the old isle of Rohansky, or in the form of 
clays (channel-fill deposits) in the abandoned meander area of Karlin. This 
unit has undergone a greater number of changes during the Holocene, both of 
a natural character (lateral movements of meander with moments of 
expansion and the formation of point bars on the right bank, such as neck cut 
off of the same with the abandonment of the river course), and of an anthropic 
origin linked to the development of Liben, Holesovice and Karlin. 

Troja-Bubenec unit: Integrating the old sedimentary decantation stretch 
par excellence, due to the pool of overflows before concentrating once again 
after Bubenec. Nowadays, because of the contemporary change that occurred 
in the previous unit, this represents the only area available for flood 
inundation. Hence, its function as a proximal flood plain and, therefore, 
subject to a progressive increase in the effects of flooding. The Pelc-Tyrolka 
area, on the Troja bank towards which the most intense flows from the Liben 
and Maniny areas run, is noted for its vulnerability. 

2. 2 During the flood 

2. 2. 1 Initial conditions 

The August 2002 flood in the Czech Republic was caused by two waves of 
intensive precipitation. The first wave hit the Czech Republic from August 
6th to 8th. The rain belt connected to the frontal system stayed stable over the 
southern part of Bohemia for more than one day and released extensive 
rainfalls leading to a complete saturation of the Vltava river basin. Only two 
and half days later, on August 11th, the next depression, accompanied by 
heavy rainfalls, reached the Czech Republic and moved only slowly through 
southwest Bohemia to Moravia. At this point, the river basins were still 
saturated. Though Vltava Cascade was able to absorb the discharge of the 
first precipitation wave, its retention capacity was overburdened with the 
second wave. A few kilometres upstream from Prague, the Vltava meets with 
the Berounka river, whose recurrence period of maximum discharges at that 
time exceeded 500 years. Additionally, the peaks of the two rivers' flood waves 
met at the same time. It was the combination of all those coincidences, which 
was at the end able to cause one of the biggest catastrophes the city of Prague 
has experienced. 

2. 2. 2. Forecast and warning system 

In case of a flood, there are flood commissions of municipalities, of river 
basins and the Central Flood Commission of the Czech Republic who are 
responsible Jor the organisation and management of flood control and flood 
protection (Sole 2002). 
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The flood forecast and warning service is one task of the Czech 
Hydrometeorological Institute (PVS CHMI). The central forecasting office 
(CFO/CPP) is located in Prague Komorany, furthermore there are regional 
forecasting offices (RFOIRPP) located in the former regional capitals. The 
forecast and warning system is based on complex input data like radar data 
from the national and Central European radar network, satellite data from 
Meteosat and the US polar satellites and from ALADIN, the regional weather 
modelling system. 

The CHMI cooperates closely with the state-run river basin authorities 
(Povodi). In case of a flood, the warnings and informative reports of the CHMI 
concerning the current situation are distributed through the operation centre 
(OPIS) of the Fire Rescue Service to the adequate addressees, i.e. to flood 
control commissions, bodies of public administration like the. Ministries of 
Environment, Agriculture and Interior, all Povodi companies' control centres 
and to the Czech Television that informs the citizens. Information can also be 
found on the institute's website. 

During August 2002 flood, the CHMI operated day and night and 
continuously sent alerts, warnings and informative reports about flood 
development and forecasts to the above mentioned institutions which were 
responsible for crisis management and public information. Unfortunately, 
there were also considerable problems that had to be faced: the unexpected 
extremity of the flood, the variety of influencing parameters (exact dispersion 
of the forecasted precipitation, information about the runoff-rates from 
reservoirs, etc.) and uncertainties (missing data due to flooded or destroyed 
gauging stations), as well as time stress and the lack of scientific experience 
with such extreme situations, finally defined the limits of such a well 
organised forecasting system. 

2. 2. 3 The situation in Prague during the flood of August 2002 

In the following text some examples are given to present a picture of what 
was the situation like in Prague during the flood. 

Karlin: Karlin is Prague's first suburb, which was erected according to 
a development plan in the year 1816. It is located immediately outside the 
original city walls built. It consists mainly of blocks of flats with inner 
courtyards. In the 1890s Karlin changed to a typical quarter of the working 
class when textile manufactures and later on factory floors of heavy industry 
were settled (Schneibergova 2003). The whole quarter was evacuated in 
August 2002. The damage of the flood can still be seen by means of collapsed 
houses (Fig. 2). Only in September 2003 the tram lines started operating 
again. Some houses are still uninhabited and the miSSing plaster of the walls 
shows the water level of the Vltava River during the flood. It has to be 
highlighted that during flood, the Karlin area did not receive the same 
protection as for example the old city district even though it is more densely 
populated. 

"River City Prague": The "River City Prague" site is located on 6 hectares 
at the tip of a 66 hectare disused railway yard'vparallel to the Vltava River 
along Rohanske embankment and opposite of Stvanice Island. It forms an 
extension of Karlin, at a distance of only a few minutes walk from the city 
centre. The "River-City-Prague"-project was designed as a high standard 
business district, which should serve to revitalise the area. The aim is to 
strengthen the integration of Karlin into the existing city structure (Rivercity 
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Fig. 2 - Collapsed building in Karlin (summer 2002) 

Prague 2003) and to build up an additional. In August 2002 the construction 
work was at a more or less initial state. As the complete area was seriously 
affected by the flood (see fig . 2), it was feared that investments could be 
withdrawn. 

The Metro: The damage in the whole CR during August 2002's flood 
amounted to 73 billion CZK (> 2,5 billion ), 10 % of which was caused in the 
Metro system (damages or loss of technical equipment, electricity system). On 
average, the Metro transports more than 1 million people per day. Serious 
actions (i. e. closing of the stations) were not taken until August 13th - at the 
very peak of the flood. At that point many people still had to be evacuated 
from the metro stations. 

This can be considered as a key problem of decision-making: 
- Who should take the responsibility for the decision to close the Metro 

system (administration, municipal transport services)? 
- What if at the end it would not have been necessary - who would have to 

justify the financial losses and costs, which are connected with a closure, 
and evacuation measures? 
An early closing of the Metro would have saved a lot of money! 
Troja and the Prague Zoo: Troja is one of the northern outskirts of Prague 

and Prague ZOO is located here. The situation in the ZOO was especially 
dramatic: They were prepared for a 20 to 50 year flood and it was not before 
the night of August 12th that the fact that it is going to be worse was 
displayed. If they would have been correctly informed a day earlier, more 
animals could have been saved. In total 1.000 animals were evacuated (750 
birds, 100 mammals and 150 critters) within only three days . However, 80 
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birds and nine mammals died during the flood; and some died as 
a consequence of the stress. The lower level of the ZOO was heavily damaged 
and partially destroyed. Up to now, the reconstruction costs have amounted 
to 2 million (Lothar 2002, oral interviews). 

2. 3 Aft e r the fl 0 0 d 

The August 2002 floods reached on some rivers recurrence period of 
500-1000 years. The catastrophe claimed 17 lives, tens of thousands citizens 
had to be evacuated and the financial losses amounted to over 73 billion CZK 
(over 2,5 billion Euro). During the event, the system of dams (Vltava cascade) 
was of little use for the mitigation of over 500 years flood category. It has been 
calculated that, even if the reservoirs had more storage empty at the arrival 
of the flood, these would not have been able to lower the peakflow discharge 
of more than the 8 %. 

The extremity of the flood 2002 suggests some remarks and ideas about the 
losses, their evaluation and protection against their repeating. The complex 
interaction among economical, insurancial, social and geographical aspects of 
such catastrophical events brings forth the need for a multicomponential 
model of losses assessment and after-action review of implemented processes. 

2. 3. 1 Structural assesment (Losses Evaluation) 

Urban planning: As a consequence of the 2002 Flood, the Urban Planning 
of all the high-risk zone has been corrected: it is expected that building 
concessions in the high-risk areas are not to be given at all. The 2002 Flood 
could represent the right occasion to start a project based on the rigorous 
control of the widespread building along the Vltava river. 

Economical: industrial/structural: The Restructure Planning of the 
afflicted area has to be taken into consideration: not only architectural 
aspects, but also social and economic geography plays an important role in 
this project. To summarize the best solution for the situation in Karlin would 
be an agreement between Czech authorities and international investors: 
while local administrators allow finishing of the River City Prague along the 
Vltava river - in a high-risk zone - the foreign investors should realize 
adequate flood protection measures, thus protecting the old part of Karlin as 
well. Gradually some of the industrial activities buildings could be removed 
from Karlin to a low-risk zone. 

Economical: financial / insurancial: As a result of the significant losses by 
the 2002 flood the insurance companies have redefined the risk zones. On one 
hand the insurance ban on areas up ofQ20 agreement could help, but on the 
other hand it is not clear if there is a real collaboration between private 
insurance companies and public local institutions. In this case new studies 
could only help companies to plan their insurance policy in a better way, 
reducing their payments. 

2. 3. 2 Non-structural assessments (Processes evaluation) 

Emergency planning troubles: The emergency planning was more efficient 
and accurate than in the case of the 1997 flood: then the emergency decision
makers' inexperience, people's confusion and the incorrect (panic-provoking) 
media information caused many mismanagements and troubles. After the 
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Fig. 3 - Working group "Floods" at work 

2002 flood experience many municipalities developed a Flood Management 
Plan; the emergency planning process is therefore greatly enhanced, but 
there is always space for improvement. 

Interaction among authorities: In future, it will be necessary to enhance the 
real-time operational coordination among Municipalities, River Basin 
Authorities and Scientific Agencies, although the cooperation seems to be 
much better than in the 1997, when even basic communication appeared to 
cause problems. 

Community involvement: The Community Resilience factor - a very 
important vulnerability measure - was improved by 1997 flood. While in the 
1997 hardly anybody knew the simplest disaster behaviour rules, in the 2002 
the general level of information and knowledge was much higher. 

An involvement of people in the risk management can improve the CR 
factor. The following conditions help to reach the target: 

clear risk prevention campaign 
involvement of communities in the land-use policy 
improving the communication among communities, important companies 
and private insurance firms in the high-risk zones 

- defining of the emergency priorities and their announcing to the citizens. 

3. Conclusion 

The Prague city area flooded during the summer of 2002 once again 
underlines just how the presence of man and his activities on the floodable 
banks of a river turns a natural phenomenon into disaster perceived as 
exceptional. The solution involves admitting that river level situations of this 
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nature (5160 m3/s.) may be recurrent, particularly if we consider the principle 
of instability, changes in the river system and even change of its main control 
factor - climate. 

For this reason, the preventive solution, includes an adequate organization 
of river environment. This involves assuming that the preservation of a given 
river sector (in this case the stretch between Vysehrad and Letenske sady) for 
its historical and patrimonial value, means to allow the water to overflow out 
of the channel downstream, i.e. under Letna and Josefov. 

Therefore, this is either provided by a planning of exceptional water flows 
over the Holesovice point bars by restricting building and clearing part of the 
floodplain, or the overflowing waters will continue to return to the old 
abandoned course on the floodplain of Karlin. The other areas identified in 
this article as a close flood plain should exclusively contain uses compatible 
with their high frequency floodable character, which will doubtless avoid 
these problems occurring in other areas of the river's course. 

Structural prevention can be carried out also through the improving of 
works already realized, like banks' raising and reinforcement. Furthermore, 
where the geomorphological situation allows, polders and dry ponds should be 
built along the course of the river. 

It is clear that most of these structures can not be carried out in Prague: it 
is unavoidable that either flood-resistant buildings should only be allowed in 
endangered zones, or a total change of land use should be introduced, 
particularly in a high-crowded build up areas like Karlin. Mobile barriers 
represent the best additional solution on high embankments, having limited 
environmental and visual impact. 

From the non-structural activities, it is always necessary to improve and 
renovate flood warnings and evacuation plans; this is possible using the 
sound network among institutions, as suggested above. Creating clear and 
strict laws in the urban planning is one of the most important things to do to 
prevent the worst consequences of natural catastrophes. Using the GIS 
- Geographic Information System - may help to determine the areas in 
danger and consequently classify the high-, middle- and low-risk zone. 

3. 1 Was everything possible done correctly? 

From a distant perspective, it is difficult to judge whether the actions taken 
during the flood were sufficient and if decisions were made the right way or 
not. 

First of all, it seemed as if the work of the CHMI and the organisation of 
the flood forecasting system are excellent, but also limited when it comes to 
the point where science and technology face situations of such a particularity 
and extremity as during August 2002's flood. 

As far as the flood protection system is concerned, in a first step, the 
incomplete system of the mobile barriers and secondly the question of 
prioritising could be discussed. Was it a good decision to give the old city
district top priority instead of protecting first area, which are more densely 
populated (like Karlin)? 

Regarding at the situation in the Metro system, it is hard to understand 
why actions were taken so late. One could assume that this was (economically) 
calculated risk without any sense of responsibility. Let's highlight the paradox 
of the final results: It was the late closing of the Metro system that was 
responsible for the main share of the material losses in Prague. 
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It has to be awaited what lessons have been learned from the experience of 
August 2002 flood concerning the civil protection. Is there an evaluation 
system, which reveals deficiencies, and will those be smoothed out? 
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Shrnuti 

POVODNE 2002 V PRAZE - NAPADY, REFLEXE A POUCENI 

V ramci naplne Intenzivniho Programu Erasmus, konaneho pod nazvem "Management 
vodnich zdroju v zemich bYvaleho vychodniho bloku" na pude Univerzity Karlovy v Praze 
ve dnech 22.-31.8. 2003, resily jednotlive pracovni skupiny zadana temata, pncemz na kon-
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ci seminare kazda skupina prezentovala sve vysledky jednak formou prednasky s diskusi, 
jednak shrnujicim i:Iankem. Tento Clanek je jednim z vyslednych vystupu pracovni skupiny 
"Povodne a protipovodnova ochrana". 

Naplni clankuje popis, analyza a zaverem i nekolik postfehu a doporuceni, tykajicich se 
prllbehu povodni v srpnu 2002 v Ptaze. Pracovni skupina mela moznost se seznamit s na
sledky phblizne rok po povodnich. CIanekje rozclenen do tfi casti, ktere odpovidaji tfem 10-
gickym krokum protipovodnove ochrany: 

Pred povodni - vypracovani dlouhodobe strategie protipovodnove ochrany, morfohydro
logicke zhodnoceni mestskeho areaIu, vymezeni zatopovYch oblasti, planovani evakuace, to 
vse na zaklade studia historickych podkladu a zkusenosti, geomorfologickeho mapovani. 

Behem povodne - hlavnim cHern je zajistit bezpecnost obyvatel a snizit na minimum ma
jetkove skody, a zajisteni fungujici komunikace pro koordinaci Cinnosti povodnovYch orga
nu, zajisteni vcasne a presne informovanosti obyvatelstva. 

Po povodni - odstraneni nasledku povodni, pouceni z povodni, analyza liCinnosti stava
jicich protipovodilovych opatfeni, pfipadne jejich liprava, aktualizace povodnovych planu 
a oznaceni problematickych mist a postupu. 

Obr. 1 - Morfologie nivy Vltavy v Praze; a (prerusovana cara) - rozsah nivy, b (cerchovana 
cara) - jesepovy val, c (vodorovna srafa) - blizka niva, d (svisla srafa) - vzdalena 
niva, e - ochranna hraz, f - vymezemi morfohydrologicke jednotky, g - most. 

Obr. 2 - ~ficeny dum v Karline (leto 2002) 
Obr. 3 - Clenove pracovni skupiny "Povodne" ph praci. 
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len@us.es. Laura Giacomini is with University of Padua, e-mail: 
laura.giacomini@unipd.it. lnmaculada Guerrero Amador is with University of Sevilla, 
e-mail: Inmaguer@us.es. Andrea Guaran is with University of Udine, e-mail: andrea.gu
aran@dest.uniud.it. Filip Hartvich is with Charles Univesity in Prague, e-mail: hart
vich@irsm.cas.cz. Alexandra Kralova is with Charles Univesity in Prague, e-mail: 
AKralova@cpoj.cz. Brigitte Leicht (University of Mainz), 
e-mail: B.Leicht@geo.uni-mainz.de. Andreas Licht is with University of Mainz, 
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e-mail: Hannah.neu@web.de. Luca Pezzullo is with University of Padua, 
e-mail: luca.pezzullo@unipd.it. Veronika Weingerova is with Charles Univesity in 
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WATER QUALITY CHANGES AND ITS TRENDS IN THE 
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K. Alamets, M. Bicanova, P. Judova, H. Parnamets, L. 
Ron c z y k , S. R ti d I 0 va: Water Quality Changes and Its Trends in the Czech 
Republic. - Geografie - Sbomik CGS, 109, 2, pp. 181-188 (2004). - The state of environment 
in 1989 was a result of political and economic development of Czechoslovakia during 
preceding 40 years. Political and economical changes were the reason why the water quality 
in the Czech Republic has been significantly changing since 90's. In this text we want to 
describe not only these changes, but also their causes, indudingthe legislation changes due 
to preparation for the membership in the EU and their consequences in the field of water 
management, water quality, water ecosystems restoration and others. 
KEY WORDS: water quality - water pollution - restoration - water law - EU enlargement 
(admittance to the EU) - IP Erasmus. 

1. Introduction 

This work attempts to introduce the contemporary state and development 
of the surface water quality in the Czech Republic. First, the information 
about the water quality before 1989 is briefly outlined. The essential part of 
the study presents a historical overview of the water quality changes. 

Surface water quality is defined by several very complex parameters; 
therefore it is difficult to say something about the water quality trends, as the 
indicators of water quality can change independently on each other. It means 
that some features can improve, but others can deteriorate at the same time, 
and in this situation any evaluation is a difficult task. 

2. Study Area, Methods, and Problems 

Under the Intensive Programme (29716-IC-1-2001-1-ERASMUS IP-5) 
Water management in transition countries, on the subject "Water resources 
- their management and protection of water resources in central Europe", 
working group "Water Quality" studied the problems linked with given 
themes in following phases: 
1. Preparation phase: All members of the working group received an essay 

with basic information about water quality and connected problems before 
the beginning of the Intensive Programme. 

2. On-site-Ieaming phase: 
a) Expert lectures at the Charles University, Prague 
b) Excursions with lectures in specialized organizations, facilities and 
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Fig. 1 - Water quality working group discussing its presentation 

areas : Povodi Vltavy a.s . (Vltava catchment organization), Prague 
Municipal sewage treatment plant, Velke Popovice Brewery water 
treatment plant, small treatment plant in Pysely village, polluted Pysely 
stream, half restored pond in Velke Popovice and restored part of 
Stropnice river catchment 

c) Measuring of basic water quality parameters in Pysely stream 
3. Post-processing phase: Discussion, processing and presentation of results 

(Fig. 1). 

3. Water Quality in Czechoslovakia before 1989 

The unsatisfactory ecological state of water ecosystems in 1989 
corresponded to the whole state of environment and was a result of political 
and economic development of Czechoslovakia. 

Considering that majority of rivers spring within the territory of the Czech 
Republic and only few flow in from abroad, the water pollution is practically 
only domestic product, which is in addition flowing into neighbouring 
countries. 

The water quality is being monitored since 1950's in some profiles and 
since 1963 regularly in fixed network of checking profiles. There are 284 
profiles , which are observed once in every month (www.chmi.cz). The 
monitoring is based on physical and chemical parameters, heavy metals, 
specific organic compounds and biological and microbiological samples. Water 
quality is described by a scale of 5 classes . 
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The main sources of water pollution are towns and communities, industrial 
factories and agriculture (Pitter 1999). Detecting of sources helped to 
establish many precautions, including production restrictions and limits of 
pollution, but it was mostly ineffective because of insufficient realization and 
many "exceptional" allowances. The main problems were (www.env.cz): 
- Organic biodegradable pollution 
- Surface erosion and diffuse runoff of fertilizers 
- Frequent oil accidents (500 annually) accidental water pollution 
- Contamination with specific compounds that were not included in limits 

and were not regularly monitored. 
Another problem was in insufficient technical equipment of wastewater 

treatment plants, so the water was not treated enough. Treatment plants in 
many cities of regional importance (over 100 000 inhabitants) were 
overloaded and in some of them there were even no treatment plants. 

4. Water Quality Changes after 1989 

In development of the water quality the most significant change occurs at 
the beginning of the 90s. The political system change in the 1989 had an 
impact on water quality throughout the period of economic crisis. The 
environmentalists call it "gift-effect", because the economic crisis resulted in 
a significant reduction on pollution. After the change of regime the mining, 
the chemical and textile industry as well as the farming decreased their 
production, and at the same time the gradually rising prices of drinking and 
irrigation water led to a decrease in the water consumption. 

So the economical transformation brought the significant change in the 
pollution sources structure and the components of water quality. 
A characteristic feature of the pollution sources change is the fast decline of 
impact of the point sources of pollution as a result of decreasing industrial 
production, restructuring and international pressure (Langhammer 1999). 
EU and Germany finanCially supported construction and modernisation of 
sewage treatment plants in the beginning of the 90s. 

The main significant improvement was reduction of heavy metals, 
radioactive pollutants, BOD5, COD and N-NH4• In spite of decreasing 
agricultural activities and lower usage of the N-NOa fertilizers, the 
contamination has not shown any significant changes (Jansky 2002). 
Phosphorus load is still high because of missing third step of treatment in 
many treatment plants, which causes wide spread eutrophication problem 
(Fig. 2). 

Discharged pollution decreased remarkably compared to the 1990 level. 
The recent situation in communal facilities in the Czech Republic is 
(www.env.cz): 
- 89,8 % of population is connected to public water supply systems 
- 77,4 % of population living in houses is connected to public sewerage 

systems 
- all municipalities with population equal or above 10000 have waste water 

treatment plant. 
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Fig. 2 - Relative change of water quality classes in the Czech Republic in the years 
1991- 1992 and 1999- 2000. Source: Ministry of Environment, www.env.cz. 

5. Water Quality in Small Watersheds 

Water quality monitoring of small watersheds and small water reservoirs 
is being run under the auspices of agriculture water authorities. There are six 
monitoring programs in the Czech Republic. Four of them are specialized on 
the streams and two on water reservoirs. 

Indicators of the volume of nutrients (N-NH4' N-N03 and PT), toxic PCBs 
and PAH decreased. Also heavy metals (Cu, Cr, Zn, Pb) and faecal 
contamination (enterococcus) have debased during 2002. Very complex task 
for the future is to solve 'non-point' pollutants entering watercourses from 
wide area of the catchment. The contamination is generated by agricultural 
and small municipal sources. The greatest task of coming years will be the 
construction of missing wastewater networks and treatment plants. Without 
such an investment the EU Water Directive is unachievable. This 
environmental situation has historical roots, due to the fact that 
environmental aspects were neglected during the socialism and now it 
requires billions Euro and a new practice in agriculture. 

6. Changes in Management and Protection of Water Sources 

The geographical position of the Czech Republic brings the responsibility for 
quality of water flowing to the neighbouring countries. International treaties 
can constitute necessary pressure in the matter and especially Germany - as 
a downstream country of Elbe River and also EU member - tries to force the 
Czech water authorities to protect and improve surface water quality. 

Main changes that the European Union brings into water sector, relates to 
EU Water Framework Directive 2000/60IEC. According to this Directive, the 
Czech water law 254/2001 was created in the year 2001. In the Czech 
Republic it is the Ministry of the Environment and the Ministry of 
Agriculture that are responsible for implementation. 
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The Czech water law includes a significant range of rules and 
recommendations and their implementation requires participation of 
technical institutions and other experts. In the Czech Republic, several 
supporting organisations are involved (T.G.M. Water Research Institute, the 
Czech Hydrometeorological Institute, 5 River Basin Companies, etc.). 

The most important fields that are influenced by the transposition of new 
legislation are urban wastewater treatments, nitrates pollution from agriculture, 
dangerous substances, bathing water quality, drinking water, groundwater 
protection and quality of fresh water as an environment for the water life. 

In the Czech Republic there were designated areas according to the EU 
directives - in terms of the Urban waste water treatment directive 
(911271IEEC), the whole Czech Republic is a sensitive area, the Nitrate 
directive (91167IEEC) identifies vulnerable zones on 36 % of the Czech Republic. 

There is a need to ensure construction and reconstruction of sewerage 
networks and wastewater treatment plants particularly in settlements 
between 2000 and 10 000 inhabitants and reconstruction and intensification 
of waste water treatment plants in towns and cities of over 10 000 
inhabitants. The Czech Republic requests for these steps the transitional 
period ongoing until December 31st, 2010. 

7. Restoration of Water Ecosystems 

The water quality is relatively closely connected with ecological state of 
landscape. To ensure international obligations, the International Commissions 
for Protection of Elbe, Danube and Odra Rivers were established. It was not 
the first step to improve water ecosystems. The Czech government proclaimed 
the Program for restoration of water systems in 1992 (Novotna, Kender 1997). 

The goals of this program are (Lager, www.priroda.cz): 
- To undo negative results of previous unsuitable land arrangements and 

unsuitable land management and to adapt drainages of large areas. 
- To support and increase water retention capacity of landscape by slowing 

down surface and subsurface runoff. 
To increase infiltration and retentive abilities of soil profile and retaining 
of water in reservoirs, lakes or wetlands. 
To restore natural function of water streams by correcting their unsuitable 
modifications. 
To create protective bank areas and new bank vegetation. 

- To make relatively stabile river basin. 
- To support natural cleansing capacity of water by various arrangements of 

stream components. 
- To increase stability of water regime by decreasing differences between 

minimal and maximal flow, etc. 
This program is financed from the state budget from governmental grant. 

A working group from Ministry of Environment and some other organizations 
supervise the programme and are responsible for it (Fig. 3, 4). 

8. Future Trends of Water Quality 

The co-operation is the key because water provides the basis for a whole 
range of activities from agriculture and fishing to power generation, industry, 
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Fig. 3 - Amount of money given to restoration programmes in the Czech Republic. Source: 
Ministry of Environment, www.env.cz. During the years 1992-2002 nearly 2000 projects 
were realized. About 2,4 milliard CZK (75,5 millions) were invested. In the first period 
(1992-1995) relatively small projects (0,5-1,5 millions CZK) were financed . In the second 
period (1995-2002) bigger projects (1-3 millions CZK) overtook (www.env.cz). 

Fig. 4 - Visiting of restored part of Stropnice River 

transport and tourism. Also citizens, NGOs and authorities at all levels of 
government should be more involved, which will help to ensure that the 
demanding timetable of the EU legislation requirements will be met. The 
Framework Directive aims to prevent pollution at source and sets out control 
mechanisms to guarantee that all pollution sources are managed in 
a sustainable way. 

Although today much of Europe's ground waters and surface waters are 
polluted, they should all reach "good status" by the year 2015. 

Hopefully the same situation will be reached in the Czech Republic. It is 
important that the new approaches of EU have to be transposed according to 
the local conditions in the country considering the existing institutional 
framework, traditions, possibilities, needs and availability of resources. 
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Taking into account the real and substantial needs of the country, the 
changes brought by ED are not overambitious and impossible anymore. 

9. Conclusion 

Our working group was aimed at water quality changes and their 
prediction in the future. Members of our group estimated from accessible 
materials, lectures and excursions, that surface water quality in the Czech 
Republic have been improving since the beginning of 90s. The main reason is 
agriculture management changes and construction and reconstruction of 
sewage treatment plants, which still continues. 

Thanks to another frame of reference on nature, higher pressure on 
improving of whole ecosystems emerged. Because of it water ecosystems 
restoration programmes were established and they try and deal with this 
problem. 
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Shrnuti 

TRENDY VE ZMENE KV ALITY VODY V GESKE REPUBLICE 

Vramci mezinarodnmo seminate "Intenzivni program - (29716-IC-1-2001-1-ERASMUS 
IP-5) Management vodnmo hospodarstvi pfistupujicfch zemi" na tema "Vodni zdroje -ma
nagement a ochrana vodnich zdroju ve stredni Evrope" se mezinarodni pracovni skupina 
"Kvalita vody", slozena ze studentu a pedagogU nekolika evropskych universit, soustfedila 
na problemy spojene se zmenou a vyYojem kvality povrch0vYch vod v Geske republice. Be
hem seminare vyslechla tato skupina nekolik odbornych predna§ek, nav§tivila specializo
vane instituce a pracovala v terenu. Cilem prace bylo mimo jine i seznamit cleny skupiny 
s vyYojem kvality vody v Geske republice a jeho pncinami. 
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V minulem obdobi byla diky nesetrnemu vztahu k pnrode zdevastovana znacna cast zi
votniho prosttedi vcetne jeho vodni slozky. Na znecisteni se nejvice podilely organicke lat
ky z bodorych zdroju zneCisteni a splach prumyslorych hnojiv ze zemedelskych ploch. 
K dalsimu znecisiovani - ptedevsim ropnymi latkami - dochazelo pti pomerne castych ha
variich (az 500 za rok) a pti unicich jinak specifickych latek, ktere nebyly ani monitorova
ny. Vedle intenzivnmo zemedelstvi a rozvijejici'ho se prumyslu byla znacnym zdrojem zne
cisteni sidla bez cistiren odpadnich vod nebo s cistirnami pouze castecne funkcnimi. 

Nejvyznamnejsi zmenajakosti vody nastala v 90.letech minuleho stoleti. Politicke zme
ny a ekonomicka deprese provazena recesi prumyslu i zemedelstvi se ryrazne projevila na 
snizeni koncentraci znecistujicich latek ve vodach. V naslednem obdobi se snizil pocet pte
devsim bodovych zdroju znecisteni a to jednak vlivem jiz zmiiiovane recese prumyslove vy
roby a jednak vystavbou a rekonstrukci cistiren odpadnich vod, iniciovanou mezinarodnim 
tlakem a znacnou ptedevsim financni podporou. Diky temto krokum se vyrazne snizily kon
centrace zejmena amoniakalm11O dusiku a organickych latek. 

Kvalita vody se tedy v narodnim mentku zlepsila a tento trend diky dalsim opattenim 
stale pokracuje. Do poptedi se take dostal dalsi rozmer vodnmo prosttedi - jeho ekologicka 
hodnota a to zejmena diky zmene pohledu na pnrodni bohatstvi. Diky tomuto procesu byl 
pro vodni prosttedi ustanoven program Revitalizace ticnich systemu, z nehoz plynou zdro
je na uvedeni casti vodnmo prosttedi do ptirode blizkeho stavu. 

Obr. 1 - Pracovni skupina "kvalita vody" ptipravuje prezentaci. 
Obr. 2 - Relativni zmena ttid jakosti vody v Ceske republice v letech 1991-1992 

a 1999-2000. Osa x - ttidy jakosti vody, osa y - procentualni zmena. Zdroj: Mi
nisterstvo zivotnmo prosttedi, www.env.cz. 

Obr. 3 - Financni prosttedky poskytnute programu Revitalizace ncnich systemu v Ceske 
Republice. Osa x - roky, osa y - objem financi (mil. EUR). Zdroj: Ministerstvo zi
votniho prosttedi, www.env.cz. V letech 1992-2002 bylo realizovano temet 2000 
projektu a investovano 2,4 miliard Kc (75,5 milionu EUR). V prvnim obdobi 
(1992-1995) byly financovany mensi projekty (0,5-1,5 milionu Kc). Ve druhem ob
dobi (1996-2002) ptevazovaly vetSi projekty (1-3 miliony KC). 

Obr. 4 - Navsteva revitalizovane casti povodi Stropnice. 
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LAKES AND WATER RESERVOIRS IN THE CZECH 
REPUBLIC 

M. Sob r, T. P e c s, F. H art vic h eta I . : Lakes and water reservoirs in the 
Czech Republic. - Geografie - Sbornik CGS, 109, 2, pp. 189-196 (2004). - The paper 
provides information about the activities, work and results of the working group "Lakes and 
water reservoirs in the Czech Republic" during the Intensive Programme ERASMUS in 
August 2003 in Prague. First part of the article provides information about water reservoirs 
in the Czech Republic, the second describes the excursion to the Tteboii basin, and finally 
we present basic information about the youngest lake in the Czech Republic, Mladoticke 
Lake, which we also visited during our field programme. 
KEY WORDS: lakes - water reservoirs - ponds - Czech Republic. 

1. Introduction 

Under the Intensive Programme (29716-IC-1-2001-1-ERASMUS IP-5) 
Water management in transition countries, on the subject "Water resources 
in central Europe", the working group "Lakes and water reservoirs in the 
Czech Republic" analysed resources of slack water. The workshop activities 
can be divided into three areas of interest: large water reservoirs, south
bohemian ponds in Trebon basin and an example of a natural, landslide 
dammed lake - Mladoticke (Odlezelske) lake. 

In the course of the seminary, many interesting lectures were given by the 
most prominent experts from scientific instituions as well as from Vltava 
River authority company. These lectures covered most of areas of current 
hydrological issues, concerning this working group's interests, including the 
occurrence and purposes of the valley water reservoirs, management of the 
fishponds, or the genetic typology of the lakes. Our field excursions were 
aimed at covering all three areas of interest, i.e. dams and large water 
reservoirs, of which we visited Stechovice and Slapy reservoirs, fishponds in 
the Trebon basin (excursion to the largest Czech pond Rozmberk) and 
Mladoticke lake, where we took part in the field measurements. 

2. Water reservoirs in the Czech Republic 

There are in total 24 340 water reservoirs and fishponds within the 
territory of the Czech Republic, holding a total volume of 4,159 million m3• 

Out of this number, there are 115 large reservoirs (in the year 2000), with 
a total volume of 3,521 million m3• 

The construction of the dams in the Czech Republic has been particularly 
intensive in the second half of 20th century, when the largest dammed lakes 
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were built. In the year 1945, there were only 41 dam reservoirs in 
Czechoslovakia, in the year 1975 their number increased to 100 only in the 
Czech Republic. Nowadays, the number of large water reservoirs is 
approximately 115. 

The dam reservoirs have wide spectrum of uses and for the most part they 
are multifunctional. The most important uses are: 
- water supply for the local population (for example w. r. Svihov on Zelivka 

River, main source of drink water for Prague) 
water supply for the industry and energetics (w. r. Hnevkovice, providing 
cooling water for Temelln nuclear power plant) 
water power productiop. (w. r. Orlik, with biggest peak water power plant) 
flood protection (w. r. Sance, w. r. Moravka in Beskydy) 
discharge regulation and retention of the water in the landscape (Vltava 
cascade) 

- irrigation (w. r. Rozkos in NE Bohemia) 
- other uses (including fish-breeding, ship transportation and sports and 

leisure activities). 
For illustration see Tables 1 and 2, showing the basic parameters of the 

most important water works. The largest dam reservoir in the Czech Republic 
by the water surface is Lipno I, with the area of 4 870 ha, followed by the dam 
reservoir Orlik, which holds the biggest volume of water (716.5 million m3). 

The highest dam is the water reservoir of Dalesice, reaching the height of 
99.5m. 

Apart from the large dam reservoirs, there are also water reservoirs of 
minor size, built for specific purposes, for example at present non-fuctional 
reservoirs for the floating of timber in Moravskoslezske Beskydy and in 

Tab. 1 - Reservoirs with storage capacity superior to 100 million m3 (after The Dams in 
Czech Republic, 2001) 

Name River Year of completion Capacity Purpose 

Orlik Vltava 1963 716,5 H,C,I,R 
Lipno Vltava 1960 306 H,C,R 
Nechranice Ohte 1968 272,4 S, H, C, I, R 
~lapy • Vltava 1957 269,3 H,C,I,R 
Zelivka (Svihov) Zelivka 1975 266 S 
Slezska Harta Moravice 1997 219 S,H,C,R 
Nove Mlyny I, II, III Dyje 1988 133,9 C,I,R,H 
Dalesice Jihlava 1978 127,3 H,R 
Vranov Dyje 1934 122,7 H,C,S,R 

Tab. 2 - The most important water power plants in Czech Republic (after The Dams in 
Czech Republic, 2001) 

Name River Year of completion Capacity (MW) 

Dlouhe Strane Desna 1996 650 pumped storage 
Dalesice Jihlava 1978 450 pumped storage 
Orlik Vltava 1963 364 peak 
Slapy Vltava 1957 144 peak 
~ipno Vltava 1960 120 peak 
Stechovice II Vltava 1949 (rehab. 1995) 45 pumped storage 
{{amyk Vltava 1963 40 peak 
Stechovice I Vltava 1944 22,5 peak 
Stfekov Labe 1936 19,5 run-of-river 
Vranov Vranov 1933 16,32 peak 
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Sumava or numerous multi-purpose reservoirs used mostly for the fire 
protection and recreation in towns and villages. 

Our programme included a visit of two dams on the V!,tava River. First, we 
visited the information centre of the Vltava cascade in Stechovice, where we 
learned about the history of the building of the Cascade as well as about the 
course of the catastrophic 2002 floods on the dams. Then we I2-bsolved a guided 
tour in the peak water power plant with pumped storage in Stechovice, which 
was still under repairs after the floods. Othervgoal of the trip was the dam 
Slapy, situated in the Vltava cascade above Stechovice. This is one of the 
biggest dams in the Czech Republic, exceeding the height of 65 m and holding 
over 270 mil. m3• The warden of the lake guided us inside the body of the dam 
and explained us, among other, the function of its stability measuring devices. 

3. Ponds in the Tfebon basin 

Small water reservoirs and ponds play very important role in the water 
circulation by improving the water infiltration and its retention in the 
landscape. Particularly the fishponds are being built since 12th century and 
therefore they strongly influence the appearance of the country as well. As 
mentioned above, the participants of the IP Erasmus visited the Tfebon 
basin, one of the most famous and typical pond basins. 

The Tfebon basin is located in South Bohemia, not far from the Austria 
border. Its surface is formed by a flat or only slightly undulated plain, 
reaching the altitudes between 403-550 m a.s.l. The basin is rich in both 
surface and groundwaters due to its geological structure, mostly consisting of 
layers of sedimentary rocks and crystalline rocks in higher elevations. 

This region has been influenced by human activity for more than eight 
centuries. A particularly important phenomenon is the building of an 
extensive system of fishponds, shallow water basins of various size, artificial 
lakes with area ranging from 0,1 to several hundreds hectares. The ponds can 
be classified according to their water source: 
- the sky ponds 
- headwater ponds 
- river and brook ponds. 

The first group ponds are supplied only by the rainwater, which is rather 
soft and contains only small amount of mineral substances. The ponds, 
belonging to the second group, are fed by the spring water, localized either on 
the shores or on the bottom. The spring water may be significantly 
mineralised. The third category is the most common type, these ponds have 
the inflow of cool and well-oxygenated water from the water flows, which is 
suitable for the biota. 

As a rule, people nowadays automatically connect the characteristic Czech 
landscape with ponds, scattered patches of forest and meadows, mixed with 
fields. This image can actually be found typically in Tfebon basin. Some of the 
ponds lie in the open countryside, while hills and forests embrace others, but 
they all have one thing in common: they are of antropogenic origin. 

The Tfebon basin has a unique network of artificial canals, which fill and 
drain the fishponds used for local traditional fish breeding (particularly 
carps). There are nowadays 465 fishponds in the basin, covering total area of 
7 484 hectares. The tradition of fish breeding that made the Tfebon region 
famous dates back for many centuries (Kukllk, Hrbacek 1984). 
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3. 1. History of ponds 

The oldest fishponds were built almost 900 years ago. The first pond in 
Bohemia was constructed as early as in the year 1115 a.d. The oldest pond in 
southern Bohemia is Dvofiste - founded in 1363 a.d. The building started with 
coming of the Christian monks, who founded several monasteries in the 
region. The development of the pond-building craft may be described on the 
example of the Treboii basin. The first significant development of the pond 
building took place during the era of kings Jan Lucembursky and Karel IV., in 
the 14th century. Then the ponds mainly served as a drinking water source and 
also already for the fish breeding, securing thus the source of additional food. 

During the Hussite wars, the development was temporarily suppressed. 
However, in the first half of the 15th century, under the reign of the Rozmberks 
(one of the mightiest noblemen family in Czech kingdom), it took a new 
direction. By 1450 a.d., there were only about 20 fishponds, with an area of700 
hectares. The turn of the 15th and 16th century and the 16th century was the 
busiest period of fishpond construction. By that time, in the regions with fertile 
soils the pond farming was abandoned (for example in the Elbe valley). 

Famous names of important fishpond builders of thi§ era include Stepanek 
Netolicky, Jakub Krein, Mikulas Ruthard (Jansky, Sobr et al. 2003). The 
ponds Velky Tisy, Opatovicky and Horusicky were constructed by Josef 
Stepanek Netolickyunder the reign of Duke Petr Vok of Rozmberk. However, 
Netolicky's paramount work was the Golden Canal (Zlata stoka), which 
supplies water into the largest pond in southern Bohemia from the Luznice 
River. 

In the second half of the 16th century, Jakub Krein of Jeleany became 
renowned for the construction of large-sized ponds and he also contributed to 
extension and modernisation of others (Dvofiste, Opatovicky etc.). Among 
other works, he constructed the pond Rozmberk (1590 a.d.), then the largest 
pond in Europe and currently the biggest pond in Czech Republic - with 
water area of 489 hectares (originally even 1 060 hectares). 

The third famous developer and builder was Mikulas Ruthard, who played 
an important role in the construction of the pond system near Chlumec. He 
supervised the construction of the ponds and became renowned for the 
building of the Staiikovsky pond (1544 a.d.), which is the longest and deepest 
of the Czech ponds, and holds the biggest amount of water. 

In the 17th century, especially after the Thirty Years War, pond fishing 
declined. At the end of the 18th century, during the reforms by Austrian 
emperor Joseph the second, the ponds had to give way to more profitable 
wheat growing. The beginning of the 19th century was a period of rapid pond 
drying in southern Bohemia and in the course of the years 1825-52 five large 
and twelve smaller ponds in the Treboii basin were abandoned. However, 
some of them were renewed in the second half of the 19th century. v 

Aside from the Treboii basin, many ponds are located in the Ceske 
Budejovice basin, in Blatensko (southeast from Plzeii), in Polabi, and in the 
basins along the lower courses of the rivers Dyje and Odra. In total, there are 
approximately 21 000 ponds with an area of 49 000 hectares in the Czech 
Republic, out of which 40 000 hectares in Bohemia. Ten ponds with surface of 
more than 200 hectares are located in southern Bohemia. The ponds of 
similar size occur in other places in the Czech Republic only sporadically 
- lake M~chovo (north Bohemia), Nesyt (s0!1thern Moravia), Velke Darko 
(north of Ceskomoravska highland) (Jansky, Sobr et al. 2003). 
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3 . 2. The ponds today 

Nowadays the main function of the ponds is the fish-production for profit, 
both for the Czech market and for the export. In Tfebon basin, the most of the 
fishponds are owned and operated by the joint-stock company Tfebon 
Fisheries. Some of the ponds have other uses as well, like flood-control and 
recreation (for example Machovo lake). 

Apart from these functions, the ponds play an important role in the 
protection of natural environment as well, some of the bogs and ponds are 
even protected as wetlands of international significance. There are many 
particularly protected areas, including two Ramsar Sites (Tfebon Fishponds 
and Tfebon Peatlands), five national natural reserves, 27 other small-scale 
protected areas and an European Ecological Network core area (Sevcik, 
Nedbalova 1995). The Tfebon Biosphere Reserve is a unique birdlife territory. 
In the core area as well as in the natural reserves and monuments within the 
buffer zone, many unique and endangered species occur. 

Current problems of ponds include eutrophization, caused by intensive 
agriculture and fish-farming management (fertilizing, liming, large fish 
stocks), and siltation, which has been a problem since the 15th century due to 
heavy load of clayey material in the watercourses. During our excursion to the 
dam of Rozmberk pond, we discussed the situation on the pond in the course 
of 2002 catastrophic flood and the current ecological problems of the Tfebon 
basin ponds with the warden of the pond. 

4. Mladoticke (Odlezelske) Lake 

Among the tasks of our working group were the field research and 
measurements, which we performed on our field trip to Mladoticke lake. 

The Mladoticke (called also Odlezelske) lake is the youngest natural lake 
in the Czech Republic. It originated in the year 1872 after intensive rainfall, 

Fig. 1 - Practical work on Mladotice Lake 
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Mladotico Lake 27.8.2003 
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Fig. 2 - Vertical profiles of water temperature (typical summer vertical stratification) and 
dissolved oxygen (oxygen amount is measurable only to depth of 2,5 m) 

when the valley of the Mladoticky brook was blocked by a landslide. The 
brook-valley was dammed in the lenght of about 300 meters. Some basic 
parameters of the lake: 

surface area: 4,55 hectares 
maximum depth: 6,7 m 
maximum width: 80 m 
12 villages in catchment area. 
All re~ults of research activities (Jansky, Urbanova 1994; Jansky 2003; 

Jansky, Sobr et al. 2003) were presented during the field work The members 
of the Working Group took part in measuring of physical and biological 
characteristics of water quality (conductivity, temperature, transparency, 
water colour, dissolved oxygen, zooplankton - see fig. 1, 2), We discussed 
results of our observation and also current ecological problems (nutrification, 
siltation, and negative impact of agriculture) on the water ecosystem of the 
Mladoticke Lake. 
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5. Conclusion 

Under the Intensive Programme Water management in transition 
countries (on the subject "Water resources in central Europe") the Work 
Group Lakes and water reservoirs in the Czech Republic give informations 
about genetic types of slack waters. Our lectures and excursions was divided 
into three I!arts. Under the excursion to the central Bohemia participants saw 
Slapy and Stechovice water reservoirs. There is a long tradition of geographic 
research of Mladoticke (Odlezelske) Lake, which is phenomenal of origin. 
Participants of group Lakes and water reservoirs could see under the one-day 
excursion to catchement of lake all problems (nutrification, siltation etc.). 
Under the excursion to the South Bohemia participants gave lecture about 
fishponds in Trebon basin direct to history and present problems. 
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Shrnuti 

JEZERA A PREHRADNf NAnRZE V CESKE REPUBLICE 

Clanek podava informace 0 cinnosti a vysledcich pracovni skupiny "Jezera a prehradni 
nadrze v Ceske republice" v pnlbehu intensivniho programu ERASMUS v srpnu 2003 
v Praze. V prvni casti se zabYvame problematikou prehradnich nadrzi, druha cast je veno
vana rybnikfun v Ttebonske panvi, v posledni casti uvadime zakladni informace 0 Mlado
tickem (Odlezelskem) jezeru. 

V pnibehu IP Erasmus posluchaCi vyslechli nekolik prednasek, kde dostali informace 
o vsech genetickych typech jezer na uzemi Ceska. Zorganizovali jsme rovnez nekolik teren
nich exkurzi - prehrady Slapy a Stechovice, Mladoticke (Odlezelske) jezero a rybnik Rozm
berk v Ttebonske panvi. 

Na uzemi Ceska se nachazi celkem 24 340 vodnich naddi a rybniku, ktere zadduji cel
kern 4,159 mId. m3• Velkych naddi je k roku 2000 evidovano 115, ty zadrzuji celkem 
3,521 mId. m3 vody. Nejvice prehrad bylo postaveno po roce 1945. Prehrady maji nlzne 
funkce, vetsinoujsou viceueelove. Slouzijako zasobarny pitne vody (Svihov), zasoMrny vo
dy pro pnlmysl (Hnevkovice), jsou na nich instalovany vodni elektrarny, plni protipovod
novou funkci, jsou regulatory pnltoku vody v rekach, jejich voda je vyuzivana na zavlazo
vani a rovnez slouzi k rekreacnim ucelum (sport, rybareni, koupani). Zakladni parametry 
nekterjch nasich vodnich nadrzi jsou v tabulkach 1 a 2 (Dams iI,} Czech Republic 2000). 

Intenzivni program za,hrnoval navstevu vodnich del Slapy a Stechovice, ktere jsou sou
casti Vltavske kaskady. Ucastnici programu se seznamili s funkci Vltavske kaskady v dobe 
katastrofalnich povodni v srpnu 2002. 
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Nejvyznamnejsi rybnicni soustava v Cesku se nachazi v Ti'eboiiske panvi. Prvni rybniky 
byly zalozeny ve 12. stoleti, velky rozvoj rybnikarstvi nastal ve 14. stoleti za vlady Karla IV. 
a v 15.-16. stoleti. Nejznamejsimi stavitelijsou Stepanek Netolicky a Jakub Krein z Jelcan, 
!sten se proslavili stavbami Zlate stoky resp. rybnik~ Rozmberk (Kuklik, HrMcek 1984; 
Sevcik, Nedbalova 1995). V ramci exkurze do Jiznich Cechjsme navstivili nas nejvetsi ryb
ru'k Rozmberk (489 hal. Byli jsme seznameni se soucasnym ekologickym stavem a funkce
mijihoCeskych rybniku. Vyzdvizen byl tez vliv ceM rybnicni soustavy na prubeh povodne na 
Luznici v srpnu 2003. v 

Mladoticke (Odlezelske) jezero je nejmladsim pnrodnim jezerem v Cesku. Vzniklo pre
hrazenim udoll Mladotickeho potoka mohutnym sesuvem v dusledku intenzivnich pnvalo
vych srazek v roce 1872. V dobe terenni exkurze s ucastru'ky programu jsme prJlzentovali 
dosavadni vysledky vyzkumu (Jansky, Urbanova 1994; Jansky 2003; Jansky, Sobr et al. 
2003). Rovnez jsme provadeli mereni zakladnich fyzikalnich vlastnosti vody (pruhlednost, 
teplota, vodivost, rozpusteny kyslik) a odbery zooplanktonu (obr. 1 a 2). Rovnez jsme dis
kutovali soucasne ekologicke problemy celeho povodi. 

Obr. 1 - Prakticke prace na Mladotickem jezere 
Obr. 2 - VertikaIni teplotni profil (typicke letni zvrstveni) a rozpusteny kyslik (rozpusteny 

kysllk se vyskytoval pouze do hloubky 2,5 m); a - osa x - teplota eC), osa 
y - hloubka (m); b - osa x - rozpusteny kyslik (mg/l), osa y - hloubka (m). 

(Miroslav Bobr is with Charles University in Prague, Faculty of Science, Department of 
Physical Geography and Geoecology, Albertov 6, 12843 Praha 2, Czechia; e-mail: 
sobr@natur.cuni.cz. Tibor Pees is PhD student, Institut of Geography, Faculty of Science, 
Univerzity of Pecz, Hungary. Filip Hartvieh is with Charles University in Prague, 
Faculty of Science, Department of Physical Geography and Geoecology, Albertov 6, 
12843 Praha 2, Czechia; e-mail: f.hartvich@volny.cz.) 
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REPORTS 

IP Erasmus cooperation of geographical institutions 

UNIVERSITY OF CAGLIARI, FACULTY OF POLITICAL SCIENCES, 
Department of Earth Sciences, Department of Economic and Social Researches 
Viale Sant'lgnazio da Laconi 78, 1-09123 Cagliari, Italy 
Contact person in the IP Erasmus: Dr. Giovanni Sistu 
e-mail: sistug@unica.it. website: http://www@Unica.it 

The Studium Generalis Kalaritanum was founded in 1607 along the lines of the old 
Spanish Universities of Salamanca, Valladolid and Llerida. Originally, it offered degrees in 
Law, Latin, Greek and Hebrew Literature, Liberal Arts, Medicine, Surgery, Philosophy and 
Science. During the 19th and the 20th centuries, increasing emphasis was placed on research 
activities, and internationally recognized research findings, especially in the fields of 
Medicine, Physics, Chemistry, Biology and Archeology, were obtained. Today, the great 
dream, to expand the body of the University of Cagliari, has almost come true, thanks to 
the new University area in the outskirts of the town. The new campus is located in 
Monserrato, on an area of 73 hectares. It will host the science departments and their 
respective institutes. 

Main hydrological research projects since 2000: 
Geochemical processes of natural waters. Impact of dismantled mines on water 

resources (Prof. Luca Fanfani, Department of Earth Sciences) 
The water environment and its improvement. (Prof. Felice Di Gregorio, Department of 

Earth Sciences) 
Water policy in Sardinia. Administration of the water resources and related economic 

conflicts (Dr. Giovanni Sistu, Department of Economic and Social Researches). 

Key publications: 
cmu, R., BIAGINI, C., FANFANI, L., LA RUFFA, G., MARRAS, I. (2001): Mine closure at 

Monteponi (Italy): effect of the cessation of dewatering on the quality of shallow 
groundwater, Applied Geochemistry, 16, No.5, pp. 489-502. 

BERTONCIN, M., SISTU, G. (eds) (2001), Acqua, Attori, Territorio - Water, Stakeholders, 
Territory, IV European Seminar on Geography of Water, CUEC, Cagliari, 254 p. 

SISTU, G. (2002), EI recurso invisible: la gesti6n del agua en Cerdena", in "Actes del I 
Congres Balears 2015. L'aigua. Perspectives de futur", Questions de Balears 2015, No. 
1, Sa Noxtra, Palma (Illes Balears), pp. 193-213. 

JOHANNES GUTENBERG UNIVERSITY OF MAINZ, 
Department of Geography, RegioComun - Institute for Strategic Regional 
Planning 

Becherweg 21, D 55 099 Mainz, Germany 
Contact persons in the IP ERASMUS: Prof. Dr. Volker Heidt, Dr. Jamill Sabbagh, 
Brigitte Leicht, MSc. 
e-mails: V.Heidt@geo.uni-mainz.de, B.Leicht@geo.uni-mainz.de, website: http://www.uni
mainz.de 

For many years, the research work of the founders of RegioComun - Institute for 
Strategic Regional Planning at the Department of Geography, University of Mainz has been 
dedicated to the diversity of theoretical and methodological problems in the field of future
oriented land-use management and planning. The importance of sustainable land use 
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patterns becomes especially apparent in areas highly sensitive to natural disasters such as 
floods. During the last years, the research group of RegioComun has conducted several 
projects treating the issue of sustainable land use management in flooding areas. 

Main hydrological research projects since 2000: 
Integrated Concept of Land use in the Flooding Area of the Hordter Rheinaue, 

commissioned by: Ministry of the Environment, State of Rhineland-Palatinate; in 
cooperation with: WWF-Institute for Floodplain Ecology and BCE - Bjornsen Consulting 
Engineers, Koblenz; duration: 1998-2000 

IRMA-ID: Multifunctional Development of Flood-prone Areas - Premises and 
Perspectives for Agricultural Uses in Flood-prone Areas of the Upper Rhine River, 
commissioned by: State Office for Water Supply and Distribution, State of Rhineland
Palatinate (2001) 

Regio-Economical Incentive Programme for the Hordter Rheinaue, commissioned by: 
Ministry of the Environment, State of Rhineland-Palatinate; duration: since 2001 

UNIVERSITY OF PADUA, Department of Geography "G.Morandini" 
Via del Santo, 26, I 35123, Padua, Italy 
Contact persons in the IP ERASMUS: Prof. Dr. Pierpaolo Faggi, Dr. Massimo De Marchi 
E-mails: ; , website:http://www.geogr.unipd.it 

Department of Geography "G. Morandini" at University of Padova, is the oldest Italian 
department of Geography, it was instituted in 1873. The department deals with all the 
issues of geography from physical to human geography, and it is connected with 3 faculties: 
Arts, Natural Sciences, Education. There are more than 1600 students taking the courses 
of different geographical issues offered by the department: physical geography, 
environmental geology, geomorphology, GIS, human geography, social geography, regional 
geography, geography of development, geography of population, history of geographical 
thought, historical geography, cartography, didactic of geography, geography of tourism, 
applied geography. Actually the department is responsible for the 3 years "laurea" (BA) in 
"Geografia dei processi territoriali" (Geography of territorial processes), with about 50 
student per year and the 3 years "laurea" (BA) in "Cooperazione alIo sviluppo" 
(Development cooperation), with about 60 student per year. At post graduate level the 
department offer the 3 years PhD in Human and environment with 4 places every year. The 
department is strongly involved in teaching innovation based on cooperative learning, 
group work, field works, stages and contacts with local governments, private or 
governmental organizations, NGO. There are agreement and international cooperation 
among the department and African Universities (Sudan, Camerun, Burkina Faso). 

Water related research: 
Dynamic and evolutionary geomorphology - the research dels with the recent evolution 

of Po Plain and with the karst environments. 
Glaciology - the research dels with glaciers' fluctuations, glaCiers' regime, reconstruction 

of mass balance of glaciers. The department participate also in Antarctic research. 
Human and environment - in this area research deals with interface land-sea, mountain 

environments, agriculture. 
Historical geography - the research deals with the study of Po river delta. 
Environment and territory in developing countries - in this area research deals with 

water management, environmental conflicts, hydraulic territorialisation. Many African 
hydrological basins are studied: Nile, Senegal, Niger, Volta, Chad-Logone. 

Key publications: 
BERTONCIN, M., PASE, A. (2003): Debiti d'acqua e crediti di sviluppo. I conti aperti del 

Ciad. 25, Universita di Padova, Dipartimento di geografia, pp. 1-29. 
BERTONCIN, M., SISTU, G., CURA, A (2001): Acqua, Attori, Territoriol Water, 

Stakeholders, Territory. Cagliari: C.U.E.C. (Italy), pp. 1-256}. 
BONDESAN, A., CANIATO, G., GASPARINI, D., VALLERANI, F., ZANETTI, M. (2003): II 

Brenta, Cierre Edizioni, Verona (Italy). 
CASTIGLIONI, G. B., PELLEGRINI, G. B. (2001): Note illustrative della Carta 

Geomorfologica della Pianura Padana I Illustrative Notes of the Geomorphological Map 
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of Po Plain. Supplementi di Geografia fisica e Dinamica Quaternaria, 4, 208 p., supl. 
DE MARCHI, M. (2002): Environmental security and regional sustainability: focusing on 

development coalitions and resource flows. In: Diamantini, C.: The region: approaches 
for sustainable development, Temi publisher, Trento, pp. 265-283. 

FAGGI, P.; BETHEMONT, J.; ZOUNGRANA, T. P. (2003): La Vallee du Sourou (Burkina 
Faso). Genese d'un territoire hydraulique dans I'Afrique sahelo-soudanienne, 
L'Harmattan, Paris, pp. 1-230. 

UNIVERSITY OF PECS, FACULTY OF SCIENCES, 
Institute of geography, Department of Environmental Geography and 
Meteorology 
Contact persons in the IP ERASMUS: Prof. Dr. Istvan Fodor 
Address: H-7624, Pecs, Ifjusag ut. 6. 
e-mail: fodor®rkk.dti.hu http://www.isc.pte.hu 

The Institute of Geography, University of Pecs belongs to the Faculty of Sciences. It is 
divided into nine departments, and has 40 employees including the administrative staff. 
Institute of Geography awards Bachelor's Degree, Teacher's Diploma, and also offers Ph.D 
program, named "Earth Scincies". One of these nine departments is the Department of 
Environmental Geography and Meteorology, focussing on environmental issues and the 
regional development. Among other research project the department also conducts research 
on water resources and water management, co-operating with local authorities, 
governmental institutes and neighbouring countries, at local, regional and international 
scale. 

Main hydrological research projects since 2000: 
Ministry for Environment: Historical survey of floodplain transformation in the Danube

Drava National Park 2000-2003 
Ministry of Environment: The Danube-Drava National Park, a Region Organised on the 

Basis of Natural Values, 1999-2001 
Hungarian Scientific Research Fund. Heavy-metall content of suspended sediments of 

Hungarian part of Tisza River. 2002-2003 

Key publications since 2000: 
HALASI-KUN, G. J., FODOR, I., LO PINTO, R., SKALA, CH., eds (2001): Drava valley -

A Sciene for International Cooperation, Pollution and Water Resources Columbia 
University Seminar Proceedings. 

HALASI-KUN, G. J., FODOR, I., LO PINTO, R., eds (2003): Studies of Environmental 
Protection in the Carpathian Basin, Pollution and Water Resources Columbia 

,University Seminar Proceedings. 
LOCZY, D. (2004): Danube. In: Gupta, A. (ed.): Large Rivers. John Wiley and Sons, 

Chichest,er (in print). 
SZEDERKENYI, T. (2004): Heavy-metall content of suspended sediments of Hungarian 

part of Tisza River. Acta Geologica Hungarica, Special Vol. for Szedeczky-Kondor 
, CeI).tennial (in print). 

FABIAN, SZ. (2004): Geomorphological Hazards of Lower Reaches of Danube in Hungary, 
Geomorphologia Slovaka 3, No.2, pp 77-80. 

CHARLES UNIVERSITY IN PRAGUE, FACULTY OF SCIENCE, 
Department of Physical Geography and Geoecology 
Albertov 6, CZ 128 43 Prague 2, Czechia 
Contact person in IP ERASMUS: Dr. Milada Matouskova 
e-mail: matouskova@natur.cuni.cz, website: http://www.natur.cuni.cz 

The Department of Physical Geography and Geoecology is linked to the former 
Department of Cartography and Physical Geography founded in 1953. Its present form 
dates from 1991 and its activities traditionally include the whole spectrum of the scientific 
branch of Physical Geography - geomorphology, meteorology and climatology, hydrology, 
pedogeography and biogeography and recently also the problems of Geoecology. The 
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scientific activity of the Department is characterized at present by a synthetic approach to 
solved scientific problems. The main directions of the Department's scientific activity cover 
nearly the whole spectrum of taught problems: regional geomorphological field analysis and 
classification; geomorphological mapping, research of water erosion; relief development in 
high mountain regions, engineering geomorphology; anthropogenous transformation of the 
natural sphere; surface waters hydrological regime, floods and flood protection, pollution of 
waters and sediments; dynamics of suspended and dissolved sediment load, climatic 
regionalization and regional climatological research. In all these fields, the scientific 
activity of the Department covers not only basic, but also applied research. This second 
group includes for instance: studies connected to the floods and flood protection, pollution 
of surface water and sediments within the Elbe project; studies on risks in the localities of 
nuclear power plants and nuclear waste deposits; research on air pollution in Prague and 
some other projects going on in co-operation with, or by order or request of, different 
institutions. 

The pedagogical activity of the Department includes bachelor degree courses in all 
geographical branches, including a double-discipline course of Geography. It also provides 
a master's degree course in Physical Geography and organizes a post-graduate course of 
that orientation. 

Main hydrological research projects since 2000: 
Charles University Foundation, Nr. 178/20001B-GEO, Dynamics of suspended and 

dissolved sediment load in various geographical conditions of the Czech Republic 
(2000-2002), Z. Kliment, J. Langhammer 

Charles University Foundation, Nr. 2U/20011BIGEO, Specific pollution of water bodies 
in the Berounka river basin (2001-2003), J. Langhammer, M. Matouskova 

COST Action 623: Soil Erosion and Global Change, Evaluation of nonpoint pollution 
sources, (2002-2003), J. Langhammer, Z. Kliment, J. Stehlik 

Czech Science Foundation, Nr. 205/031Z046, Environmental changes impact on flood 
efects. (2003-2004), J. Langhammer et al. 

Czech Science Foundation, Nr. 205/03/1264, Lakes of the Czech Republic (2003-2005), 
B. Jansky et al. 

Key pub~ications since 2000: 
JANSKY, B. (2001): Nuevo levantamiento geodesico - hidrografico de los origenes del 

Ama~onas. :[tevista Geografica, Numero 128, Julio - Diciembre, 200, pp. 151-154. 
JANSKY, B., SOBR, M. et al. (2003): Lakes of the Czech Republic. Faculty of Science, 

Charles University in Prague, Department of Physical Geography, Prague, 216 p. 
KLIMENT, Z. (2000): Balance, regime and geochemistry of suspended sediment of the 

Blsanka River. Geography-Journal of Czech Geographic Society, 105, No.3, Czech 
Geographic Society, Praha, p. 255-265. 

LANGHAMMER, J. (2002): Evaluation of Non-point sources of Pollution of Surface Water 
Using GIS, Acta Universitatis Carolinae, Environmentalica 16, Karolinum, Praha, 
pp.81:88. . 

MATOUSKOVA, M. (2002): Methods of Ecomorphological Evaluation of Stream Habitat 
Quality, Acta Universitatis Carolinae, Environmentalica 16, Karolinum, Praha, pp. 63-
70. 

UNIVERSITY OF SEVILLA, FACULTY OF GEOGRAPHY AND HISTORY, 
Department of Human Geography 
Address: Maria de Padilla sin 41004 Sevilla, SPAIN 
Contact persons in the IP ERASMUS: Dr. Belen Pedregal Mateos 
e-mail: bpedregal@us.es, website: http://www.us.es 

The Department of Human Geography of Seville is part of the Faculty of History and 
Geography, and it has about 16 employees including administrative staff. This Department 
together with the Department of Physical and Regional Geography, offers a Bachelor's 
Degree in Geography, and also offers independently a Ph.D. program, which has about 30 
students. The Department has been working for the on hydrological risks management 
closely connected with regional and spatial planning. Its work has had not only an academic 
orientation, but it has also participated, as independent and external advisor, in various 
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phases of preparation and evaluation of projects related with water management and 
spatial planning, both at a governmental and a non-governmental level, at regional, 
national and European scale. 

The Department of Physical Geography also offers a Ph.D program named "Climate 
Change and Natural Hazards" with courses on fluvial system and restoration. The research 
group "Applied Physical Geography and Patrimony" has been working for the last years on 
fluvial geomorphology, river restoration and fluvial system management, at local and 
regional scale. 

Main hydrological research projects since 2000: 
Programme CNRS/SHS Eau, environnement et societe Centre Nacional de la Recherche 

Scientifique, Laboratoire Dynamiques Sociales et Recomposition des Espaces (LADYSS)
UMR 7533 - (CNRS): Crises hydrauliques et perception du risque environnemental en 
Mediterranee occidentale. 2003-2006. 

EC Science Research Development: Environment and Climate Fifth Framework 
Programme. European Commission, D.G. XI. Contract EVK1-CT-2000-00074: "Integrated 
Evaluation for Sustainable River Basin Governance" (ADVISOR). 2001-2003. 

EC Science Research Development: Environment and Climate Fourth (EC) Framework 
Programme. European Commission, D.G. XI Contract Number: ENV4 CT97 0447. "Societal 
and Institutional Responses to Climate Change and Climatic Hazards: Managing Changing 
Floods and Drought Risk" (SIRCH). 1998-2000. 

Ministerio de Fomento: Evaluation of the deterioration and analysis by damages for 
river erosion-sedimentation in bridges of the national network of highways and railroads in 
western Andalusia: causes, prediction and proposals for conservation of the infrastructure. 
2003-2006. 

Convenio de colaboracion entre la Consejeria de Obras PUblicas y Transportes de la 
Junta de Andalucia y la Universidad de Sevilla: El Canal del Bajo Guadalquivir en el 
contexto de I desarrollo, configuracion actual y perspectivas futuras del sistema hidraulico 
regional. 2002-2004. 

Key publications: 
MORAL, L. (2001): Planification hydrologique et politique territoriale en Espagne, 

Herodote. Revue,de Geographie et de geopolitique, Paris, No. 102, pp. 87-112. 
MORAL, L., SAURI, D. (2001) Recent developments in Spanish water policy. Alternatives 

and conflicts at the end of the hydraulic age. Geoforum, 32, pp, 351-362. 
GIANSANTE, C., AGUILAR, M., BABIANO, L., GARRIDO, A, GOMEZ, A, IGLESIAS, E., 

LISE, W., MORAL, L., Y PEDREGAL, B. (2002): Institutional Adaptation to Changing 
Risk of Water Scarcity in the Lower Guadalquivir Basin. Natural Resources Journal, 42, 
No.3, pp. 521-563. 

MORAL, L., HILL, G., PANEQUE, P., PEDREGAL, B., SPASH, C., Y URAMA, K. (2003): 
Evaluation practices in water projects decision making processes: comparative analysis 
of five European cases Alqueva dam (Portugal), Evinos reservoir (Greece), Ythan nitrate 
vulnerable zone (UK), the Grensmaas (The Netherlands) and Ebro river transfer 
(Spain), Water Resources Management in the 21st Century, XI Congreso Mundial del 
Agua, Madrid 5-9 de Octubre de 2003, Centro de Estudios y Experimentacion de Obras 
PUblicas (CEDEX) e International Water Resources Association. 

BAENA, E., R, GUERRERO A, I. (2002): Integrated assessment and management of the 
ecosystems affected by the Aznalcollar mining spill (SW, Spain)" IOCIICAMIUNESCO 
Technical report. Paris, pp.115-120. 

UNIVERSITY OF TARTU, INSTITUT OF GEOGRAPHY, 
Department of Physical Geography and Landscape Ecology 
Address: Vanemuise Str. 46, 51014 TARTU, Estonia 
Contact persons in the IP ERASMUS: Prof. Dr. Arvo Jiirvet 
e-mail: ajarvet@ut.ee, website: http://www.geo.ut.ee 

The Department of Geography in Tartu University is est~blished in 1919. The Chair of 
Physical Geography and Landscape Ecology (Head prof. Ulo Mander) is teaching both 
traditional disciplines of physical geography and fast developing aspects of landscape 
analysis and environmental sciences. Scientific research is carried out in several aspects of 
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the same fields as nutrient fluxes in landscape, landscape changes, changes in climate and 
related reactions in hydrology and water management. Wide cooperation with other 
research institutions, local authorities and state departments both in Estonia and 
worldwide is an essential part of everyday activities. The main water related studies are 
connected with researches of the use of natural and seminatural wetlands for waste-water 
purification, nutrient fluxes in landscapes and water management planning using 
integrated river basin principle. 

Main hydrological research projects since 2000: 
INCO-COPERNICUS A2 grant No ERBIC-CT96-0100 on "Research and Information on 

Water Purification by Means of Constructed Wetlands (BIOPLATOS) in the Ukraine, 
Supported by St~dies in Estonia, Finland, the Netherlands and Sweden", 1996-2000, 
Contractor Prof. U. Mander. 

EU 5FP RTD project PRIMROSE Process based Integrated Management of constructed 
and Riverine wetlands for Optimal coptrol of wastewater at catchment ScalE (EVKl-2000-
00728), 2000-2003, Contractor Prof. U. Mander. 

INCO-COPERNICUS grant ICA2-1999-10052 Kola Water Quality, 2000-2004, 
Associate Contractor Prof. U. Mander. 

Research project of UNEP "Country Case Study on Climate Change Impacts and 
Adaptation Assessment of Water Resources in the Republic of Estonia. UNEP/GEF project 
GF/2200-96-45" , associate project leader Arvo Jii.rvet. 

Research Project of Estonian Ministry of Environment "Human Impact on the 
Waterbodies and Water Management Planning on the Lake V6rtsjii.rv Catchment Area", 
2001-2004, project leader Arvo Jii.rvet. 

Key publica~~ons: .. 
MANDER, U., KUUSEMETS, V., LOHMUS, K and MAURING, T. (1997): Efficiency and 

dimensioning of riparian buffer zones in agricultural catchments. Ecological 
Engineeri.~g, 8 •. pp. 299-324. 

MANDER, U., JARVET, A. (1998): Buffering role of small reservoirs in agricultural 
catchments. Internat. Rev. Hydrobiol., 83, pp. 639-646. 

NOGES, P., JARVET, A. (2002): Response of a natural river valley wetland to 
~.upplementary run-off and pollutant load from urban wastewater discharge. In: Mander, 
U. Jenssen, P. (eds.): Natural Wetlands for Wastewater Treatment in Cold Climate . 

.. Advances in Ecological ~ciences, 12, Witpress, pp. 139-158. 
JARVET, A., MANDER, U. (2003): Classification of chemical status of rivers for water 

management planning in Lake V6rtsjii.rv catchment area, Estonia. In: Brebbia, C., A 
(ed.): River Basin Management II. International Series on Progress in Water 
Manage~ent, Witpress, pp. 251-~.60. 

MANDER, U., KUUSEMETS, V., LOHMUS, K, MAURING, T., TEITER, S., AUGUSTIN, 
J. (2003): Nitrous oxide, dinitrogen, and methane emission in a subsurface flow 
constructed wetland. Water Science and Technology 48, No.5, pp. 135-142. 

UNIVERSITY OF UDINE, Dipartimento Economia Societa Territorio 
Via delle Scienze 208, I 33100 Udine, ITALY 
Contact person in the Erasmus IP: Prof. Dr. Franca Battigelli 
e-mail: franca.battigelli@uniud.it, website: http://web.uniud.it 

At the University of Udine, geographical studies are developed in two different 
departments: Human Geography is part of the multidisciplinary Department of Economics, 
Society, Territory, while Physical Geography belongs to the Department of Geo-resources 
and Territory. With regard to didactics, both Human and Physical Geography are offered 
as compulsory or optional teaching courses in a number of degree courses in several 
faculties: Human Geography in the Faculty of Arts, of Modern Languages, of Teachers' 
Training; Physical Geography in Engineering and Agricultural Sciences. Besides, the 
following curricula in Human Geography are offered: a 3-years Socio-Anthropo
Geographical curriculum within the first-level Degree course in Arts; a second-level Degree 
course in Geography (2 years). The section of Human Geography has been working for a 
number of years in water-related research and teaching, with different approaches and 
orientations that can be summarized as follows. 
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Water related research: 
1. Regional studies: Tourism and (un)sustainable water demand in Jordan. 

Accessibility to water in the West Bank and Gaza Strip: international and inter-uses 
conflicts, water quality and quantity, unequal access. 

Flood hazard in the Tagliamento river basin (Friuli, Italy): the perception of risk from 
different stakeholders, the debate about solutions and their sustainability. 

Increasing water demand for tourism in Lignano Sabbiadoro seaside resort (Friuli, 
Italy). 
2. Water and education. Towards a "culture of water". 

Water in the landscape: studying, conserving, managing waterscapes. 
Water-related names of places: documents of territory-forming processes, signs of 

identity, cultural heritage. 
Didactics of water at the School for Teachers' Training. Research about case studies; 

elaboration of multimedia teaching units on water. 

Presented Posters on the IP ERASMUS Prague 2003 

ALAMETS, K. (2003): Comparison of rivers ecosystems in Estonia by chemical and 
biological monitoring data. University ofTartu 

BATTIGELLI, F. (2003): Hydric Problems in West Bank and Gaza. University ofUdine 
COMBE, C. (2003): The "Lyons's Y": for a historical and spatial approach to flood hazard in 

urban and periurban areas. University of St. Etienne 
GUARAN, A, MARCHIOL, L. (2003): Tagliamento river, between floods and flood 

protection. University of Udine 
HAIS, M. (2003): Changes in Land Cover Temperature and. Humidity Parameters 

Resulting from Spruce Forests Decay in the Centre of the Sumava National Park. 
Charles University in Prague 

HAUZAR, CH. (2003): Waterconflicts in the Middle East. University of Mainz 
JARVET, A (2003): Spatial planning in water management (Lake V6rtsjarv basin case 

study)n Estonia). University of Tartu 
JUDOVA, P. (2003): The Quality of Surface Waters of the Slapanka River Catchment. 

Charles University in Prague 
LEVENTE, R. (2003): Possibilities of sustaintable water usage of Pecs. University of Pecs. 
LICHT, A, NEV, H. (2003): Ecocity Shanghai. University of Mainz 
MATOUSKOVA, M. (2003): Ecohydrological monitoring of streams habitat. Charles 

University in Prague 
pARMETS, H. (2003): Nature conservation and management of polders in Estonia. 
• University of Tartu 
SOBR, M. (2003): Lakes in the Czech Republic. Charles University in Prague 
TANCA, A (2003). New technologies and information flows for sustaintable water 

management. University of Cagliari 
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ROZHLEDY-REVIEWS 

Escudero Rafael Baena, Martinez Belen Garcia, Amador 
Inmaculada Guerrero, Hartvich Filip, Leicht Brigitte, 
Mar chi 0 I L a rae t a I .: Floods 2002 in Prague - reflections, lessons and ideas 
........................................................................................................................................ 170 

Povodne 2002 v Praze - napady, reflexe a pouceni 

Alamets Katrin, Bicanova Magdalena, Judova Petra, 
Parnamets Henn, Ronczyk Levente, Rodlova Sylva: 
Water Quality Changes and its TJends in the Czech Republic .................................. 181 
Trendy ve zmene kvality vody v Ceske republice 

Sob r M i r 0 s I a v, P e csT i b 0 r, H art vic h F iIi p: Lakes and water 
reservoirs in the Czech RepuQlic ............ ............... ....... ............ .......... ..... .... ...... ... ... ..... 189 
Jezera a prehradni nadde v Ceske republice 
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ERASMUS Prague 2003 (203). 
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